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Abstract. We investigate the structure of the ring DG(X) ofG-invariant
differential operators on a reductive spherical homogeneous space X =
G/H with an overgroup G˜. We consider three natural subalgebras of
DG(X) which are polynomial algebras with explicit generators, namely
the subalgebra DG˜(X) of G˜-invariant differential operators onX and two
other subalgebras coming from the centers of the enveloping algebras of
g and k, where K is a maximal proper subgroup of G containing H. We
show that in most cases DG(X) is generated by any two of these three
subalgebras, and analyze when this may fail. Moreover, we find explicit
relations among the generators for each possible triple (G˜,G,H), and
describe transfer maps connecting eigenvalues for DG˜(X) and for the
center of the enveloping algebra of gC.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a manifold with a transitive action of a compact Lie group G.
The ring DG(X) of G-invariant differential operators on X is commutative
if and only if the complexification XC is GC-spherical, i.e. XC admits an
open orbit of a Borel subgroup of GC. This is the case for instance if X is a
symmetric space of G, but there are also spherical homogeneous spaces that
are not symmetric, e.g. XC = SO(2n+1,C)/GLn(C) or SL2n+1(C)/Sp(n,C);
they were classified in [Kr2, B, M]. Knop [Kn] proved that if XC is GC-
spherical then DG(X) is actually a polynomial ring; the number of algebrai-
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cally independent generators of DG(X) is equal to the rank of the spherical
space X = G/H (see Section 2.2). A more explicit structure is known in
some special settings:
(1) If X is a reductive symmetric space, then DG(X) is naturally isomor-
phic to the ring of invariant polynomials for the (little) Weyl group,
by work of Harish-Chandra [Ha].
(2) If XC appears as an open GC-orbit in a prehomogeneous vector space
and if the center Z(gC) of the enveloping algebra U(gC) surjects
onto DG(X), then explicit generators in DG(X) were given by Howe–
Umeda [HU] as a generalization of the classical Capelli identity.
In this paper we consider the situation where the spherical homogeneous
space X admits an overgroup, i.e. there is a Lie group G˜ containing G and
acting (transitively) onX. In this situation there are two natural subalgebras
of DG(X), obtained from the centers of Z(g˜C) and Z(gC), which play an
important role in the global analysis by means of representation theory of
G˜ and G. We investigate the structure of the ring DG(X) by using these
two subalgebras as well as a third one, induced from a certain G-equivariant
fibration of X (see Section 1.1).
More precisely, the setting of the paper is the following.
Basic setting 1.1. We consider a connected compact Lie group G˜ and two
connected proper closed subgroups G and H˜ of G˜ such that the complexified
homogeneous space G˜C/H˜C is GC-spherical. The embedding G ↪→ G˜ then
induces a diffeomorphism
(1.1) X := G/H ∼−→ G˜/H˜,
where we set H := H˜ ∩G.
In most of the paper, we furthermore assume that G˜ is simple. A clas-
sification of such triples (G˜, H˜, G) up to a covering is given in Table 1.1; it
is obtained from Oniščik’s infinitesimal classification [O] of triples (G˜, H˜, G)
with G˜ compact simple and G˜ = H˜G, and from the classification of spherical
homogeneous spaces [Kr2, B, M]. In this setting G/H is never a symmetric
space.
1.1. Three subalgebras of DG(X). Let D(X) be the full C-algebra of
differential operators on X. The differentiations of the left and right regular
representations of G on C∞(G) induce a C-algebra homomorphism
(1.2) d`⊗ dr : U(gC)⊗ U(gC)H −→ D(X),
where U(gC)H is the subalgebra of H-invariant elements in the enveloping al-
gebra U(gC) (see Section 2.1). It is known (see e.g. [He2, Ch. II, Th. 4.6]) that
the image dr(U(gC)H) coincides with DG(X). However, the ring U(gC)H is
noncommutative and difficult to understand in general. Instead, we analyze
DG(X) in terms of three well-understood subalgebras.
The first subalgebra is the image d`(Z(gC)) of the center Z(gC) of U(gC).
The ring Z(gC) is well-understood (it is isomorphic to a polynomial ring,
described by the Harish-Chandra isomorphism), but its image d`(Z(gC)) is
typically smaller than DG(X) in our setting, in contrast with the case where
X = G/H is a symmetric space [He1].
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The second subalgebra of DG(X) we consider is d`(Z(g˜C)) = dr(Z(g˜C)),
where we regard X as a G˜-space and consider the map
d`⊗ dr : U(g˜C)⊗ U(g˜C)H˜ −→ D(X)
similar to (1.2). In our setting, d`(Z(g˜C)) is always equal to the full subalge-
bra D
G˜
(X) ⊂ DG(X) of G˜-invariant differential operators onX (Lemma 2.6).
Finally, the third subalgebra is dr(Z(kC)) for some subgroup K of G
containing H. This algebra is zero if K = H, and equal to d`(Z(gC)) =
dr(Z(gC)) if K = G. However, it may yield new nontrivial G-invariant dif-
ferential operators on X if H ( K ( G. We shall choose K to be a maximal
connected proper subgroup of G containing H (this is possible by Proposi-
tion 5.5.(2)). The geometric meaning of the algebra dr(Z(kC)) will be ex-
plained in Section 2.3, in terms of the fibration of X = G/H over G/K with
fiber F := K/H: namely, there are natural maps drF : U(kC)H  DK(F )
(similar to dr in (1.2)) and ι : DK(F ) ↪→ DG(X) such that the following
diagram commutes.
(1.3) Z(g˜C)
d`

Z(gC)
d`

Z(kC)
dr
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
dr
F
D
G˜
(X) ⊂ DG(X) DK(F )? _ιoo
In our setting, drF (Z(kC)) is also equal to the full algebra DK(F ) (Lemma 2.6),
and in particular,
(1.4) ι(DK(F )) = dr(Z(kC)).
Remark 1.2. The number of connected components ofH = H˜∩G may vary
under taking a covering of G˜, but the algebra DG(X) and its subalgebras
D
G˜
(X) = d`(Z(g˜C)), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(gC)) do not, see Theorem 5.1.
We prove the following.
Theorem 1.3. In the setting 1.1, suppose that G˜ is simple. If h˜ ∩ g is not
a maximal proper subalgebra of g, then there is a unique maximal connected
proper subgroup K of G containing H, and
(1) DG(X) is generated by DG˜(X) and dr(Z(kC));
(2) DG(X) is generated by d`(Z(gC)) and dr(Z(kC));
(3) DG(X) is generated by DG˜(X) and d`(Z(gC)), except if we are in
case (ix) of Table 1.1 up to a covering of G˜.
If h˜ ∩ g is a maximal proper subalgebra of g, then
DG(X) = DG˜(X) = d`(Z(gC)).
The complete list of triples (G˜, H˜, G) in Theorem 1.3, up to a covering
of G˜, is given in Table 1.1. In that table we use the notation H1 ·H2 for the
almost product of two subgroups H1 and H2 (meaning there is a surjective
homomorphism with finite kernel from H1×H2 to H1 ·H2). We also use the
notation Diag to indicate a diagonal embedding. Here ι7, ι8, ι13 : H → K
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G˜ H˜ G H K
(i) SO(2n+2) SO(2n+ 1) U(n+ 1) U(n) U(n)×U(1)
(i)′ SO(2n+2) U(n+ 1) SU(n+ 1) SU(n) U(n)
(ii) SO(2n+2) U(n+ 1) SO(2n+ 1) U(n) SO(2n)
(iii) SU(2n+2) U(2n+ 1) Sp(n+ 1) Sp(n)×U(1) Sp(n)× Sp(1)
(iv) SU(2n+2) Sp(n+ 1) U(2n+ 1) Sp(n)×U(1) U(2n)×U(1)
(v) SO(4n+4) SO(4n+ 3) Sp(n+1)·Sp(1) Sp(n)·Diag(Sp(1)) (Sp(n)×Sp(1))·Sp(1)
(v)′ SO(4n+4) SO(4n+ 3) Sp(n+ 1) ·U(1) Sp(n) ·Diag(U(1)) (Sp(n)×Sp(1)) ·U(1)
(vi) SO(16) SO(15) Spin(9) Spin(7) Spin(8)
(vii) SO(8) Spin(7) SO(5)× SO(3) ι7(SO(4)) SO(4)× SO(3)
(viii) SO(7) G2(−14) SO(5)× SO(2) ι8(U(2)) SO(4)× SO(2)
(ix) SO(7) G2(−14) SO(6) SU(3) U(3)
(x) SO(7) SO(6) G2(−14) SU(3) SU(3)
(xi) SO(8) Spin(7) SO(7) G2(−14) G2(−14)
(xii) SO(8) SO(7) Spin(7) G2(−14) G2(−14)
(xiii) SO(8) Spin(7) SO(6)× SO(2) ι13
(
U˜(3)
)
U(3)× SO(2)
(xiii)′ SO(8) Spin(7) SO(6) SU(3) U(3)
(xiv) SO(8) SO(6)×SO(2) Spin(7) ι14
(
U˜(3)
)
Spin(6)
Table 1.1. Complete list of triples (G˜, H˜, G) in the set-
ting 1.1 with G˜ simple, up to a covering of G˜. We also indicate
H := H˜ ∩G and the maximal connected proper subgroup K
of G containing H. In case (i)′ we require n ≥ 2.
and ι14 : H → H˜ are nontrivial embeddings described in Sections 6.7, 6.8,
and 6.12. We denote by U˜(3) the double covering of U(3), see Section 6.12.
The main case is when h˜∩ g is not a maximal proper subalgebra of g: the
only exceptions in Table 1.1 are (x), (xi), and (xii).
The condition that G˜C/H˜C be GC-spherical depends only on the triples
of complex Lie algebras (g˜C, h˜C, gC). The pair (g˜, h˜) is always a symmetric
pair except in cases (viii) and (ix); the pair (g, h) is never symmetric.
Remark 1.4. By using the triality of D4 for the realization of G in G˜, we
see that the triple
(1.5) (G˜, H˜, G) =
(
Spin(8)× Spin(8),Spin(7)× Spin(7),Spin(8))
satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1.3 with
H := H˜ ∩G = G2(−14)
except that G˜ is not simple. This case arises as a compact real form of the
complexification of the isomorphism
Spin(1, 7)/G2(−14) ' Spin(8,C)/Spin(7,C).
In this case, there is a unique maximal connected proper subgroup K of G
containing H, with K ' Spin(7), and most (but not all) of our main results
hold. We discuss the case (1.5) separately in Section 7 (see also Remark 1.9).
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1.2. Generators and relations for DG(X). We prove Theorem 1.3 by
finding explicit relations among the three subalgebras D
G˜
(X) = d`(Z(g˜C)),
ι(DK(F )) = dr(Z(kC)) (see (1.4)), and d`(Z(gC)) of DG(X). In particular,
we find explicit algebraically independent generators of DG(X) chosen from
any two of the three subalgebras, as follows.
Theorem 1.5. In the setting 1.1, suppose that G˜ is simple. Let K be a
maximal connected proper subgroup of G containing H if h is not a maximal
proper subalgebra of g, and K = H otherwise. Let F = K/H.
(1) There exist elements Pk of DG˜(X), elements Qk of DK(F ), elements
Rk of Z(gC), and integers m,n, s, t ∈ N with m+ n = s+ t such that
• D
G˜
(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm] is a polynomial ring in the Pk;
• DK(F ) = C[Q1, . . . , Qn] is a polynomial ring in the Qk;
• DG(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qn)]
= C[ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qs),d`(R1), . . . ,d`(Rt)]
is a polynomial ring in the Pk and ι(Qk), as well as in the ι(Qk)
and d`(Rk).
(2) The Pk, Qk, Rk can be chosen in such a way that for any k there exist
constants ak, bk, ck ∈ C with
(1.6) ak Pk + bk ι(Qk) = ck d`(Rk).
(3) The Pk, Qk, Rk can always be chosen in such a way that DG(X) =
C[P1, . . . , Pm,d`(R1), . . . ,d`(Rn)] is also a polynomial ring in the Pk and
d`(Rk), unless we are in case (ix) of Table 1.1 up to a covering of G˜.
Theorem 1.5.(1) gives an algebra isomorphism
(1.7) DG(X) ' DG˜(X)⊗ DK(F ).
In this setting there are two expressions ofX as a homogeneous space, namely
G˜/H˜ and G/H. Both are spherical, but their ranks are different in general;
as an immediate consequence of (1.7), we obtain the following relation with
the rank of the spherical homogeneous space K/H.
Corollary 1.6. In the setting of Theorem 1.5, we have
rank G˜/H˜ + rankK/H = rankG/H.
Corollary 1.6 also holds in the case (1.5) by Proposition 7.4. Table 1.2
gives the ranks of G˜/H˜, K/H, and G/H in each case.
The closed formulas (1.6) in Theorem 1.5 for explicit generators Pk, Qk, Rk
are given in Section 6 for each triple (G˜, H˜, G) according to the classification
of Table 1.1. These formulas imply the following.
Corollary 1.7. In the setting of Theorem 1.5, let C
G˜
∈ Z(g˜C) and CG ∈
Z(gC) be the respective Casimir elements of the complex reductive Lie alge-
bras g˜C and gC. Then there exists a nonzero a ∈ R such that
(1.8) d`(C
G˜
) ∈ ad`(CG) + dr(Z(kC))
as a holomorphic differential operator on G˜C/H˜C.
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rank G˜/H˜ rankK/H rankG/H
(i), (i)′ 1 1 2
(ii) bn+12 c bn2 c n
(iii) 1 1 2
(iv) n n 2n
(v), (v)′ 1 1 2
(vi) 1 1 2
(vii) 1 1 2
(viii) 1 2 3
(ix) 1 1 2
(x) 1 0 1
(xi) 1 0 1
(xii) 1 0 1
(xiii), (xiii)′ 1 1 2
(xiv) 2 1 3
(1.5) 2 1 3
Table 1.2. Ranks of G˜/H˜, K/H, and G/H in each case of
Table 1.1 and in case (1.5)
Remark 1.8. In cases (v), (vii), (viii), and (xiii) of Table 1.1, the group G˜
is simple but G is not. The formulas that we compute show for any choice
of an Ad(G)-invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on gC, the
corresponding Casimir element CG ∈ Z(gC) satisfies (1.8) for some nonzero
a ∈ R.
The formulas (1.6) play a fundamental role in constructing a “transfer
map” relating the eigenvalues of Z(gC) and DG˜(X) (see Theorem 1.11), pro-
viding some interaction between the representation of g˜ and of its subalge-
bra g.
Remark 1.9. An analogue of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 may fail in the setting
1.1 in the following situations:
• Theorem 1.3.(2) may fail if G˜ is only assumed to be semisimple, not
simple: this happens in the case (1.5) (see Proposition 7.5).
• Theorem 1.3.(1)–(2) may fail if K is not maximal: this happens for
(G˜, H˜, G,H) =
(
SU(2n+ 2),Sp(n+ 1),U(2n+ 1),Sp(n)×U(1))
and K = Sp(n)×U(1)×U(1) (see Remark 6.4.4.(2)).
• Theorem 1.3.(1)–(2)–(3) may fail if XC is not GC-spherical: this
happens for
(G˜, H˜, G,H) =
(
SO(4n+ 4),SO(4n+ 3),Sp(n+ 1), Sp(n)
)
(see Remark 6.5.2).
In the case (1.5), we shall prove that the “transfer map” still exists even
though Theorem 1.3.(2) fails, and we shall find a closed formula for it in
Proposition 7.6. This will be used in the forthcoming paper [KK2] for anal-
ysis on the locally symmetric space Γ\SO(8,C)/SO(7,C), see Section 1.4
below.
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1.3. Transfer maps. We now explain how eigenvalues of the two algebras
Z(gC) and DG˜(X) are related through a “transfer map”. In the whole section,
we work in the setting of Theorem 1.5.
1.3.1. Localization. We start with some general formalism. Let I be a max-
imal ideal of Z(kC) and 〈I〉 the ideal generated by dr(I) in the commutative
algebra DG(X). Let
(1.9) qI : DG(X) −→ DG(X)I := DG(X)/〈I〉
be the quotient homomorphism. Theorem 1.5.(1)–(2) implies the following.
Proposition 1.10. In the setting of Theorem 1.5, for any maximal ideal I
of Z(kC), the map qI induces algebra isomorphisms
D
G˜
(X)
∼−→ DG(X)I
and
Z(gC)/Ker(qI ◦ d`) ∼−→ DG(X)I .
These isomorphisms combine into an algebra isomorphism
(1.10) ϕI : Z(gC)/Ker(qI ◦ d`) ∼−→ DG˜(X),
which induces a natural map
ϕ∗I : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
∼−→ HomC-alg
(
Z(gC)/Ker(qI ◦ d`),C
)
⊂ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C).
We note that there is no a priori homomorphism between the two algebras
Z(gC) and DG˜(X).
1.3.2. The case of the annihilator of an irreducible representation of K.
When I is the annihilator of an irreducible representation of K, the map
ϕ∗I has a geometric meaning, which we formulate below as a “transfer map”.
For each irreducible K-module (τ, Vτ ) with nonzero H-fixed vectors, we
consider the isotypicK-moduleWτ := (V ∨τ )H⊗Vτ and form theG-equivariant
vector bundle Wτ := G×KWτ over Y := G/K. The group G acts by trans-
lations on the space C∞(Y,Wτ ) of smooth sections of this bundle, and we
may view C∞(Y,Wτ ) as a subrepresentation via the natural injective G-
homomorphism
iτ : C
∞(Y,Wτ ) ↪−→ C∞(X)
(see Section 3.2). In our setting, Wτ is isomorphic to Vτ because the sub-
space of H-fixed vectors in τ is one-dimensional (see Lemma 4.2.(4) and
Fact 3.1.(iv)). The center Z(gC) of the enveloping algebra U(gC) acts on
the space C∞(Y,Wτ ) of smooth sections as differential operators which
are G-invariant, and thus we have an algebra homomorphism into the ring
DG(Y,Wτ ) of G-invariant differential operators acting on C∞(Y,Wτ ):
d`τ : Z(gC) −→ DG(Y,Wτ ).
We relate joint eigenfunctions for D
G˜
(X) on C∞(X) to joint eigenfunctions
for Z(gC) on C∞(Y,Wτ ) as follows.
Let Iτ be the annihilator in Z(kC) of the contragredient representation
τ∨ of τ . We have Ker(qIτ ◦ d`) ⊂ Ker(d`τ ), and the action of Z(gC) on
C∞(Y,Wτ ) factors through Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`). The algebra isomorphism
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ϕIτ of (1.10) implies that iτ transfers joint eigenfunctions for Z(gC) on the
subrepresentation C∞(Y,Wτ ) to joint eigenfunctions for DG(X) on C∞(X)
via ϕ∗Iτ . Such an algebra isomorphism ϕIτ also exists when (G˜, H˜, G) is
the triple (1.5), see Proposition 7.6. To describe the relation between joint
eigenvalues for D
G˜
(X) and Z(gC), we introduce “transfer maps”
(1.11)
{
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C),
λ(·, τ) : HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(d`τ ),C) −→ HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
for every τ ∈ Disc(K/H) by using the bijection ϕ∗Iτ as follows:
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
ν(·,τ) 33hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
∼
ϕ∗Iτ
// HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`),C)
∪
Spec(X)τ
∪
// HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(d`
τ ),C)
λ(·,τ)
kkVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
∪
Here we set
C∞(X;Mλ)τ :=
{
F ∈ iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )) : PF = λ(P )F ∀P ∈ DG˜(X)
}
and
(1.12) Spec(X)τ :=
{
λ ∈ HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) : C∞(X;Mλ)τ 6= {0}
}
.
We shall see (Proposition 4.8) that ϕ∗Iτ (λ) vanishes on Ker(d`
τ ) if λ ∈
Spec(X)τ , hence ν(λ(ν, τ)) = ν for all ν ∈ HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(d`τ ),C)
and λ(ν(λ, τ)) = λ for all λ ∈ Spec(X)τ .
By using the closed formulas in Theorem 1.5.(1)–(2), we find an explicit
formula for the transfer map
ν(·, τ) := ϕ∗Iτ : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
in terms of the highest weight of τ and the Harish-Chandra isomorphisms
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
∼−→ j∗C/W (gC),
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
∼−→ a˜∗C/W˜ ,
where jC and a˜C are certain abelian subspaces of gC and g˜C, respectively,
and W (gC) and W˜ are finite reflection groups (see Section 4.3 for details).
We note that there is no a priori homomorphism between a˜C and jC.
Theorem 1.11. In the setting of Theorem 1.5, for any irreducible K-module
τ with nonzero H-fixed vectors, there is an affine map Sτ : a˜∗C → j∗C such
that the transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
is given by Sτ : a˜∗C/W˜ → j∗C/W (gC) via the Harish-Chandra isomorphisms.
This means that for any λ ∈ a˜∗C and ν ∈ j∗C with ν = Sτ (λ) mod W (gC), the
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following two conditions on f ∈ C∞(Y,Wτ ) are equivalent:
d`τ (R)f = ν(R) f ∀R ∈ Z(gC),
D(iτf) = λ(D) iτf ∀D ∈ DG˜(X).
Theorem 1.11 also holds in the case (1.5). We refer to Theorem 4.9 for a
more precise statement. An explicit formula for the affine map Sτ for all τ is
obtained in Section 6 for each triple (G˜, H˜, G) of Table 1.1, and in Section 7
for the triple (1.5).
1.4. Application to noncompact real forms. We may reformulate Theo-
rem 1.3 in terms of complex Lie algebras, as follows. Suppose g˜C ⊃ gC, h˜C, kC
are reductive Lie algebras over C such that{
g˜C = gC + h˜C,
hC := gC ∩ h˜C ⊂ kC ⊂ gC.
The ring D
G˜C
(G˜C/H˜C) of G˜C-invariant holomorphic differential operators on
the complex homogeneous space G˜C/H˜C is isomorphic to the ring DG(G/H)
and does not depend on the choice of connected complex Lie groups G˜C ⊃ H˜C
with Lie algebras g˜C ⊃ h˜C in our setting, see Theorem 5.2 below. Consider
the following two conditions on the quadruple (g˜C, gC, h˜C, kC):
(A˜) D
G˜C
(G˜C/H˜C) is contained in the C-algebra generated by d`(Z(gC))
and dr(Z(kC));
(B˜) d`(Z(gC)) is contained in the C-algebra generated by DG˜C(G˜C/H˜C)
and dr(Z(kC)).
Here is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3.(1)–(2).
Corollary 1.12. In the setting 1.1, suppose G˜ is simple. Let k be a maximal
proper Lie subalgebra of g containing h˜ ∩ g. Then conditions (A˜) and (B˜)
both hold for the quadruple (g˜C, gC, h˜C, kC).
Remark 1.13. In the case (1.5) where G˜ is semisimple but not simple,
condition (B˜) still holds (Proposition 7.4), but condition (A˜) fails (Proposi-
tion 7.5).
Since the rings of invariant differential operators depend only on the com-
plexification (see Theorem 5.2), our results hold for any real forms having the
same complexification. In particular, the generators Pk, ι(Qk), and d`(Rk)
are defined on real forms ofXC by the restriction of their holomorphic contin-
uation, satisfying the same relations (1.6). Similarly, the relation (1.8) for the
Casimir operators in Corollary 1.7 holds on any real forms of XC = G˜C/H˜C.
Let τ ∈ Disc(K/H). The transfer map ν(·, τ) of (1.11) gives certain con-
straints on Z(gC)-infinitesimal characters of irreducible G-modules realized
in C∞(Y,Wτ ). We now formulate this more explicitly by using the argument
of holomorphic continuation and the affine map Sτ . In the setting of Theo-
rem 1.5, let G˜C ⊃ H˜C, GC,KC be the complexifications of the compact Lie
groups G˜ ⊃ H˜,G,K, and let G˜R ⊃ H˜R, GR,KR be other real forms. We set
HR := H˜R∩GR and XR := GR/HR. For simplicity, we assume that KR = K
and HR = H, hence GR acts properly on XR. We use the same letter Wτ to
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denote the GR-equivariant vector bundle over YR := GR/KR, which is given
by the restriction of the holomorphic GC-equivariant vector bundleWCτ over
YC := GC/KC to the totally real submanifold YR. For λ ∈ j∗C/W (gC), we
define the space of joint eigensections for Z(gC) by
C∞(YR,Wτ ;Mλ) := {f ∈ C∞(YR,Wτ ) : d`τ (z)f = χGλ (z)f ∀z ∈ Z(gC)},
see (2.10) for the notation of Harish-Chandra homomorphisms. The set of
possible infinitesimal characters for subrepresentations of the regular repre-
sentation C∞(YR,Wτ ) is defined by
SuppZ(gC)(C
∞(YR,Wτ )) := {λ ∈ j∗C/W (gC) : C∞(YR,Wτ ;Mλ) 6= {0}}.
Theorem 1.11 implies the following.
Corollary 1.14. In the setting of Theorem 1.5, for any τ ∈ Disc(K/H),
SuppZ(gC)(C
∞(YR,Wτ )) ⊂ Sτ (a˜∗C) mod W (gC),
where Sτ : a˜∗C → j∗C is the affine map of Theorem 1.11.
In [KK2], we shall prove that under condition (B˜), any irreducible unitary
representation pi of G˜R realized in the space D′(XR) of distributions on XR
is discretely decomposable when restricted to GR, even when GR is noncom-
pact. Then the relations (1.6) give crucial information for the branching law
of irreducible representations pi of G˜R restricted to GR, using the analysis on
the fiber
(1.13) F := K/H −→ XR −→ YR = GR/KR.
In subsequent papers, we use the present results to find:
(a) relationships between spectrum for Riemannian locally symmetric spaces
Γ\GR/KR and spectrum for pseudo-Riemannian manifolds Γ\G˜R/H˜R,
using Theorems 1.3.(2) and 1.11, see [KK2];
(b) explicit branching laws of irreducible unitary representations of G˜R (e.g.
Zuckerman’s derived functor modules Aq(λ)) when restricted to the sub-
group G, using Theorem 1.3.(1), see [KK3].
Thus in both (a) and (b) we obtain results on infinite-dimensional representa-
tions of noncompact groups by reducing to finite-dimensional representations
of compact groups and using Theorem 1.3.
1.5. Remarks. The idea of studying the interaction between harmonic anal-
ysis on homogeneous spaces with overgroups and branching laws of infinite-
dimensional representations goes back to the papers [Ko1, Ko2, Ko5], where
computations were carried out in some situations where G˜/H˜ is a symmetric
space of rank one. The work of the current paper was started in the spring
of 2011, as an attempt to generalize the machinery of [Ko1, Ko2, Ko5] to
cases where G˜/H˜ has higher rank, and to find the right general framework
in which such results hold. Our results were announced in [Ko7].
One important motivation for this paper has been the application to the
analysis on locally pseudo-Riemannian symmetric spaces, as described in
Section 1.4 and in [KK2]. Relations between Casimir operators as in Corol-
lary 1.7 were also announced by Mehdi–Olbrich at a talk at the Max Planck
Institute in Bonn in August 2011.
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Recently Schlichtkrull–Trapa–Vogan put on the arXiv the preprint [STV],
investigating the rank-one cases (i), (iv), (vi), (x) of Table 1.1, and proving
the irreducibility of the representations of the exceptional group G2(2) in
[Ko2, Th. 6.4] for the last singular parameters.
1.6. Organization of the paper. Sections 2 to 5 are of a theoretical
nature. Our analysis is centered around the G-equivariant fiber bundle
X = G˜/H˜
F−→ G/K. In Section 2 we collect some basic facts on invari-
ant differential operators and explain the diagram (1.3). In Section 3 we
discuss geometric approaches to the restriction of representations of G˜ to
the subgroup G in the space of square integrable or holomorphic sections.
The assumption that XC is GC-spherical implies several multiplicity-freeness
results for representations, not only of G, but also of G˜ and K. Using this,
in Section 4 we explain a precise strategy for proving Theorems 1.3 and 1.11.
In Section 5 we examine the connected components of H = H˜∩G, and prove
that the subalgebras D
G˜
(X), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(g˜C)) are completely de-
termined by the triple of Lie algebras (g˜C, h˜C, gC).
Sections 6 and 7 are the technical heart of the paper: we complete the
proofs of the main theorems through a case-by-case analysis. In particular,
we find the closed formula for the “transfer map” for simple G˜ in Section 6
in each case of Table 1.1, by carrying out computations of finite-dimensional
representations. Section 7 focuses on the case of the triple (1.5).
Notation. In the whole paper, we use the notation N = Z ∩ [0,+∞) and
N+ = Z ∩ (0,+∞). For n ∈ N+ we set
(Zn)≥ := {(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Zn : a1 ≥ · · · ≥ an}
and (Nn)≥ := (Zn)≥ ∩ Nn.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the referee for a careful read-
ing of the paper and for very helpful comments and suggestions. We are
grateful to the University of Tokyo for its support through the GCOE pro-
gram, and to the University of Chicago, the Max Planck Institut für Mathe-
matik (Bonn), the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (Berkeley), and
the Institut des Hautes Études Scientifiques (Bures-sur-Yvette) for giving us
opportunities to work together in very good conditions.
2. Reminders and basic facts
In this section we set up some notation and review some known facts
on spherical homogeneous spaces, in particular about invariant differential
operators and regular representations.
Let X = G/H be a reductive homogeneous space, by which we mean that
G is a connected real reductive linear Lie group and H a reductive subgroup
of G. We shall always assume that H is algebraic. The group G naturally
acts on the ring of differential operators on X by
g ·D = `∗g ◦D ◦ (`∗g)−1,
where `∗g is the pull-back by the left translation `g : x 7→ g · x. We denote by
DG(X) the ring of G-invariant differential operators on X.
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2.1. General structure of DG(X). We first recall some classical results on
the structure of the C-algebra DG(X); see [He2, Ch. II] for proofs and more
details. Let U(gC) be the enveloping algebra of the complexified Lie algebra
gC := g⊗R C. It acts on C∞(X) by differentiation on the left:(
(Y1 · · ·Ym)·f
)
(g) =
∂
∂t1
∣∣∣
t1=0
· · · ∂
∂tm
∣∣∣
tm=0
f
(
exp(−tmYm) · · · exp(−t1Y1)x
)
for all Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ g, all f ∈ C∞(X), and all x ∈ X. This gives a C-algebra
homomorphism
(2.1) d` : U(gC) −→ D(X),
where D(X) is the full C-algebra of differential operators on X. On the other
hand, U(gC) acts on C∞(G) by differentiation on the right:(
(Y1 · · ·Ym) · f
)
(g) =
∂
∂t1
∣∣∣
t1=0
· · · ∂
∂tm
∣∣∣
tm=0
f
(
g exp(t1Y1) · · · exp(tmYm)
)
for all Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ g, all f ∈ C∞(G), and all g ∈ G. By identifying C∞(X)
with the set of right-H-invariant elements in C∞(G), we obtain a C-algebra
homomorphism
(2.2) dr : U(gC)H −→ DG(X),
where U(gC)H is the subalgebra of AdG(H)-invariant elements in U(gC). It
is surjective and induces an algebra isomorphism
(2.3) U(gC)H/U(gC)hC ∩ U(gC)H ∼−→ DG(X)
(see [He2, Ch. II, Th. 4.6]).
Since the center Z(gC) is contained in U(gC)H , the homomorphisms d`
and dr of (2.1) and (2.2) restrict to homomorphisms from Z(gC) to DG(X).
To see the relationship between them, consider the inversion g 7→ g−1 of G.
Its differential gives rise to an antiautomorphism η of the enveloping algebra
U(gC), given by Y1 · · ·Ym 7→ (−Ym) · · · (−Y1) for all Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ gC. This
antiautomorphism induces an automorphism of the commutative subalgebra
Z(gC). The following is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Lemma 2.1. We have d` ◦ η = dr on Z(gC).
2.2. Spherical homogeneous spaces. Recall the following two character-
izations of spherical homogeneous spaces, in terms of the ring of invariant
differential operators (condition (ii)) and in terms of representation theory
(condition (iii)). For a continuous representation pi of G, we denote by
HomG(pi,C
∞(X)) the set of G-intertwining continuous operators from pi to
C∞(X).
Fact 2.2. Suppose X = G/H is a reductive homogeneous space. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical;
(ii) the C-algebra DG(X) is commutative;
(iii) dim HomG(pi,C∞(X)) is uniformly bounded for any irreducible repre-
sentation pi of G.
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For (i)⇔ (ii), see e.g. [V]; for (i)⇔ (iii), see [KO].
If XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical, then by work of Knop [Kn] the ring
DG(X) is finitely generated as a Z(gC)-module, and there is a C-algebra
isomorphism
(2.4) Ψ : DG(X)
∼−→ S(aC)W ,
where S(aC)W is the ring of W -invariant elements in the symmetric algebra
S(aC) for some subspace aC of a Cartan subalgebra of gC and some finite
reflection group W acting on aC. In particular, DG(X) is a polynomial
algebra in r generators, by a theorem of Chevalley (see e.g. [Wa, Th. 2.1.3.1]),
where
r := dimC aC
is called the rank of G/H, denoted by rankG/H. A typical example of
a spherical homogeneous space is a complex reductive symmetric space; in
this case the isomorphism DG(X) ' S(aC)W is explicit, as we shall recall in
Section 2.4.
2.3. A geometric interpretation of the subalgebra dr(Z(kC)). Let K
be a connected reductive subgroup of G containing H. The reductive homo-
geneous space X := G/H fibers over G/K with fiber F := K/H. There is a
natural injective homomorphism
(2.5) ι : DK(F ) ↪−→ DG(X)
defined as follows: for any D ∈ DK(F ), any f ∈ C∞(X), and any g ∈ G,
(2.6)
(
ι(D)f
)|gF = ((`∗g)−1 ◦D ◦ `∗g)(f |gF ),
where `g : X → X is the translation by g and `∗g : C∞(X) → C∞(X) the
pull-back by `g. Note that in (2.6) the right-hand side does not depend on
the representative g in gF since D is K-invariant. Thus ι(D) is defined
“along the fibers gF of the bundle X = G/H → G/K”, and makes the
following diagram commute for any g ∈ G (where the unlabeled horizontal
arrows denote restriction).
C∞(X)
ι(D)

// C∞(gF )
`∗g // C∞(F )
D

C∞(X) // C∞(gF )
`∗g // C∞(F )
Similarly to (2.2), we can define a map
(2.7) drF : U(kC)H −→ DK(F ).
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In particular, drF is defined on the center Z(kC) of the enveloping algebra
U(kC). The following diagram commutes.
Z(kC)
drF

  // U(gC)
H
dr

DK(F ) 
 ι // DG(X)
2.4. The case of reductive symmetric spaces. Reductive symmetric
spaces are a special case of spherical homogeneous spaces, and the results of
Section 2.2 are known in a more explicit form in this case, as we now explain.
We also collect a few other useful facts on symmetric spaces.
Note that in most cases of Table 1.1, both G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are
symmetric spaces; in Section 4, we shall apply the present results to G˜/H˜
and F instead of X = G/H, replacing (a ⊂ j,W,W (gC), ρ = ρa + ρm) with
(a˜ ⊂ j˜, W˜ ,W (g˜C), ρ˜ = ρa˜ + ρm˜) and (aF ⊂ jK ,WF ,W (kC), ρk = ρaF + ρmF ).
Suppose that X = G/H is a reductive symmetric space, i.e. H is an open
subgroup of the group of fixed points of G under some involutive automor-
phism σ. Let g = h + q be the decomposition of g into eigenspaces of dσ,
with respective eigenvalues +1 and −1. Fix a maximal semisimple abelian
subspace a of q; we shall call such a subspace a Cartan subspace for the sym-
metric space G/H. Let W be the Weyl group of the restricted root system
Σ(gC, aC) of aC in gC. There is a natural C-algebra isomorphism
(2.8) Ψ : DG(X)
∼−→ S(aC)W
as in Section 2.2, known as the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. Any ν ∈ a∗C/W
gives rise to a C-algebra homomorphism
χXν : DG(X) −→ C
D 7−→ 〈Ψ(D), ν〉.
We extend aC to a Cartan subalgebra jC of gC and writeW (gC) for the Weyl
group of the root system ∆(gC, jC).
Harish-Chandra’s original isomorphism concerned a special case of reduc-
tive symmetric spaces, namely group manifolds (G × G)/Diag(G) ' G. In
this case the isomorphism amounts to
(2.9) Φ : Z(gC) ' DG×G(G) ∼−→ S(jC)W (gC).
Any λ ∈ j∗C/W (gC) induces a C-algebra homomorphism χGλ : Z(gC) → C,
and we have a natural description of the set of maximal ideals of Z(gC) as
follows:
j∗C/W (gC)
∼−→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)(2.10)
λ 7−→ χGλ .
We now discuss the relationship between χXν and χGλ .
Fix a positive system ∆+(gC, jC) of roots of jC in gC and let Σ+(gC, aC)
be a positive system of restricted roots of aC in gC such that the restriction
map α 7→ α|jC sends ∆+(gC, jC) to Σ+(gC, aC) ∪ {0}. We set tC := jC ∩ hC.
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Then we have a direct sum decomposition jC = tC + aC. Let ρa (resp. ρ) be
half the sum of the elements of Σ+(gC, aC) (resp. ∆+(gC, jC)), counted with
multiplicities, and let ρm := ρ− ρa. Then ρ = ρm + ρa ∈ j∗C = t∗C + a∗C. The
ρm-shift map ν 7→ ν + ρm from a∗C to j∗C induces a map
(2.11) T : a∗C/W −→ j∗C/W (gC),
which is independent of the choice of the positive systems. The relationship
between χXν and χGλ is then given as follows.
Lemma 2.3. For any ν ∈ a∗C/W , the following diagrams commute.
Z(gC)
d`

∼
Ψ
// S(jC)
W (gC)
χG−T (ν)
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
Z(gC)
dr

∼
Ψ
// S(jC)
W (gC)
χG
T (ν)
""F
FF
FF
FF
FF
C C
DG(X)
∼ // S(aC)W
χXν
<<xxxxxxxxx
DG(X)
∼ // S(aC)W
χXν
<<xxxxxxxxx
Proof. For the left diagram, see [He1] or [Wa, Ch. 2, § 1.5]. The commutativ-
ity of the right diagram follows from that of the left and from Lemma 2.1. 
The following fact is due to Helgason [He1].
Fact 2.4. If G is a classical group, then T is injective and the C-algebra
homomorphisms d` : Z(gC)→ DG(X) and dr : Z(gC)→ DG(X) are surjec-
tive.
The Cartan–Weyl highest weight theory establishes a bijection between
irreducible finite-dimensional representations of gC and dominant integral
weights with respect to the positive system ∆+(gC, jC):
Rep(gC, λ)←→ λ.
When it exists, we denote by Rep(G,λ) the lift of Rep(gC, λ) to the con-
nected compact group G. Among such representation, the irreducible finite-
dimensional representations with nonzero HC-fixed vectors are characterized
by the following theorem of Cartan–Helgason (see e.g. [Wa, Th. 3.3.1.1]):
Fact 2.5 (Cartan–Helgason theorem). Suppose X = G/H is a compact
reductive symmetric space, and let λ ∈ j∗C be a dominant integral weight with
respect to ∆+(gC, jC).
(1) The representation Rep(gC, λ) has a nonzero hC-fixed vector if and
only if
(2.12) λ|tC = 0 and
〈λ, α〉
〈α, α〉 ∈ N ∀α ∈ Σ
+(gC, aC).
In this case, the space of hC-fixed vectors in Rep(gC, λ) is one-dimen-
sional, and we shall regard λ as an element of a∗C since λ|tC = 0.
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(2) Suppose λ satisfies (2.12). Then Rep(gC, λ) lifts to a representa-
tion Rep(G,λ) of G if and only if λ ∈ a∗C lifts to the compact torus
exp a (⊂G). In this case, if H is connected, then the G-module
Rep(gC, λ) is realized uniquely in the regular representation C∞(X).
(3) The algebra DG(X) acts on Rep(gC, λ) by the scalars χXλ+ρa.
2.5. A surjectivity result. In the general setting of Theorem 1.5, we ob-
serve the following.
Lemma 2.6. In the setting 1.1, suppose that G˜ is simple or that the triple
(G˜, H˜, G) is (1.5), and let K and F = K/H be as in Theorem 1.5 or Re-
mark 1.4. Then the homomorphisms
d` : Z(g˜C) −→ DG˜(X),
drF : Z(kC) −→ DK(F )
of (2.1) and (2.7) are surjective.
Proof. Suppose G˜ is simple. It follows from the classification of Table 1.1 that
G˜/H˜ is always a classical symmetric space, except in cases (viii) and (ix),
where G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/G2(−14), and in cases (xi) and (xiii), where G˜/H˜ =
SO(8)/Spin(7). Similarly, F = K/H is always a classical symmetric space
or a singleton, except in case (v)′, where
F =((Sp(n)×Sp(1))·U(1))/(Sp(n)·Diag(U(1))) ' (Sp(1)×U(1))/Diag(U(1)),
in case (viii), where F = (SO(4) × SO(2))/ι8(U(2)) (see Section 6.8 for the
definition of ι8), and in the example of Section 7, where F = Spin(7)/G2(−14).
Thus, by Fact 2.4, we only need to prove that d` : Z(gC) → DG(X) is
surjective in the following four cases:
(1) X = G/H = SO(7)/G2(−14);
(2) X = G/H = SO(8)/Spin(7);
(3) X = G/H = (Sp(1)×U(1))/Diag(U(1));
(4) X = G/H = (SO(4)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2)).
For (1) we see from Lemma 4.12 and Lemma 6.11.3.(3) below that DG(X)
is generated by the Casimir operator. For (2) we reduce to the classical
symmetric space SO(8)/SO(7) by taking a double covering and using the
triality of D4 (see Section 6.7). For (3) we note that DG(X) is generated by
the Casimir operators of Sp(1) and the Euler operator of U(1). For (4) we
see from Lemmas 4.12 and 6.8.3.(5) below that DG(X) is generated by the
Casimir operator of SO(4) and the Euler operator of SO(2).
Suppose (G˜, H˜, G) is the triple (1.5). Then X = G˜/H˜ is a direct product
of two copies of Spin(8)/Spin(7), and F = K/H = Spin(7)/G2(−14), hence
both d` and drF are surjective. 
3. Analysis on fiber bundles and branching laws
In this section, we collect some useful results on finite-dimensional repre-
sentations of compact groups. A similar approach will be used in [KK2] to
deal with infinite-dimensional representations of noncompact groups; this is
why we use the terminology of discrete series representations here.
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3.1. Discrete series representations. Let G be a unimodular Lie group
and H a closed unimodular subgroup. The homogeneous space G/H carries
a G-invariant Radon measure. Recall that an irreducible unitary represen-
tation pi of G is called a discrete series representation for X = G/H if there
exists a nonzero continuous G-intertwining operator from pi to the regular
representation of G on L2(X) or, equivalently, if pi can be realized as a closed
G-invariant subspace of L2(X). Let Ĝ be the unitary dual of G, i.e. the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. We shall de-
note by Disc(G/H) the subset of Ĝ consisting of unitary equivalence classes
of discrete series representations for G/H.
We now assume that G is compact. Then any pi ∈ Ĝ is finite-dimensional.
By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, Disc(G/H) is the set of equivalence
classes of irreducible finite-dimensional representations pi of G with nonzero
H-fixed vectors. Furthermore,
dim HomG(pi, L
2(X)) = [pi|H : 1] := dimV Hpi ,
where V Hpi is the subspace of H-invariant vectors in the representation space
Vpi of pi. Here is a version of Fact 2.2 for compact G.
Fact 3.1. Let G be a connected compact Lie group. Then the following
conditions on (G,H) are equivalent:
(i) XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical;
(ii) the C-algebra DG(X) is commutative;
(iii) the discrete series for G/H have uniformly bounded multiplicities;
(iv) G/H is multiplicity-free (i.e. all discrete series for G/H have multi-
plicity 1).
For (i)⇔ (iv), see [VK]; for (iii)⇔ (iv), see [Kr1].
When X = G/H is a reductive symmetric space, the set Disc(G/H) is
described by the Cartan–Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5.(2)). For nonsymmetric
spherical X = G/H with G simple, the set Disc(G/H) was determined by
Krämer [Kr2]. We shall consider nonsymmetric spherical X = G/H with an
overgroup G˜ as in Table 1.1 (where G is not necessarily simple); in this case,
the description of Disc(G/H) is enriched in Section 6 by a description of the
branching laws of representations for the restriction G˜ ↓ G.
3.2. A decomposition of L2(X) using discrete series for a fiber. Let
G˜ be a compact connected Lie group and H˜,G two connected subgroups
of G˜ such that G˜ = H˜G. Let H := H˜ ∩ G and let K be a connected
subgroup of G containing H (see Proposition 5.5 for later applications). The
space X := G/H fibers over Y := G/K with fiber F := K/H. For any
finite-dimensional (complex) irreducible representation (τ, Vτ ) of K, we set
Wτ := Vτ ⊗ (V ∨τ )H ' Vτ ⊗C C`τ ,
where (τ∨, V ∨τ ) is the contragredient representation and `τ := [τ |H : 1] ∈ N;
by definition, `τ 6= 0 if and only if τ ∈ Disc(K/H). The matrix coefficient
(3.1) Wτ 3 u⊗ v′ 7−→ 〈τ(·)−1u, v′〉 = 〈u, τ∨(·)v′〉 ∈ C∞(K)
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induces an injective K-homomorphism Wτ → C∞(K/H), yielding the iso-
typic decomposition
L2(K/H) '
∑⊕
τ∈Disc(K/H)
Wτ
of the regular representation of K on L2(K/H). (Here
∑⊕ denotes the
Hilbert completion of the algebraic direct sum.) For any τ , let L2(Y,Wτ )
be the Hilbert space of square-integrable sections of the Hermitian vector
bundle
Wτ := G×K Wτ −→ Y.
The group G naturally acts on L2(Y,Wτ ) as a unitary representation, the
regular representation. The Hilbert space L2(Y,Wτ ) identifies with the space
of square-integrable, K-equivariant maps G → Wτ . (Here the action of K
on G is by right translation.) The K-homomorphism Wτ ↪→ C∞(K/H)
induces a (G×K)-homomorphism C∞(G,Wτ ) ↪→ C∞(G,C∞(K/H)), where
G×K acts on the domain C∞(G,Wτ ) via id× diag : G×K ↪→ G×G×K.
Taking K-invariant elements yields a G-homomorphism
iτ : C
∞(Y,Wτ ) ↪−→ C∞(X)
' '
C∞(G,Wτ )K ↪−→ C∞(G,C∞(K/H))K .
Since the map C∞(G,Wτ )→ C∞(G,C∞(K/H)) is a (K×H)-homomorphism,
it commutes with the infinitesimal action of U(gC)⊗U(kC), hence in partic-
ular of Z(gC)⊗Z(kC). This action preserves K-invariant elements. Thus for
any Q′ ∈ Z(kC), any R ∈ Z(gC), and any ϕ ∈ L2(Y,Wτ ) ∩ C∞(Y,Wτ ),
dr(Q′∨)
(
iτ (ϕ)
)
= iτ (dτ(Q
′)ϕ),
d`(R)
(
iτ (ϕ)
)
= iτ (d`(R)ϕ).
Here ∨ : U(kC) → U(kC) denotes the anti-automorphism of the enveloping
algebra induced by kC → kC, z 7→ −z. The restriction to Z(kC) is actually
an automorphism because Z(kC) is commutative.
With appropriate normalizations of the G-invariant measures on Y =
G/K and X = G/H, this defines an isometric embedding
(3.2) iτ : L2(Y,Wτ ) ↪−→ L2(X)
of Hilbert spaces. The embeddings iτ induce a unitary operator
(3.3) i :
∑⊕
τ∈Disc(K/H)
L2(Y,Wτ ) ∼−→ L2(X).
3.3. Application of the Borel–Weil theorem to branching laws. In
this section we give an upper estimate for possible irreducible summands in
branching laws by using a geometric realization of representations via the
Borel–Weil theorem and the analysis of the conormal bundle for orbits of
the subgroup. The results here will be used in the proofs of Lemmas 6.6.3
and 7.7.
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Let G be a connected compact Lie group with Lie algebra g. There exists
a unique complex reductive Lie group GC with Lie algebra gC := g ⊗R C
such that G is a maximal compact subgroup of GC.
Given an element A ∈ √−1g, we define the subalgebras nC ≡ nC(A),
lC ≡ lC(A), and n−C ≡ n−C (A) as the sum of the eigenspaces of ad(A) with
positive, zero, and negative eigenvalues, respectively. We say that A is the
characteristic element of the parabolic subalgebra pC := lC + nC. The oppo-
site parabolic subalgebra is denoted by p−C := lC+n
−
C . We write PC = LCNC
and P−C = LCN
−
C for the parabolic subgroups of GC with Lie algebras pC
and p−C , respectively.
We take a Cartan subalgebra jC of gC, and fix a positive system ∆+(gC, jC).
The parabolic subagebra pC is called standard if the characteristic element
A ∈ jC is dominant with respect to ∆+(gC, jC).
For a holomorphic finite-dimensional representation (σ, V ) of P−C , we form
a GC-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle
V := GC ×P−C V
over the (partial) flag variety GC/P−C . We shall write Lλ for V if (σ, V ) is a
one-dimensional representation whose differential restricted to jC is given by
λ ∈ j∗C. There is a natural representation of GC on the space O(GC/P−C ,V)
of holomorphic sections of the bundle V → GC/P−C , which is irreducible
or zero whenever (σ, V ) is irreducible as a P−C -module. More precisely, if
(σ, V ) is an irreducible representation of LC with highest weight µ ∈ j∗C for
∆+(lC, jC) := ∆(lC, jC) ∩ ∆+(gC, jC) extended to PC = LCN−C with trivial
N−C -action, then the Borel–Weil theorem gives the following isomorphism of
GC-modules:
O(GC/P−C ,V) '
{
Rep(GC, µ) if µ is ∆+(gC, jC)-dominant,
{0} otherwise.
We now apply this geometric realization of finite-dimensional representa-
tions to obtain an upper bound for possible irreducible representations that
may occur in the restriction of representations. From now, we consider a
pair of complex reductive Lie groups GC ⊂ G˜C. We use a parabolic sub-
group of G˜C that has the following compatibility property with GC.
Definition 3.2 ([Ko6, Def. 3.7]). Let gC ⊂ g˜C be a pair of reductive Lie
algebras. A parabolic subalgebra p˜C of g˜C is gC-compatible if p˜C is given by
a characteristic element A in gC.
We shall also say that a parabolic subgroup P˜C of G˜C is GC-compatible if
its Lie algebra p˜C is gC-compatible, where GC is a reductive subgroup of G˜C
with Lie algebra gC. If p˜C = lC + nC is the Levi decomposition given by a
characteristic element A in gC, then pC := p˜C ∩ gC is a parabolic subalgebra
of gC with Levi decomposition
pC = lC + nC := (˜lC ∩ gC) + (n˜C ∩ gC).
Since the holomorphic cotangent bundle of the flag variety G˜C/P˜−C is given
as the homogeneous vector bundle
G˜C ×P˜−C n˜
−
C −→ GC/P−C ,
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the holomorphic conormal bundle for the submanifold GC/P−C ↪→ G˜C/P˜−C is
given by
T ∗
GC/P
−
C
(G˜C/P˜
−
C ) = Ker
(
T ∗(G˜C/P˜−C )
∣∣
GC/P
−
C
−→ T ∗(GC/P−C )
)
' GC ×P−C (n˜
−
C/n
−
C ).
Since a holomorphic section is determined by its restriction to a subman-
ifold with all normal derivatives, we obtain the following upper estimate
for possible irreducible representations of the subgroup GC occurring in the
branching law of the restriction of representations.
Proposition 3.3. Let G˜C ⊃ GC be a pair of connected complex reductive
Lie groups, and let P˜C be a GC-compatible parabolic subgroup of G˜C. For
any G˜C-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle V˜ over G˜C/P˜−C , we have an
injective GC-homomorphism
O(G˜C/P˜−C , V˜)∣∣GC ↪−→ +∞⊕
`=0
O
(
GC/P
−
C ,V
∣∣
GC/P
−
C
⊗ S`(n˜−C/n−C )
)
,
where S`(n˜−C/n−C ) ' GC ×P−C S
`(n˜−C/n
−
C ) is the `-th symmetric tensor bundle
of the holomorphic conormal bundle.
Applying Proposition 3.3 to the pair GC ⊂ GC × GC, we obtain the fol-
lowing upper estimate for possible irreducible representations occurring in
the tensor product representations.
Proposition 3.4. Let PC and QC be standard parabolic subgroups of a con-
nected complex reductive Lie group GC. Suppose that λ, ν ∈ j∗C are dominant
with respect to ∆+(gC, jC) and that they lift to one-dimensional holomorphic
characters of the opposite parabolic subgroups P−C and Q
−
C , respectively. Then
we have an injective GC-homomorphism
O(GC/P−C ,Lλ)⊗O(GC/Q−C ,Lν) ⊂
+∞⊕
`=0
O
(
GC/(P
−
C ∩Q−C ),Lλ+ν⊗S`(n−C∩u−C )
)
,
where n−C and u
−
C are the nilpotent radicals of the parabolic subalgebras p
−
C
and q−C , respectively, and S`(n−C ∩ u−C ) is the GC-equivariant holomorphic
vector bundle GC×P−C ∩Q−C S
`(n−C ∩ u−C ) over the flag variety GC/(P−C ∩Q−C ).
4. General strategy for the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5
In this section we give a method for finding explicit relations among three
subalgebras of DG(X). The basic tools are finite-dimensional representations
and their branching laws, looking at the function space L2(X) in two different
ways. The key point, under the assumption that XC is GC-spherical, is the
existence of a map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) relating discrete series representations
for G/H, G˜/H˜, and K/H via branching laws, see Proposition 4.1 below.
We summarize the precise steps of the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 in
Section 4.5, and that of Theorem 4.9 (hence of Theorem 1.11) in Section 4.6.
The explicit computations will be carried out case by case in Section 6 for
G˜ simple, and in Section 7 in the case (1.5) where G˜ is not simple.
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4.1. A double decomposition for L2(X). We use branching laws for the
restriction G˜ ↓ G to derive explicit relations among the generators of D
G˜
(X),
ι(DK(F )), and d`(Z(gC)). Let us explain this idea in more detail.
We decompose the regular representation on L2(X) into irreducible G-
modules in two different ways. The first way is to begin by decomposing the
regular representation L2(X) ' L2(G˜/H˜) into irreducible G˜-modules, then
use branching laws G˜ ↓ G as in [Ko1, Ko2]:
L2(X) '
∑⊕
pi∈Disc(G˜/H˜)
[pi|
H˜
: 1] pi
'
∑⊕
pi∈Disc(G˜/H˜)
(⊕
ϑ∈Ĝ
[pi|
H˜
: 1] [pi|G : ϑ] ϑ
)
,(4.1)
where [pi|G : ϑ] := dim HomG(ϑ, pi|G) ≥ 0 is the dimension of the space of
G-intertwining operators from ϑ to the restriction of pi to G. The second
way is to expand functions on X along the fiber, and decompose L2(X) =
L2(G/H) using the unitary operator (3.3), and then to further decompose
each summand into irreducible G-modules:
L2(X) '
∑⊕
τ∈Disc(K/H)
L2(Y,Wτ )
'
∑⊕
τ∈Disc(K/H)
(∑⊕
ϑ∈Ĝ
[τ |H : 1] [ϑ|K : τ ] ϑ
)
,(4.2)
where [ϑ|K : τ ] = dim HomK(τ, ϑ|K) ∈ N.
We compute the action of d`(Z(g˜C)) and d`(Z(gC)) on each summand ϑ
of (4.1), and the action of dr(Z(kC)) and d`(Z(gC)) on each summand ϑ of
(4.2). These actions can be compared explicitly (see Proposition 4.6 below) if
each ϑ appears only once in L2(X), which is the case if XC = GC/HC is GC-
spherical (Fact 3.1). Using this method and applying Lemma 2.3 to G˜ andK,
we find explicit linear relations among the generators of D
G˜
(X), dr(Z(kC)),
and d`(Z(gC)), in particular among the Casimir operators d`(CG˜), dr(CK),
and d`(CG).
4.2. Sphericity and strong multiplicity-freeness. We now give a method
to find relations among generators of the three algebras d`(Z(g˜C)), dr(Z(kC)),
and d`(Z(gC)), using finite-dimensional representations.
A key tool is the following canonical map.
Proposition 4.1. In the setting 1.1, let K be any connected subgroup of G
containing H. If XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical, then there exists a map
Disc(G/H) −→ Disc(G˜/H˜)×Disc(K/H)(4.3)
ϑ 7−→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
such that [pi(ϑ)|G : ϑ] = [ϑ|K : τ(ϑ)] = 1 for all ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H).
We note that in our setting, Disc(G/H), Disc(G˜/H˜), and Disc(K/H) are
free abelian semigroups, and their numbers of generators satisfy
rankG/H = rank G˜/H˜ + rankG/H
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by Corollary 1.6.
Proposition 4.1 is an immediate consequence of points (3) and (6) of the
following lemma, which summarizes some consequences of the GC-sphericity
of XC in the presence of an overgroup G˜C.
Lemma 4.2. In the setting of Proposition 4.1,
(1) XC is G˜C-spherical;
(2) for any pi ∈ Disc(G˜/H˜), the restriction pi|G is multiplicity-free (i.e.
[pi|G : ϑ] = 1 for all ϑ ∈ Ĝ);
(3) for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) there is a unique element pi(ϑ) ∈ Disc(G˜/H˜)
such that [pi(ϑ)|G : ϑ] = 1;
(4) FC = KC/HC is KC-spherical;
(5) [ϑ|K : τ ] ≤ 1 for all ϑ ∈ Ĝ and τ ∈ Disc(K/H);
(6) for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) there is a unique element τ(ϑ) ∈ Disc(K/H)
such that [ϑ|K : τ(ϑ)] = 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Decompose L2(X) into irreducible G-modules as in
(4.1) and (4.2). Since XC is GC-spherical, Fact 3.1 implies that these de-
compositions are multiplicity-free. In particular, [pi|
H˜
: 1] = 1 for all
pi ∈ Disc(G˜/H˜) and [τ |H : 1] = 1 for all τ ∈ Disc(K/H), and so (1) and (4)
hold by Fact 3.1. Moreover, for any ϑ ∈ Ĝ, by considering the multiplicities
of ϑ in the regular representation on L2(X) in (4.1) and (4.2), we see that∑
pi∈Disc(G˜/H˜)
[pi|G : ϑ] =
∑
τ∈Disc(K/H)
[ϑ|K : τ ] ≤ 1,
and the inequality is an equality if and only if ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H). This implies
(2), (3), (5), and (6). 
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.2 implies that if XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical, then
the double summation (4.1) may be thought of as a strong multiplicity-free
branching law, in the sense that the restriction pi|G is multiplicity-free and
that the irreducible summands make up a disjoint union as pi ranges over
Disc(G˜/H˜). A similar interpretation holds for (4.2).
Via the multiplicity-free decomposition
(4.4) L2(X) '
∑⊕
ϑ∈Disc(G/H)
ϑ
given by Lemma 4.2, we can diagonalize any G-endomorphism of L2(X) by
Schur’s lemma. This idea may also be applied to G-invariant differential op-
erators on X, and the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 may then be
interpreted in terms of spectral data, which provide useful information in an-
alyzing the three subalgebras D
G˜
(X), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(gC)) of DG(X).
To be more precise, we recall that the center Z(gC) acts on the representa-
tion space of any ϑ ∈ Ĝ as scalars by Schur’s lemma, yielding a C-algebra
homomorphism
Ψϑ : Z(gC) −→ C
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(Z(gC)-infinitesimal character). Similarly, to any pi ∈ ̂˜G corresponds a
Z(g˜C)-infinitesimal character Ψpi : Z(g˜C) → C, and to any τ ∈ K̂ a Z(kC)-
infinitesimal character Ψτ : Z(kC) → C. We denote by ∨ : U(kC) → U(kC)
the antiautomorphism of the enveloping algebra induced by kC → kC,
Z 7→ −Z. Its restriction to the center Z(kC) of U(kC) is an automorphism
since Z(kC) is commutative. We have
Ψτ∨(Q
′) = Ψτ (Q′
∨
)
for all Q′ ∈ Z(kC), where τ∨ is the contragredient representation of τ .
Using the canonical map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1, we can re-
duce the question of finding explicit relations among G-invariant differential
operators on X to the simpler question of finding identities among polyno-
mials via the evaluation at ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H), by the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a connected compact Lie group and X = G/H
where is H a closed subgroup of G, such that XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical.
(1) There is a map
ψ : Disc(G/H)× DG(X) −→ C
such that any D ∈ DG(X) acts on the G-isotypic subspace Uϑ of ϑ
in C∞(X) by the scalar ψ(ϑ,D). Moreover, ψ induces an injective
algebra homomorphism
(4.5) ψ˜ : DG(X) ↪−→ Map(Disc(G/H),C).
(2) Suppose that X ' G˜/H˜ for some connected compact overgroup G˜
of G. Let K be a connected subgroup of G containing H. Then
ψ(ϑ,d`(P ′)) = Ψpi(ϑ)(P ′) for all P ′ ∈ Z(g˜C),
ψ(ϑ, dr(Q′)) = Ψτ(ϑ)(Q′
∨
) for all Q′ ∈ Z(kC),
ψ(ϑ,d`(R)) = Ψϑ(R) for all R ∈ Z(gC).
Proof. (1) All differential operators D ∈ DG(X) preserve each G-isotypic
subspace Uϑ. Since XC is GC-spherical, Uϑ is an irreducible G-module. By
Schur’s lemma, D acts on Uϑ by a scalar, which we denote by ψ(D,ϑ) ∈ C.
This gives the desired map ψ. Since the action of DG(X) on C∞(X) is
faithful, and since
⊕
ϑ∈Disc(G/H) Uϑ is dense in C
∞(X), the induced map ψ˜
is injective.
(2) For any R ∈ Z(gC) the operator d`(R) ∈ DG(X) acts on Uϑ by the
scalar Ψϑ(R). By definition (4.3) of pi(ϑ), the G-module Uϑ occurs in the
G˜-irreducible module pi(ϑ), and so for any P ′ ∈ Z(g˜C) the operator d`(P ′) ∈
DG(X) acts on Uϑ by the scalar Ψpi(ϑ)(P ′). By definition (4.3) of τ(ϑ), we
have Uϑ ⊂ iτ(ϑ)(C∞(Y,Wτ(ϑ))), and so for any Q′ ∈ Z(kC) the operator
dr(Q′) ∈ DG(X) acts on ϑ by the scalar Ψτ(ϑ)∨(Q′) = Ψτ(ϑ)(Q′∨). 
Remark 4.5. In the setting of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5, by a natural parametri-
zation of Disc(G/H) by a certain semilattice in a∗, we may regard (4.5) as an
algebra homomorphism from DG(X) into the algebra of polynomials on a∗C.
See Lemma 7.8 below for an example.
The next proposition follows immediately from Proposition 4.4.
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Proposition 4.6. Suppose XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical. If P ′ ∈ Z(g˜C),
Q′ ∈ Z(kC), and R ∈ Z(gC) satisfy
(4.6) Ψpi(ϑ)(P ′) + Ψτ(ϑ)∨(Q′) + Ψϑ(R) = 0
for all ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H), then d`(P ′) + dr(Q′) + d`(R) = 0 in DG(X).
In most cases of Table 1.1, we will be in the following situation: XC =
GC/HC isGC-spherical and both G˜/H˜ andK/H are symmetric spaces. Then
we can reformulate Proposition 4.6 in terms of D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ) instead
of Z(g˜C) and Z(kC), as follows. Let a˜ (resp. aF ) be a Cartan subspace for
the symmetric space G˜/H˜ (resp. K/H) (see Section 2.4). By the Cartan–
Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5), for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) there exist λ(ϑ) ∈ a˜∗C
and µ(ϑ) ∈ (a∗F )C such that pi(ϑ) = Rep(G˜, λ(ϑ)) and τ(ϑ) = Rep(K,µ(ϑ)).
By Lemma 2.3, for any P ′ ∈ Z(g˜C) and Q′ ∈ Z(kC) we have
Ψpi(ϑ)(P
′) = χXλ(ϑ)+ρa˜ ◦ d`(P
′),(4.7)
Ψτ(ϑ)∨(Q
′) = χFµ(ϑ)+ρaF ◦ dr(Q
′).
In Section 6, we extend the formula (4.7) to the cases where G˜/H˜ is nonsym-
metric, see (6.7.2) and (6.8.3). Thus Proposition 4.6 yields the following.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical and that K/H
is a symmetric space. If P ∈ D
G˜
(X), Q ∈ DK(F ), and R ∈ Z(gC) satisfy
χXλ(ϑ)+ρa˜(P ) + χ
F
µ(ϑ)+ρaF
(Q) + Ψϑ(R) = 0
for all ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H), then P + ι(Q) + d`(R) = 0 in DG(X).
4.3. The transfer map ν(·, τ). Let τ ∈ Disc(K/H). Recall from Sec-
tion 1.3 that the transfer maps{
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C),
λ(·, τ) : HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(d`τ ),C) −→ HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
of (1.11) are induced from a bijection
(4.8) ϕ∗Iτ : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
∼−→ HomC-alg
(
Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`),C
)
,
where Iτ is the annihilator of τ∨ in Z(kC); see the commutative diagram in
Section 1.3.2. Such a bijection ϕ∗Iτ exists in the setting 1.1 when G˜ is simple
by Proposition 1.10, and also in the case (1.5) where G˜ is a direct product
of simple Lie groups by Proposition 7.10.
Theorem 1.5.(1)–(2) for G˜ simple and Proposition 7.4 for G˜ a product
imply that the transfer maps ν(·, τ) and λ(·, τ) are inverse to each other, in
the following sense.
Proposition 4.8. In the setting 1.1, suppose that G˜ is simple or (G˜, H˜, G)
is the triple (1.5). Let K be a maximal connected proper subgroup of G
containing H if h is not a maximal proper subalgebra of g, and K = H
otherwise. Let τ ∈ Disc(K/H).
(1) If λ ∈ Spec(X)τ (see (1.12)), then ϕ∗Iτ (λ) vanishes on Ker(d`τ ).
(2) We have ν(λ(ν, τ)) = ν for all ν ∈ HomC-alg(Z(gC)/Ker(d`τ ),C)
and λ(ν(λ, τ)) = λ for all λ ∈ Spec(X)τ .
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Proof. (1) Let λ ∈ Spec(X)τ . Consider a nonzero F ∈ C∞(X;Mλ)τ , and
write F = iτ (f) where f ∈ C∞(Y,Wτ ). By Theorem 1.3.(1) for G˜ simple and
Proposition 7.4 for the triple (1.5), for anyR ∈ Z(gC) there exist Pj ∈ DG˜(X)
and Qj ∈ Z(kC), 1 ≤ j ≤ m, such that
d`(R) =
∑
j
dr(Qj)Pj
in DG(X). By definition (1.10) of ϕIτ , we have ϕ∗Iτ (λ)(R)=
∑
j Ψ
K
τ∨(Qj)λ(Pj),
because
iτ
(
d`τ (R)f
)
= d`τ (R)F =
∑
j
ΨKτ∨(Qj)λ(Pj)F = ϕ
∗
Iτ (λ)(R)F.
Therefore, if d`τ (R) = 0, then ϕ∗Iτ (λ)(R) = 0 because F is nonzero.
(2) This follows readily from (1) and from the definition of ν(·, τ) and
λ(·, τ) in Section 1.3.2. 
In the rest of this section, we give a description of the map (4.8) that relates
joint eigenvalues for D
G˜
(X) and for Z(gC), by introducing an affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C → j∗C; in this way, we give a more precise version of Theorem 1.11.
This description is given via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism, which we
recall now.
For a symmetric space X = G˜/H˜, the Harish-Chandra isomorphism Ψ of
(2.4) gives an identification
(4.9) Ψ∗ : a˜∗C/W˜
∼−→ HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C),
where W˜ is the Weyl group of the restricted root system Σ(g˜C, a˜C). There are
a few cases where XC = G˜C/H˜C is a nonsymmetric spherical homogeneous
space such as XC = SO(7,C)/G2(C), and in Section 6 we give an explicit
normalization of the identification (4.9) in each case of Table 1.1, see (6.7.2)
and (6.8.2) below.
The Harish-Chandra isomorphism Φ of (2.9) for the group manifold GC
gives an identification
Φ∗ : j∗C/W (gC)
∼−→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C),
where jC is a Cartan subalgebra of gC andW (gC) the Weyl group of the root
system ∆(gC, jC).
Let d` : Z(gC) → DG(X) be the natural C-algebra homomorphism (see
(1.2)). Recall from Section 1.3 that d`τ : Z(gC) → DG(Y,Wτ ) is a C-
algebra homomorphism into the ring of matrix-valuedG-invariant differential
operators on C∞(Y,Wτ ), for τ ∈ Disc(K/H).
Theorem 4.9. In the setting 1.1, suppose that either G˜ is simple, or G˜ =
8G × 8G and H˜ = H1 × H2 and G = Diag(8G) = {(g, g) : g ∈ 8G} for
some simple Lie group 8G and some subgroups H1 and H2. Let K be a
maximal connected proper subgroup of G containing H if h is not a maximal
proper subalgebra of g, and K = H otherwise. We set Y := G/K, and let
τ ∈ Disc(K/H). Then
(1) the ring DG(X) preserves the subspace iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )) of C∞(X);
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(2) for f ∈ C∞(Y,Wτ ), the function iτ (f) ∈ C∞(X) is a joint eigen-
function for D
G˜
(X) if and only if f is a joint eigenfunction for Z(gC)
via d`τ ;
(3) the joint eigenvalues for D
G˜
(X) and Z(gC) on iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )) in (2)
are related via the transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
in the sense that for any λ ∈ HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C), the following two
conditions on f ∈ C∞(Y,Wτ ) are equivalent:
d`τ (R)f = ν(λ, τ)(R) f ∀R ∈ Z(gC),
D(iτf) = λ(D) iτf ∀D ∈ DG˜(X);
(4) there exists an affine map Sτ : a˜∗C → j∗C such that the following
diagram commutes.
(4.10) a˜∗C

Sτ // j∗C

a˜∗C/W˜
Ψ∗

j∗C/W (gC)
Φ∗

HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ν(·,τ)
// HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
We give a proof of Theorem 4.9.(1)–(3) in Section 4.6, postponing the proof
of Proposition 1.10 and its counterpart for the product case (G˜, H˜, G) =
(8G × 8G,H1 ×H2,Diag(8G)) (Proposition 7.10) until Sections 6 and 7. We
note that by the classification of Proposition 7.2 below, the product case
essentially reduces to the triple (1.5).
An explicit formula for the affine map Sτ is given in Section 6 for simple G˜
in each case, and in Section 7 for the case (1.5).
Statement (3) provides useful information on possible Z(gC)-infinitesimal
characters for irreducible G-modules in C∞(Y,Wτ ), by means of the affine
map Sτ .
Remark 4.10. Theorem 4.9.(1) is not true if we do not assume XC =
GC/HC to be GC-spherical. For instance, it is not true for
X = G/H = (SO(2n− 1)×U(n))/Diag(U(n− 1))
and G˜ = SO(2n)× SO(2n), where XC is G˜C-spherical but not GC-spherical:
see [KK2, Ex. 8.8].
Remark 4.11. The standard homomorphism T : a∗C/W → j∗C/W (gC) of
(2.11) is induced by the inclusion aC ⊂ jC and the “ρ-shift”. In contrast, the
map Sτ : a˜∗C → j∗C of Theorem 4.9.(4) is defined even though there is a priori
no inclusion relation between a˜C (which is contained in g˜C) and jC (which is
contained in gC).
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4.4. Graded algebras gr(DG(X)). In order to prove that two of the three
algebras d`(Z(g˜C)), dr(Z(kC)), d`(Z(gC)) above generate the C-algebra
DG(X) as in Theorems 1.3 and 1.5, we use the filtered algebra structure
of DG(X). In this section, we give preliminary results on the graded algebra
gr(DG(X)) which will be used in Sections 6 and 7.
The C-algebra DG(X) has a natural filtration {DG(X)N}N∈N by the or-
der of differential operators, with DG(X)MDG(X)N ⊂ DG(X)M+N for all
M,N ∈ N. Therefore, the graded module
gr(DG(X)) :=
⊕
N∈N
grN (DG(X)),
where grN (DG(X)) := DG(X)N/DG(X)N+1, becomes a C-algebra, which is
isomorphic, as graded C-algebras, to the subalgebra S(gC/hC)H =⊕
N∈N S
N (gC/hC)
H of the symmetric algebra S(gC/hC). We relate the two
algebras DG(X) and S(gC/hC)H using the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12. For any m = (m1, . . . ,mk) ∈ Nk and N ∈ N, let
vm(N) := #
{
(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Nk :
k∑
i=1
aimi = N
}
.
(1) The sequence (vm(N))N∈N determines k and m up to permutation.
(2) Suppose S(gC/hC)H is a polynomial ring generated by algebraically
independent homogeneous elements P1, . . . , Pk of respective degrees
m1, . . . ,mk. Then vm(N) = dimSN (gC/hC)H for all N ∈ N.
(3) Suppose XC = GC/HC is GC-spherical, and let P1, . . . , Pk be as
in (2). For 1 ≤ j ≤ k, let Dj ∈ DG(X)mj be the preimage of
Pj ∈ Smj (gC/hC)H . Then D1, . . . , Dk are algebraically independent,
and DG(X) is the polynomial ring generated by them.
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are obvious. For (3), let R be the C-subalgebra
of DG(X) generated by D1, . . . , Dk. Since P1, . . . , Pk are algebraically inde-
pendent in gr(DG(X)) ' S(gC/hC)H , so are D1, . . . , Dk in DG(X). Further-
more,
dim
(
DG(X)N ∩R
)
=
N∑
j=0
dimSj(gC/hC)
H
=
N∑
j=0
dim grj(DG(X)) = dimDG(X)N
for any N , hence R = DG(X). 
4.5. Strategy for the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5. We now explain
how this machinery is used to find generators and relations for DG(X) in
Section 6. There are four steps.
The first step is to describe the map
Disc(G/H) −→ Disc(G˜/H˜)×Disc(K/H)
ϑ 7−→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
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of Proposition 4.1, which exists by GC-sphericity of XC. We note that an
explicit description of the sets Disc(G/H), Disc(G˜/H˜), and Disc(K/H) was
previously known in most cases, and is easily obtained in the remaining cases.
In fact, both G˜/H˜ and K/H are symmetric spaces in most cases, hence
Disc(G˜/H˜) and Disc(K/H) are described by the Cartan–Helgason theorem
(Fact 2.5). On the other hand, G/H is never symmetric, but Disc(G/H) for
GC-spherical GC/HC was classified in [GG, Kr2] under the assumption that
G is simple. There are a few remaining cases where G/H or K/H is non-
symmetric and G or K is not simple. All of them are homogeneous spaces
of classical groups of low dimension, and the classification of Disc(G/H) or
Disc(K/H) can then be carried out easily. To find an explicit formula for
the map ϑ 7→ pi(ϑ) or τ(ϑ), we use the branching laws for the restriction
G˜ ↓ G or G ↓ K, respectively. Some of them are obtained as special cases of
the classical branching laws, whereas Proposition 3.3 and an a priori knowl-
edge of Disc(G˜/H˜) or Disc(K/H) help us find the branching laws when the
subgroups are embedded in a nontrivial way (e.g. for SO(16) ↓ Spin(7)).
The second step consists in taking generators Pk, Qk, Rk for the three al-
gebras D
G˜
(X), DK(F ), and Z(gC), respectively. In most cases, G˜/H˜ and
K/H are symmetric spaces, hence we can use the Harish-Chandra isomor-
phism (see (2.8) and (2.9)). The choices of Pk, Qk, Rk are not unique; we
make them carefully so that Pk, Qk, Rk have linear relations in the next step.
The third step consists in finding explicit linear relations among the dif-
ferential operators Pk, ι(Qk),d`(Rk) ∈ DG(X). For this we use the map
ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 and compute the scalars by which these
operators act on pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ), and ϑ, respectively. For appropriate choices of
Pk, Qk, Rk, we find linear relations among these scalars which hold for all ϑ.
We then conclude using Proposition 4.7.
The last step is to prove that any two of the three subalgebras D
G˜
(X),
ι(DK(F )), and d`(Z(gC)) generate DG(X) (with one exception in case (ix)
of Table 1.1). For this, we exhibit algebraically independent subsets of the
Pk and ι(Qk), of the ι(Qk) and d`(Rk), and of the Pk and d`(Rk), that
generate DG(X). The proof is reduced to some estimates in the graded
algebra S(gC/hC)H by Lemma 4.12.
These four steps complete the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5, with explicit
linear relations (1.6).
4.6. Strategy for the proof of Theorem 4.9 (hence of Theorem 1.11).
Postponing the proof of Proposition 1.10 (consequence of Theorem 1.3) until
Section 6, and the proof of its counterpart for the product case (Proposi-
tion 7.10) until Section 7, we now give a proof of Theorem 4.9.(1)–(3).
Proof of Theorem 4.9.(1)–(3). For τ ∈ Disc(K/H), let Iτ be the annihilator
of the irreducible contragredient representation τ∨ in Z(kC), and
qIτ : DG(X) → DG(X)Iτ := DG(X)/〈Iτ 〉 the quotient map (1.9) as in
Sections 1.3 and 4.3. By Proposition 1.10 for G˜ simple and Proposition 7.10
for the product case (see Proposition 7.2), the map qIτ induces an algebra
isomorphism
qIτ ◦ d` : Z(gC) −→ DG(X)Iτ = DG(X)/Iτ ,
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which itself induces a bijection
ϕ∗Iτ : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
∼−→ HomC-alg
(
Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`),C
)
.
(1) By Schur’s lemma, the algebra Z(kC) acts on iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )) via dr
as scalars, given by the algebra homomorphism Z(kC)→ Z(kC)/Iτ ' C. On
the other hand, d`(Z(gC)) preserves the subspace iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )) of C∞(X)
because iτ ◦ d`τ (R) = d`(R) ◦ iτ for all R ∈ Z(gC). Since qIτ ◦ d` : Z(gC)→
DG(X)Iτ is surjective, any element of DG(X) preserves iτ (C∞(Y,Wτ )).
(2) We again use the fact that the algebra dr(Z(kC)) acts on C∞(Y,Wτ )
via dr as scalars, given by the algebra homomorphism Z(kC)→ Z(kC)/Iτ '
C. Since the map ϕ∗Iτ above is surjective, f is a joint eigenfunction for Z(gC)
via d`τ if and only if iτ (f) is a joint eigenfunction for DG(X), if and only if
iτ (f) is a joint eigenfunction for DG˜(X).
(3) This follows from the definition of the transfer map ν(·, τ) in Sec-
tion 1.3.2. 
The following proposition reduces the proof of Theorem 4.9.(4) to the
question of finding an explicit formula for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of
Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.13. In the setting of Proposition 4.1, write
pi(ϑ) = Rep(G˜, λ(ϑ)) for λ(ϑ) ∈ a˜∗C,
τ(ϑ) = Rep(K, ν(ϑ)) for ν(ϑ) ∈ j∗C.
Let τ ∈ Disc(K/H). Suppose there is an affine map Sτ : a˜∗C → j∗C such that
Sτ
(
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜
)
= ν(ϑ) + ρ mod W (gC)
for all ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) with τ(ϑ) = τ . Then the transfer map ν(·, τ) is given
by the commutative diagram (4.10) for this Sτ .
Proof. For every ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H), let Uϑ be the ϑ-isotypic component of
the regular representation of G on C∞(Y,Wτ(ϑ)), and for the irreducible
representation pi(ϑ) of G˜, let U˜pi(ϑ) be the pi-isotypic component of the regular
representation of G˜ on C∞(X). Then iτ(ϑ)(Uϑ) ⊂ U˜pi(ϑ), and the algebras
Z(gC) and DG˜(X) act on iτ(ϑ)(Uϑ) and U˜pi(ϑ) as scalars, given by χ
X
λ(ϑ)+ρa˜
and χGν(ϑ)+ρ via the Harish-Chandra homomorphisms (see (4.7) and (2.10)),
respectively. Since the algebraic direct sum⊕
ϑ∈Disc(G/H)
τ(ϑ)=τ
iτ (Uϑ) (⊂ C∞(X))
of the eigenspaces of the algebras Z(gC) and DG˜(X) is dense in iτ (C
∞(Y,Wτ )),
the transfer map ν(·, τ) is given by the commutative diagram (4.10) for
this Sτ . 
We prove that we can define an affine map Sτ : a˜∗C → jC as in Propo-
sition 4.13 by determining, in each case in Sections 6 and 7, an explicit
description of the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)).
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5. Disconnected isotropy subgroups H
In this section we prove that, in the setting of Theorem 1.5, the algebra
DG(X) and its subalgebras DG˜(X), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(gC)) are completely
determined by the triple of Lie algebras (g˜C, hC, gC).
For reductive symmetric spaces G/H, it is easy to check that the ring
DG(G/H) is isomorphic to DG(G/H0) where H0 is the identity component
of H (see [KK1, Rem. 3.1] for instance). However, the homogeneous spaces
X = G/H in Table 1.1 or their coverings are never symmetric spaces, and in
general, when a subgroupH is disconnected, it may happen that DG(G/H) is
a proper subalgebra of DG(G/H0). In the setting of Theorem 1.5, the group
H := H˜ ∩ G is not always connected: its number of connected components
may vary under taking a covering of G˜. However we prove the following.
Theorem 5.1. Let G˜ be a connected compact simple Lie group, and H˜ and G
two connected subgroups of G˜ such that G˜C/H˜C is GC-spherical. Let H :=
H˜ ∩G.
(1) The algebra DG(G/H) is completely determined by the pair of Lie
algebras (gC, hC), and does not vary under coverings of G˜.
(2) Let k be a maximal proper subalgebra of g containing h˜∩ g. Then the
adjoint action of H on Z(kC) is trivial, and so the homomorphism
dr : Z(kC)→ DG(G/H) of (1.3) is well defined.
(3) The subalgebras D
G˜
(G˜/H˜), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(gC)) are completely
determined by the triple of Lie algebras (g˜C, hC, gC).
We may reformulate Theorem 5.1 in terms of the ring of invariant holo-
morphic differential operators (Section 1.4) on the complex manifold XC =
G˜C/HC, as follows.
Theorem 5.2. Let G˜C be a connected complex simple Lie group, and H˜C
and GC two connected complex reductive subgroups of G˜C such that G˜C/H˜C
is GC-spherical. Let HC := H˜C ∩GC.
(1) The algebra DGC(GC/HC) is completely determined by the pair of Lie
algebras (gC, hC), and does not vary under coverings of G˜C.
(2) Let kC be a maximal proper complex reductive subalgebra of gC con-
taining h˜C∩gC. Then the homomorphism dr : Z(kC)→ DGC(GC/HC)
is well defined.
(3) The subalgebras D
G˜C
(G˜C/H˜C), dr(Z(kC)), and d`(Z(gC)) are com-
pletely determined by the triple of Lie algebras (g˜C, hC, gC).
Theorem 5.2 is derived from Theorem 5.1 in Section 5.1, by using the
natural isomorphism (Lemma 5.4)
DGC(GC/HC)
∼−→ DG(G/H).
In Section 5.2 we reduce the proof of Theorem 5.1 to two inclusions of Lie
groups described in Proposition 5.5. These inclusions are established in
Sections 5.3 and 5.5 for most cases, with a separate treatment for coverings
of cases (v), (vi), (vii) of Table 1.1 in Section 5.4.
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By Theorem 5.1, it is sufficient to prove Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1.11, and 4.9
for the triples (G˜, H˜, G) of Table 1.1, and they are then automatically true
for all other triples obtained by a covering of G˜.
5.1. Invariant differential operators and real forms. We begin with
some basic observations on invariant differential operators in the setting
where the groups G and H are not necessarily compact. A holomorphic
continuation argument will be used to apply our main results on compact
groups to the analysis of locally homogeneous spaces of other real forms, see
Section 1.4 and [KK2]. Recall that a subgroup G2 of a complex Lie group G1
is said to be a real form of G1 if the Lie algebra g2 of G2 is a real form of
the complex Lie algebra g1 of G1, namely g1 = g2 +
√−1 g2 (direct sum).
Lemma 5.3. Let GC ⊃ HC be a pair of complex Lie groups, and G ⊃ H
respective real forms. Suppose H ⊂ G∩HC. Then the natural G-equivariant
smooth map
ι : X = G/H −→ XC = GC/HC
induces an injective C-algebra homomorphism
ι∗ : DGC(XC) ↪−→ DG(X).
Proof. The map ι is not necessarily injective, but it factors as follows:
X −−−−
covering
G/G ∩HC ↪−−−−→
real form
XC.
This induces two homomorphisms whose composition is the desired map ι∗:
DGC(XC) −−−−→restriction DG(G/G ∩HC) ↪−−−−→ DG(X).
The second homomorphism is injective because X → G/(G ∩HC) is a cov-
ering. The first homomorphism DGC(XC) → DG(G/(G ∩ HC)) is also in-
jective because, locally, we can find coordinates (z1, . . . , zn) on XC, with
zj = xj +
√−1 yj , such that the totally real submanifold G/(G ∩ HC) is
given by y1 = · · · = yn = 0 and any differential operator P ∈ DGC(XC) is
represented as P =
∑
α cα(z)
∂|α|
∂zα with holomorphic coefficients cα(z), and
therefore the restriction map P 7→∑α cα(x) ∂|α|∂xα is injective. 
Lemma 5.3 implies the following.
Lemma 5.4. In the setting of Lemma 5.3, if H meets every connected com-
ponent of HC, then ι∗ is a ring isomorphism
DGC(GC/HC)
∼−→ DG(G/H).
In particular, if HC is connected, then the ring DG(G/H) is completely de-
termined by the pair of complex Lie algebras (gC, hC), and does not depend
on the real form H of HC.
Proof. To see that the injective algebra homomorphism ι∗ from Lemma 5.3
is surjective, it suffices to show that the induced map on the graded modules
gr(ι∗) : S(gC/hC)HC −→ S(gC/hC)H
is surjective, see Section 4.4. If v ∈ S(gC/hC) is H-invariant, then v is
invariant under the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra h, hence of its
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complexification hC. If H meets every connected component of HC, then
any v ∈ S(gC/hC) is HC-invariant, hence gr(ι∗) is surjective. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 assuming Theorem 5.1. Up to replacing H˜C by some
conjugate, we may and do assume that there is a Cartan involution θ of G˜C
which leaves both H˜C and GC invariant. Since GC acts transitively on
G˜C/H˜C, the intersection HC = H˜C ∩ GC is conjugate to the original one
if we take a conjugation of GC. Then the subgroups G˜, H˜, G, and H of fixed
points by θ in G˜C, H˜C, GC, and HC, respectively, are maximal compact
subgroups of these complex groups. In particular, H meets every connected
component of HC. Now Lemma 5.4 implies that Theorem 5.2 follows from
Theorem 5.1. 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Theorem 5.1 reduces to the following.
Proposition 5.5. Let G˜ be a connected compact simple Lie group, and H˜
and G two connected closed subgroups of G˜ such that G˜C/H˜C is GC-spherical.
Let H := H˜ ∩G.
(1) We have
(5.1) H ⊂ H0 Z(G˜),
where H0 is the identity component of H and Z(G˜) the center of G˜.
(2) Suppose h˜∩g is not a maximal proper subalgebra of g. Let k be a max-
imal proper subalgebra of g containing h˜∩g, and K the corresponding
analytic subgroup of G. Then
(5.2) (H =) H˜ ∩G ⊂ K.
Proposition 5.5.(2) implies that F := K/H and the algebra homomor-
phism dr : Z(kC)→ D(F ) in Section 1.1 are well defined, and that dr(Z(kC))
is contained in the subalgebra DK(F ) of K-invariant differential operators
on F .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (1) The injective algebra homomorphism DG(G/H)→
DG(G/H0) induces an injective homomorphism of graded algebras
S(gC/hC)
H −→ S(gC/hC)H0 ,
which is surjective by (5.1). Thus the homomorphism DG(G/H)→DG(G/H0)
is surjective by Lemma 4.12, hence is an isomorphism.
(2) The fact that the adjoint action of H on Z(kC) is trivial is clear from
(5.1). In particular, Z(kC) ⊂ U(gC)H , hence dr : Z(kC)→ DG(G/H) is well
defined by the restriction of the C-algebra homomorphism (2.2) to Z(kC).
(3) By (1), the algebra DG(G/H) is completely determined by the triple
of Lie algebras (g˜C, hC, gC), hence so are the subalgebras dr(Z(kC)) and
d`(Z(gC)). Since G˜ is connected, DG˜(G˜/H˜) is the subalgebra of DG(G/H)
consisting of g˜-invariant elements, and so it is also completely determined
by the triple of Lie algebras (g˜C, hC, gC). 
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5.3. Proof of Proposition 5.5.(2) in most cases of Table 1.1. Here
are two basic tools.
Lemma 5.6. In the setting of Proposition 5.5, if G˜/H˜ or G˜/G is simply
connected, then H˜ ∩G is connected. Moreover, H˜1∩G1 is connected for any
triple (G˜1, H˜1, G1) of connected Lie groups such that G˜1 is connected and a
covering of G˜ and H˜1 and G1 are analytic subgroups of G˜1 with respective
Lie algebras h˜ and g.
Proof. Let H := H˜ ∩ G. For (L,L′) = (H˜,G) or (G, H˜), we have an exact
sequence of homotopy groups
pi1(G˜/L) −→ pi0(H) −→ pi0(L′)
for the fibration H → L′ → L′/H ' G˜/L. Thus if G˜/L is simply connected
and L′ connected, then H is connected. Since the assumption is not changed
under taking a covering of G˜, the last statement also holds. 
Lemma 5.7. In the setting of Proposition 5.5, let Z be a central subgroup
of G˜.
(1) If Z ⊂ G or Z ⊂ H˜, then (5.2) for G˜ implies (5.2) for G˜/Z (i.e.
$(H˜) ∩$(G) ⊂ $(K) where $ : G˜→ G˜/Z is the quotient map).
(2) If Z ⊂ K, then (5.2) for G˜/Z implies (5.2) for G˜.
Proof. (1) If Z ⊂ G or Z ⊂ H˜, then H˜Z ∩ GZ = (H˜ ∩ G)Z, and so
$(H˜) ∩ $(G) = $(H˜ ∩ G). In particular, $(H˜) ∩ $(G) ⊂ $(K) as soon
as H˜ ∩G ⊂ K.
(2) If Z ⊂ K, then $−1($(K)) = K. In particular,
H˜ ∩G ⊂ $−1($(H˜) ∩$(G)) ⊂ $−1($(K)) = K
as soon as $(H˜) ∩$(G) ⊂ $(K). 
Proposition 5.8. If (G˜, H˜, G) is any triple of connected groups locally iso-
morphic to the triples in case (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (viii), (ix), (x), (xiii), or
(xiv) of Table 1.1, then H˜ ∩G is connected.
Proof. Let (G˜, H˜, G) be any triple of connected groups locally isomorphic to
the triples in case (ii), (iii), or (xiv) of Table 1.1. Then H˜ is the centralizer
of a toral subgroup of G˜, and so G˜/H˜ is a (generalized) flag manifold, hence
simply connected. We conclude using Lemma 5.6.
Similarly, let (G˜, H˜, G) be any triple of connected groups locally isomor-
phic to the triples in case (i), (iv), (viii), or (xiii) of Table 1.1. Then G is
the centralizer of a toral subgroup of G˜, and so G˜/G is a (generalized) flag
manifold, hence simply connected. We conclude using Lemma 5.6.
For cases (ix) and (x) of Table 1.1, we consider the triple (G˜, H˜, G) given
in the table. For this triple the group G˜ = SO(7) is adjoint, hence any other
triple of connected groups locally isomorphic to (G˜, H˜, G) is obtained by a
covering of G˜. For the triple of the table we note that either G˜/H˜ (case (ix))
or G˜/G (case (x)) is diffeomorphic to S6, which is simply connected. We
conclude using Lemma 5.6. 
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5.4. Proof of Proposition 5.5.(2) in the remaining cases (v), (vi),
(vii) of Table 1.1. For the proof of Proposition 5.5.(2), we do not need
to consider cases (xi) and (xii) of Table 1.1, because k = h˜ ∩ g in this case.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.8, it is sufficient to treat the remaining cases (v),
(vi), and (vii) of Table 1.1, as follows.
Proposition 5.9. If (G˜, H˜, G) is any triple of connected groups locally iso-
morphic to the triples in case (v), (vi), or (vii) of Table 1.1, and if K is a
maximal connected proper subgroup of G such that h := h˜ ∩ g ⊂ k, then the
inclusion (5.2) holds.
For this we consider the coverings
Spin(4N)
$−→ SO(4N) p−→ PSO(4N).
The center {±I4N} of SO(4N) is isomorphic to Z/2Z, while that of Spin(4N)
is isomorphic to Z/2Z × Z/2Z (see [He3, Chap.X, Th. 3.32]). We write
{1,−1, E,−E} for the center of Spin(4N), where $(±1) = I4N ∈ SO(4N)
and $(±E) = −I4N ∈ SO(4N). Therefore there are five Lie groups with Lie
algebras so(4N) and they are related by the following double covering maps.
Spin(4N)
$−
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
$

$+
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
Spin(4N)/{1,−E}
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
SO(4N)
p

Spin(4N)/{1, E}
wwooo
ooo
ooo
oo
PSO(4N)
Let L be a connected Lie subgroup of SO(4N). (In the sequel, we shall
take L to be G˜, H˜, G, or K.) We consider connected subgroups with the
same Lie algebra l in the above five Lie groups. Among them, we denote
by L• := $−1(L)0 the identity component of $−1(L) in Spin(4N). The
following diagram summarizes the situation.
(5.3) L•
$−
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
$

$+
$$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
$−(L•)
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
L
p

$+(L
•)
{{www
ww
ww
ww
p(L)
Each arrow in this diagram is either a double covering or an isomorphism.
We now refine the diagram (5.3) in cases (v), (vi), (vii) of Table 1.1 by
writing a double arrow in the case of a double covering and a single arrow
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in the case of an isomorphism. The following three patterns appear, up to
switching $+ and $−.
Pattern (a) L•




 :
::
::
::
Pattern (b) L•




  
99
99
99
9
99
99
99
9
Pattern (c) L•
 







  
99
99
99
9
99
99
99
9
$−(L•)

88
88
88
88
88
88
L

$+(L
•)
~ 





$−(L•)

88
88
88
88
88
88
L

$+(L
•)




$−(L•)

88
88
88
88
88
88
L

$+(L
•)
~ 





p(L) p(L) p(L)
For instance, G˜ = SO(4N) has pattern (c).
We claim the following.
Lemma 5.10. (1) Inside G˜ = SO(4n+4) (case (v) of Table 1.1), either
• H˜ := SO(4n+ 3) has pattern (a);
• G := Sp(n+1)·Sp(1) and K := Sp(n+1)·Sp(1) have pattern (b)
up to switching $+ and $−;
or G := Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1) has pattern (c).
(2) Inside G˜ = SO(16) (case (vi) of Table 1.1),
• H˜ := SO(15) has pattern (a);
• G := Spin(9) and K := Spin(8) have pattern (b) up to switching
$+ and $−.
(3) Inside G˜ = SO(8) (case (vii) of Table 1.1),
• H˜ := Spin(7) has pattern (b) up to switching $+ and $−;
• G := SO(5)× SO(3) and K := SO(4)× SO(3) have pattern (a).
To check this, we make the following observations.
Lemma 5.11. (1) If −I4N /∈ L and SO(4N)/L is simply connected,
then L has pattern (a).
(2) If −I4N ∈ L and −1 /∈ L• (e.g. L is simply connected), then L has
pattern (b) up to switching $+ and $−.
(3) If −I4N ∈ L and −1 ∈ L•, then L has pattern (c).
Proof of Lemma 5.11. (1) If −I4N /∈ L, then p|L is an isomorphism. If
SO(4N)/L is simply connected, then $|L• is a double covering; in particular,
−1 ∈ L• and so the two unlabeled arrows are double coverings. We deduce
that $−|L• and $+|L• are isomorphisms, since any of the three maps from
L• to p(L) is a double covering.
(2) If −I4N ∈ L, then p|L is a double covering. If −1 /∈ L•, then $|L• is
an isomorphism. The fact that −I4N ∈ L means that E ∈ L• or −E ∈ L•
(possibly both). If −1 /∈ L•, only one of E or −E can belong to L•, hence
exactly one of the two unlabeled arrows is a double covering. We conclude
for $−|L• and $+|L• using the fact that any of the three maps from L• to
p(L) is a double covering.
(3) If −I4N ∈ L, then p|L is a double covering. If −1 ∈ L•, then $|L• is
a double covering. The fact that −I4N ∈ L means that E ∈ L• or −E ∈ L•
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(possibly both). If −1 /∈ L•, only one of E or −E, then both E and −E
belong to L•, hence both unlabeled arrow are double coverings. We conclude
for $−|L• and $+|L• using the fact that any of the three maps from L• to
p(L) is covering of degree 4. 
Proof of Lemma 5.10. (a) Since −I4n+4 /∈ H˜ and G˜/H˜ ' S4n+3 is simply
connected, we can apply Lemma 5.11.(1) to L = H˜. Since −I4n+4 ∈ K ⊂ G,
we can apply Lemma 5.11.(2) to L = K and L = G or Lemma 5.11.(3) to G
depending on whether −1 /∈ G• or −1 ∈ G•.
(b) Since −I16 /∈ H˜ and G˜/H˜ ' S15 is simply connected, we can apply
Lemma 5.11.(1) to L = H˜. Since −I4n+4 ∈ K ⊂ G and K and G are simply
connected, we can apply Lemma 5.11.(2) to L = K and L = G.
(c) Since−I8∈H˜ and H˜ is simply connected, we can apply Lemma 5.11.(2)
to L = H˜. Since SO(8)/SO(3) is simply connected, its quotients SO(8)/K
and SO(8)/G by connected groups are also simply connected. Since −I8 /∈ G,
we can apply Lemma 5.11.(1) to L = K and L = G. 
Proof of Proposition 5.9. In cases (v), (vi), (vii) of Table 1.1, the patterns
for the groups H˜, G, and K are given by Lemma 5.10. On the other hand,
Lemma 5.6 implies that (5.2) is satisfied for the form of G˜ which is simply
connected, and Lemma 5.7 implies that we can transfer (5.2) successively
between locally isomorphic Lie groups in the diagram:
• property (5.2) is transferred downwards in case of a double covering
for H or G˜;
• property (5.2) is transferred upwards in case of a double covering
for K.
It is then an easy verification to check that in our cases property (5.2) holds
for all five locally isomorphic quadruples (G˜, H˜, G,K). 
Thus the proof of Proposition 5.5.(2) is completed.
Remark 5.12. We cannot drop the assumption that h˜∩ g is not a maximal
proper subalgebra of g in Proposition 5.5.(2). In fact, as we have already
seen, there are two cases where h˜ ∩ g is a maximal proper subalgebra of g,
namely cases (xi) and (xii) of Table 1.1. In each case, there are five locally
isomorphic triples (G˜, H˜, G) of connected groups, and we can show by using
a similar argument as above that the intersection H˜ ∩G is connected in four
cases among the five, but has two connected components in the remaining
case. This shows that (5.1) does not always hold if we take K to be the
analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra k, a maximal proper subalgebra of g
containing h˜ ∩ g, when k coincides with h˜ ∩ g.
5.5. Proof of Proposition 5.5.(1). We now complete the proof of Propo-
sition 5.5.(1). By Proposition 5.8, we only need to treat cases (v), (vi), (vii),
(xi), and (xii) of Table 1.1. Furthermore, the proof is reduced to adjoint
groups, as in the second statement of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.13. Let (G˜, H˜, G) be a triple of connected groups as in cases (v),
(vi), (vii), (xi), or (xii) of Table 1.1. We note that G˜ = SO(4N) for some
N ≥ 1 in all cases.
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(1) Inside G˜ = SO(4N), the group H˜ ∩G is connected.
(2) Inside Ad(G˜) = SO(4N)/{±I4N} (' p(G˜)), the group p(H˜) ∩ p(G)
is also connected.
Proof of Lemma 5.13. (1) The homogeneous space G˜/H˜ is simply connected
in cases (v), (vi), and (vii), and G˜/G is simply connected in cases (vii) and
(xi). In either case, H˜ ∩G is connected by Lemma 5.6.
(2) By Lemma 5.10, one of H˜ or G has pattern (b) or (c) in case (v), (vi),
or (vii), and so does in case (xi) or (xii) as special cases. Thus −I4N ∈ H˜∩G.
Therefore p|
H˜∩G : H˜ ∩G→ p(H˜)∩ p(G) is surjective, and so p(H˜)∩ p(G) is
connected. 
6. Explicit generators and relations when G˜ is simple
In this section we complete the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5, Corol-
lary 1.7, Theorem 1.11, and Theorem 4.9 for simple G˜.
By Theorem 5.1 on coverings of G˜, it suffices to prove these results for the
triples (G˜, H˜, G) of Table 1.1. We find, for each such triple, some explicit
generators and relations for the ring DG(X) of G-invariant differential opera-
tors on X, in terms of the three subalgebras D
G˜
(X) = d`(Z(g˜C)), dr(Z(kC)),
and d`(Z(gC)) of DG(X), and determine the affine map Sτ in Theorems 1.11
and 4.9 which induces the transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
of (1.11). The key step in the proof is to find explicitly the map ϑ 7→
(pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 between discrete series representations, via
branching laws of compact Lie groups.
Notation and conventions. We first specify some conventions that will be
used throughout the section. Any nondegenerate, Ad(G)-invariant bilinear
form B on the Lie algebra g of a connected reductive Lie group G defines an
inner product 〈·, ·〉 on the dual of the Cartan subalgebra, and also the Casimir
element CG ∈ Z(g). We fix a positive system, and use the notation Rep(G,λ)
to denote the irreducible representation of G with highest weight λ. If it is
one-dimensional, we write Cλ for Rep(G,λ). The trivial one-dimensional
representation is denoted by 1. For G = Sp(1)(' SU(2)), we sometimes
write Cλ+1 for Rep(G,λ), which is the unique (λ+1)-dimensional irreducible
representation of G. For representations τj of Gj (j = 1, 2), the outer tensor
product representation of the direct product group G1 × G2 is denoted by
τ1  τ2. The Casimir element CG acts on Rep(G,λ) as the scalar
|λ+ ρ|2 − |ρ|2 = 〈λ, λ+ 2ρ〉,
where ρ is half the sum of the positive roots. When G is simple, B is a scalar
multiple of the Killing form. For classical groups G = U(n), SO(n), or Sp(n),
we shall normalize B in such a way that in the standard basis {e1, . . . , en}
of the dual of a Cartan subalgebra we have B(ei, ei) = 1. With this normal-
ization, the Casimir element CG acts on the natural representation V of G
as the following scalars:
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G V Eigenvalue of CG
U(n) Cn n
SO(n) Cn n− 1
Sp(n) C2n 2n+ 1
We use similar normalizations for G˜ and for K. By Fact 3.1 and Lemma
4.2.(4), the multiplicity `τ = [τ |H : 1] is equal to 1 for all τ ∈ Disc(K/H),
and so
Wτ = G×K (Vτ ⊗ C`τ ) ' G×K Vτ .
Inside the computations, we sometimes use the notation L2(G/K, τ) instead
of L2(G/K,Wτ ) for τ ∈ Disc(K/H).
In describing the polynomial ring D(G/H) below, we use the notation
DG(X) = C[A,B, . . . ] to mean that DG(X) is generated by elementsA,B, . . .
which are algebraically independent.
6.1. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(2n+ 2),SO(2n+ 1),U(n+ 1)). Here H =
H˜ ∩ G = U(n), and the only maximal connected proper subgroup of G
containing H is K = U(n)×U(1). Note that the fibration
F = K/H ' S1 −→ X = S2n+1 −→ Y = PnC
of (1.13) is the Hopf fibration. Let EK be a generator of the complexified
Lie algebra C of the second factor u(1) of k = u(n) ⊕ u(1), such that the
eigenvalues of ad(EK) in gC are 0,±1.
Proposition 6.1.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(2n+ 2)/SO(2n+ 1) ' U(n+ 1)/U(n) = G/H
and K = U(n)×U(1), we have
(1) d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK);
(2)
 DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)];DK(F ) = C[dr(EK)];DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜), dr(EK)] = C[d`(CG), dr(EK)].
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' Cn+1/Sn+1,(6.1.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.1.2)
by the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations
of K = U(n) × U(1) of the form τ = 1  Ca for a ∈ Z, where Ca is the
one-dimensional representation of U(1) given by z 7→ za. The element EK
acts on Ca by
√−1 a.
Proposition 6.1.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(2n+ 2)/SO(2n+ 1) ' U(n+ 1)/U(n) = G/H
and K = U(n)×U(1). For τ = 1 Ca ∈ Disc(K/H) with a ∈ Z, the affine
map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ Cn+1 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ 1
2
(
λ+ a, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ,−n+ 2,−λ+ a)
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induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.1.1 and 6.1.2, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.1.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(2n+ 2)/SO(2n+ 1)) = {Hj(R2n+2) : j ∈ N};
Disc(U(n+ 1)/U(n)) = {Hk,`(Cn+1) : k, ` ∈ N};
Disc((U(n)×U(1))/U(n)) = {1 Ca : a ∈ Z}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(2n+ 2) ↓ U(n+ 1): For j ∈ N,
Hj(R2n+2) '
j⊕
k=0
Hk,j−k(Cn+1).
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For a ∈ Z,
L2
(
U(n+ 1)/(U(n)×U(1)),1 Ca
) ' ∑⊕
j∈N
j−|a|∈2N
H j+a2 , j−a2 (Cn+1).
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(gl(n + 1,C)/gl(n,C))U(n) is generated by
two algebraically independent homogeneous elements of respective de-
grees 1 and 2.
Here we denote by Hj(Rm) the space of spherical harmonics in Rm, i.e.
of complex-valued homogeneous polynomials f(x1, . . . , xm) of degree j ∈ N
such that
m∑
i=1
∂2f
∂x2i
= 0.
For m > 2, the special orthogonal group SO(m) acts irreducibly on Hj(Rm);
the highest weight is (j, 0, . . . , 0) in the standard coordinates.
For k, ` ∈ N, we denote by Hk,`(Cm) the space of homogeneous poly-
nomials f(z1, . . . , zm, z1, . . . , zm) of degree k in z1, . . . , zm and degree ` in
z1, . . . , zm, such that
m∑
i=1
∂2f
∂zi∂zi
= 0.
For m > 1 or for m = 1 and k` = 0, the unitary group U(m) acts irre-
ducibly on Hk,`(Cm); the highest weight is (k, 0, . . . , 0,−`) in the standard
coordinates.
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Proof of Lemma 6.1.3. For statements (1)–(3), see e.g. [HT, § 2.1 & 4.2] in
the context of the see-saw dual pair
O(2n+ 2)
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J
U(1)
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
U(n+ 1) O(1).
Statement (4) follows from [S]; we give a proof for the sake of completeness.
Via the decomposition
gl(n+ 1,C)/gl(n,C) ' Cn ⊕ (Cn)∨ ⊕ C
of gl(n + 1,C)/gl(n,C) into irreducible GL(n,C)-modules, the symmetric
tensor space decomposes as
S
(
gl(n+ 1,C)/gl(n,C)
) ' ⊕
a,b,c∈N
Sa(Cn)⊗ Sb((Cn)∨)⊗ Sc(C).
Since the GL(n,C)-modules Sa(Cn), for a ∈ N, are irreducible and mutually
inequivalent, we have
S
(
gl(n+ 1,C)/gl(n,C)
)U(n) ' ⊕
a,c∈N
(
Sa(Cn)⊗ Sa((Cn)∨))GL(n,C) ⊗ Sc(C).
Therefore,
dimSN
(
gl(n+ 1,C)/gl(n,C)
)U(n)
= #
{
(a, c) ∈ N2 : 2a+ c = N},
which is the dimension of the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree N
in C[x, y2], and so we may apply Lemma 4.12. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1.1. (1) By Lemma 6.1.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.1.3) Hk,`(Cn+1) 7−→ (Hk+`(R2n+2),1 Ck−`).
The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K act on these representations as the
following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Hk+`(R2n+2) (k + `)(k + `+ 2n)
CG Hk,`(Cn+1) k2 + `2 + kn+ `n
CK 1 Ck−` (k − `)2
EK 1 Ck−`
√−1 (k − `)
This, together with the identity
(k + `)(k + `+ 2n) = 2 (k2 + `2 + kn+ `n)− (k − `)2,
implies d`(C
G˜
)=2 d`(CG)−dr(CK) on theG-isotypic componentHk,`(Cn+1)
in C∞(X) for all k, ` ∈ N, hence on the whole of C∞(X).
(2) Since G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are symmetric spaces, we obtain D
G˜
(X)
and DK(F ) using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (2.8). We now focus on
DG(X). We only need to prove the first equality, since the other one follows
from the relations between the generators. For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3)
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and 6.1.3.(4), it suffices to show that the two differential operators d`(C
G˜
)
and dr(EK) on X are algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial in
two variables such that f(d`(C
G˜
), dr(EK)) = 0 in DG(X). By letting this
differential operator act on the G-isotypic component ϑ = Hk,`(Cn+1) in
C∞(X), we obtain f((k+ `)(k+ `+ 2n),−√−1 (k− `)) = 0 for all k, ` ∈ N,
hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.1.3)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = 1  Ca ∈
Disc(K/H) with a ∈ Z. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is
of the form ϑ = Hk,`(Cn+1) for some k, ` ∈ N with k−` = a, by (6.1.3). The
algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Hk+`(R2n+2)
by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = (k + `) + n ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.1.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
(
k +
n
2
,
n
2
− 1, n
2
− 2, . . . , 1− n
2
,−`− n
2
)
∈ Cn+1/Sn+1
via (6.1.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.1.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1.11, and 4.9, as well
as Corollary 1.7, in case (i) of Table 1.1. For case (i)′ of Table 1.1, the
homogeneous spaces G/H and K/H change as follows:
G/H : U(n+ 1)/U(n)  SU(n+ 1)/SU(n),
K/H : (U(n)×U(1))/U(n)  U(n)/SU(n).
The proof works similarly, and so we omit it.
6.2. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(2n + 2),U(n + 1),SO(2n + 1)). There are
two inequivalent embeddings of H˜ = U(n + 1) into G˜ = SO(2n + 2), which
are conjugate by an outer automorphism of G˜. In either case, we have H =
H˜∩G = U(n) and the only maximal connected proper subgroup ofG contain-
ing H is K = SO(2n). Note that XC = GC/HC = SO(2n+1,C)/GL(n,C) is
GC-spherical but is not a symmetric space. We shall give explicit generators
of the ring DG(X) by using the fibration X
F−→ G/K.
Since X = G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are symmetric spaces, the structure of
the rings D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ) is well understood by the Harish-Chandra iso-
morphism (2.8). Further, D
G˜
(X) = d`(Z(g˜C)) and DK(F ) = drF (Z(kC)) by
Fact 2.4. We now recall generators of the C-algebras D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ), to
be used in the description of DG(X) (Propositions 6.2.1 and 6.2.4). We refer
to Section 4.2 for the notation χXλ , χ
F
µ , χ
G
ν for the Harish-Chandra isomor-
phisms.
The rank of the symmetric space X = G˜/H˜ is m := bn+12 c, and the re-
stricted root system Σ(g˜C, a˜C) is of type BCm if n = 2m is even and of
type Cm if n = 2m − 1 is odd. In either case, the Weyl group W˜ of the
restricted root system Σ(g˜C, a˜C) is isomorphic to Sm n (Z/2Z)m. The ring
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S(a˜C)
W˜ is a polynomial ring generated by algebraically independent homo-
geneous elements of respective degrees 2, 4, . . . , 2m. Consider the standard
basis {h1, . . . , hm} of a˜∗C and choose a positive system such that
Σ+(g˜C, a˜C)=
{ {2hi, hj ± hk : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m} if n = 2m− 1,
{hi, 2hi, hj ± hk : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ m} if n = 2m.
Using these coordinates, for k ∈ N we define Pk ∈ DG˜(X) by
χXλ (Pk) =
m∑
j=1
λ2kj
for λ = (λ1, . . . , λm) ∈ a˜∗C/W˜ . Then DG˜(X) is a polynomial algebra gen-
erated by P1, . . . , Pm. The rank of the symmetric space F = K/H is bn2 c,
and the restricted root system Σ(kC, (aF )C) is of type BCbn/2c. We define
similarly Qk ∈ DK(F ) for k ∈ N+ by
χFµ (Qk) =
bn/2c∑
j=1
µ2kj
for µ = (µ1, . . . , µbn/2c) ∈ (jF )∗C/W˜ . Then DK(F ) is a polynomial algebra
generated by Q1, . . . , Qbn
2
c. Finally, take a Cartan subalgebra jC of gC and
the standard basis {f1, . . . , fn} of j∗C such that the root system ∆(gC, jC) is
given as {± fi,±fj ± fk : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n}.
For k ∈ N+, we define Rk ∈ Z(gC) by
χGν (Rk) =
n∑
j=1
ν2kj
for ν = (ν1, . . . , νn) ∈ j∗C/W (Bn). Note that Pk, ι(Qk), and dr(Rk) are all
differential operator of order 2k on X.
With this notation, here is our description of DG(X).
6.2.1. The case that n = 2m− 1 is odd.
Proposition 6.2.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4m)/U(2m) ' SO(4m− 1)/U(2m− 1) = G/H
and K = SO(4m− 2), we have
(1)
{
Pk + ι(Qk) = 2
2k d`(Rk) for all k ∈ N+;
d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK);
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm];
DK(F ) = C[Q1, . . . , Qm−1];
DG(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm−1)]
= C[P1, . . . , Pm, dr(R1), . . . ,dr(Rm−1)]
= C[ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm−1), dr(R1), . . . ,dr(Rm)].
In all the equalities of Proposition 6.2.1.(2), the right-hand side denotes
the polynomial ring generated by algebraically independent elements.
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In order to give an explicit description of the affine map Sτ inducing the
transfer map, we write the Harish-Chandra isomorphism as
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C2m−1/W (B2m−1),(6.2.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' Cm/W (Cm)(6.2.2)
using the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) is the set of representations
of K = SO(4m − 2) of the form τ = Rep(SO(4m − 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k) for
k ∈ (Nm−1)≥. We set
b(k) :=
(
ki + 2(m− i)− 1
2
)
1≤i≤m−1
∈ Cm−1.
Proposition 6.2.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4m)/U(2m) ' SO(4m− 1)/U(2m− 1) = G/H
andK=SO(4m−2). For τ=Rep(SO(4m−2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k) ∈ Disc(K/H)
with k ∈ (Nm−1)≥, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' Cm −→ C2m−1 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ tm,m−1
(λ
2
, b(k)
)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
For the proof of Propositions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we use the following lemma
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.2.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(4m)/U(2m)) = {Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(j, j)) : j ∈ (Nm)≥};
Disc(SO(4m− 1)/U(2m− 1)) = {Rep(SO(4m− 1), ω) : ω ∈ (N2m−1)≥};
Disc(SO(4m− 2)/U(2m− 1))
=
{
Rep
(
SO(4m− 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k)
)
: k ∈ (Nm−1)≥
}
.
(2) Branching laws for SO(4m) ↓ SO(4m− 1): For j ∈ (Nm)≥,
Rep
(
SO(4m), tm,m(j, j)
)|SO(4m−1)
'
⊕
k∈(Nm−1)≥
tm,m−1(j,k)∈(N2m−1)≥
Rep
(
SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k)
)
.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G:
For k ∈ (Nm−1)≥,
L2
(
SO(4m− 1)/SO(4m− 2),Rep(SO(4m− 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k)))
'
∑⊕
j∈(Nm)≥
tm,m−1(j,k)∈(N2m−1)≥
Rep
(
SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k)
)
.
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(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(so(4m − 1,C)/gl(2m − 2,C))U(2m−2) is
generated by algebraically independent homogeneous elements of re-
spective degrees 2, 2, 4, 4, . . . ,m− 1,m− 1,m.
Here we use the following notation: form′,m′′ ∈ N+ withm′′ ∈ {m′,m′−1},
we define an “alternating concatenation” map tm′,m′′ : Zm
′×Zm′′→ Zm′+m′′ by
(6.2.3) tm′,m′′(j, k) = (j1, k1, j2, k2, . . . )
for j = (j1, . . . , jm′) ∈ Zm′ and k = (k1, . . . , km′′) ∈ Zm′′ .
Proof of Lemma 6.2.3. Since G˜/H˜ and K/H are symmetric spaces, the first
and third formulas of (1) follow from the Cartan–Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5).
For the second formula of (1) (description of the discrete series of the nonsym-
metric spherical homogeneous space G/H), see [Kr2]; the argument below
using branching laws and (4.2) gives an alternative proof. One immediately
deduces (2) and (3) from the classical branching laws for SO(`) ↓ SO(`− 1),
see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.3 & 8.1.4], and the Frobenius reciprocity. For (4), see
the tables in [S], or [Kn, § 10]. 
Proof of Proposition 6.2.1. (1) We first prove that Pk + ι(Qk) = 22k d`(Rk).
By Lemma 6.2.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.2.4) Rep(SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k))7−→ (Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(j, j)),Rep(SO(4m− 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k)))
for j ∈ Nm and k ∈ Nm−1 with j1 ≥ k1 ≥ · · · ≥ jm−1 ≥ km−1 ≥ jm. For
1 ≤ i ≤ m we set
ai := ji + 2(m− i) + 1
2
.
Since ρa =
∑m
i=1(4m− 4i+ 1)hi, we obtain
2
m∑
i=1
jihi + ρa˜ = 2
m∑
i=1
aihi ∈ a˜∗C.
Since the embedding a˜∗C ↪→ j˜∗C is given by 2j 7→ tm,m(j, j) via the standard
bases of a˜∗C and j˜
∗
C, the map T : a˜
∗
C/W˜ → j˜∗C/W (g˜C) (see (2.11)) satisfies
T
(
2
m∑
i=1
aihi
)
=
(
a1 +
1
2
, a1 − 1
2
, . . . , am +
1
2
, am − 1
2
)
∈ j˜∗C/W (g˜C),
which is the Z(g˜C)-infinitesimal character Ψpi(ϑ) of pi(ϑ), and by Lemma 2.3.(1)
the operator Pk acts on the representation space of pi(ϑ) as the scalar
(6.2.5) χX(2a1,...,2am)(Pk) = 2
2k
m∑
i=1
a2ki .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 we set
bi := ki + 2(m− i)− 1
2
.
Then τ(ϑ)∨ has Z(kC)-infinitesimal character
Ψτ(ϑ)∨ = −
(
b1 +
1
2
, b1 − 1
2
, . . . , bm−1 +
1
2
, bm−1 − 1
2
, 0
)
∈ (jk)∗C/W (kC),
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and by Lemma 2.3.(2) the operator ι(Qk) acts on the representation space
of τ(ϑ) as the scalar
χF(2b1,...,2bm−1)(Qk) = 2
2k
m−1∑
i=1
b2ki .
On the other hand, ϑ itself has Z(gC)-infinitesimal character
Ψϑ = (a1, b1, . . . , am−1, bm−1, am) ∈ j∗C/W (B2m−1),
and so d`(Rk) acts on the representation space of ϑ as the scalar
Ψϑ(Rk) =
m∑
i=1
a2ki +
m−1∑
i=1
b2ki .
Thus Pk + ι(Qk) = 22k d`(Rk) by Proposition 4.6.
We now check the relation among Casimir operators. For any ` ∈ N+ and
j ∈ Z`, we set
h`(j) =
∑`
i=1
j2i +
∑`
i=1
(4`− 4i+ 1) ji
and h′`(j) =
∑`
i=1
j2i +
∑`
i=1
(4`− 4i+ 3) ji.
The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K act on the following irreducible
representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(j, j)) 2hm(j)
CG Rep(SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k)) hm(j) + h′m−1(k)
CK Rep(SO(4m− 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k)) 2h′m−1(k)
This implies d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK).
(2) We have already given descriptions of D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ), so we now fo-
cus on DG(X). We only need to prove the first equality for DG(X), since the
other ones follow from the relations between the generators. For this, using
Lemmas 4.12.(3) and 6.2.3.(4), it suffices to show that the differential opera-
tors P1, . . . , Pm, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm−1) are algebraically independent. Let f be a
polynomial in (2m−1) variables such that f(P1, . . . , Pm, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm−1))
= 0 in DG(X). By letting this differential operator act on the G-isotypic
component ϑ = Rep(SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k)) in C∞(X), we obtain
f
( m∑
i=1
A2i ,
m∑
i=1
A4i , . . . ,
m∑
i=1
A2mi ,
m−1∑
i=1
B2i , . . . ,
m−1∑
i=1
B2m−2i
)
= 0,
where we set {
Ai := 2ai = 2ji + 4(m− i) + 1,
Bi := 2bi = 2ki + 4(m− i) + 1.
Since the set of elements (A1, . . . , Am, B1, . . . , Bm−1) ∈ C2m−1 for ϑ ranging
over Disc(G/H) is Zariski-dense in C2m−1, we conclude that f is the zero
polynomial. 
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Proof of Proposition 6.2.2. We retain the notation of the first half of the
proof of Proposition 6.2.1.(1), and use Proposition 4.13 and the formula
(6.2.4) for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let
τ = Rep
(
SO(4m− 2), tm,m−1((k, 0), k)
) ∈ Disc(K/H)
with k ∈ (Nm−1)≥. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of the
form ϑ = Rep(SO(4m−1), tm,m−1(j, k)) for some j ∈ N with j1 ≥ k1 ≥ · · · ≥
jm−1 ≥ km−1 ≥ jm, by (6.2.4). The algebra DG˜(X) acts on the irreducible
G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(j, j)) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = (2a1, . . . , 2am) ∈ Cm/W (Cm)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.2.2), where ai = ji + 2(m− i) + 1/2
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts on the irreducible G-module
ϑ = Rep(SO(4m− 1), tm,m−1(j, k)) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ = (a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bm−1) ∈ C2m−1/W (B2m−1)
via (6.2.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.2.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
6.2.2. The case that n = 2m is even.
Proposition 6.2.4 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4m+ 2)/U(2m+ 1) ' SO(4m+ 1)/U(2m) = G/H
and K = SO(4m), we have
(1)
{
Pk + ι(Qk) = 2
2k d`(Rk) for all k ∈ N+;
d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK);
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm];
DK(F ) = C[Q1, . . . , Qm];
DG(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pm, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm)]
= C[P1, . . . , Pm, dr(R1), . . . ,dr(Rm)]
= C[ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qm), dr(R1), . . . ,dr(Rm)].
In all the equalities of Proposition 6.2.4.(2), the right-hand side denotes
the polynomial ring generated by algebraically independent elements.
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C2m/W (B2m),
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' Cm/W (BCm)
by the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representa-
tions of K = SO(4m) of the form τ = Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)) for k =
(k1, . . . , km) ∈ (Nm)≥. We set
b(k) :=
(
ki + 2(m− i) + 1
2
)
1≤i≤m
∈ Cm.
Proposition 6.2.5 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4m+ 2)/U(2m+ 1) ' SO(4m+ 1)/U(2m) = G/H
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and K = SO(4m). For τ = Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)) ∈ Disc(K/H) with
k = (k1, . . . , km) ∈ (Nm)≥, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' Cm −→ C2m ' j∗C
λ 7−→ tm,m−1
(λ
2
, b(k)
)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
For the proof of Propositions 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, we use the following lemma
on finite-dimensional representations, again with the notation (6.2.3).
Lemma 6.2.6. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(4m+ 2)/U(2m+ 1))
=
{
Rep
(
SO(4m+ 2), tm+1,m((j, 0), j)
)
: j ∈ (Nm)≥
}
;
Disc(SO(4m+ 1)/U(2m)) = {Rep(SO(4m+ 1), ω) : ω ∈ (N2m)≥};
Disc(SO(4m)/U(2m)) = {Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)) : k ∈ (Nm)≥}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(4m+ 2) ↓ SO(4m+ 1): For j ∈ (Nm)≥,
Rep
(
SO(4m+ 2), tm+1,m((j, 0), j)
)|SO(4m+1)
'
⊕
k∈(Nm)≥
tm,m(j,k)∈(N2m)≥
Rep
(
SO(4m+ 1), tm,m(j, k)
)
.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G:
For k ∈ (Nm)≥,
L2
(
SO(4m+ 1)/SO(4m),Rep
(
SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)
))
'
∑⊕
j∈(Nm)≥
tm,m(j,k)∈(N2m)≥
Rep
(
SO(4m+ 1), tm,m(j, k)
)
.
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(so(4m+1,C)/gl(2m,C))U(2m) is generated
by algebraically independent homogeneous elements of respective de-
grees 2, 2, 4, 4, . . . ,m,m.
The proof of Lemma 6.2.6 is similar to that of Lemma 6.2.3, and the proof
of Proposition 6.2.5 to that of Proposition 6.2.2, using the formula (6.2.6).
We omit these proofs. The proof of Proposition 6.2.4 is also similar to that
of Proposition 6.2.1; we now briefly indicate some minor changes.
Proof of Proposition 6.2.4. (1) We first prove that Pk + ι(Qk) = 22k d`(Rk).
Let ϑ = Rep(SO(4m+1), tm,m(j, k)), where j, k ∈ Nm satisfy j1 ≥ k1 ≥ · · · ≥
jm ≥ km. By Lemma 6.2.6, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 is
given by
(6.2.6)
{
pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(4m+ 2), tm+1,m((j, 0), j)),
τ(ϑ) = Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)).
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We conclude as in the proof of Proposition 6.2.1.(1), with ai =
ji + 2(m− i) + 3/2 and bi = ki + 2(m− i) + 1/2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
We now check the relation among Casimir operators. For any ` ∈ N+ and
j ∈ Z`, we set
h`(j) =
∑`
i=1
j2i +
∑`
i=1
(4`− 4i+ 1) ji
and h′`(j) =
∑`
i=1
j2i +
∑`
i=1
(4`− 4i+ 3) ji.
The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K act on the following irreducible
representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(4m+ 2), tm+1,m((j, 0), j)) 2h
′
m(j)
CG Rep(SO(4m+ 1), tm,m(j, k)) h
′
m(j) + hm(k)
CK Rep(SO(4m), tm,m(k, k)) 2hm(k)
This implies d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK).
(2) This is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.2.1.(2). 
6.3. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SU(2n + 2),U(2n + 1), Sp(n + 1)). Here H =
Sp(n) × U(1), and the only maximal connected proper subgroup of G con-
taining H is K = Sp(n)× Sp(1); we have F = K/H = S2.
Proposition 6.3.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SU(2n+ 2)/U(2n+ 1) ' Sp(n+ 1)/(Sp(n)×U(1)) = G/H
and K = Sp(n)× Sp(1), we have
(1) 2 d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK);
(2)
 DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)];DK(F ) = C[dr(CK)];DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜),dr(CK)] = C[d`(CG˜),d`(CG)] = C[d`(CG), dr(CK)].
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' Cn+1/W (Cn+1),(6.3.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.3.2)
by the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of
K = Sp(n) × Sp(1) of the form τ = 1  C2a+1 for a ∈ N. Here, for b ∈ N+
we denote by Cb the (unique) irreducible b-dimensional representation of
Sp(1) ' SU(2).
Proposition 6.3.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SU(2n+ 2)/U(2n+ 1) ' Sp(n+ 1)/(Sp(n)×U(1)) = G/H
and K = Sp(n) × Sp(1). For τ = 1  C2a+1 ∈ Disc(K/H) with a ∈ N, the
affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ Cn+1 ' j∗C
λ 7−→
(λ
2
+ a+
1
2
,
λ
2
−
(
a+
1
2
)
, n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1
)
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induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Proposition 6.3.1, we use the following results on finite-
dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.3.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SU(2n+ 2)/U(2n+ 1)) = {Hj,j(C2n+2) : j ∈ N};
Disc(Sp(n+ 1)/Sp(n)×U(1)) = {Hk,`(Hn+1) : k, ` ∈ N, k − ` ∈ 2N};
Disc(Sp(n)× Sp(1)/Sp(n)×U(1)) = {1 C2a+1 : a ∈ N}.
(2) Branching laws for SU(2n+ 2) ↓ Sp(n+ 1): For j ∈ N,
Hj,j(C2n+2)|Sp(n+1) '
2j⊕
k=j
Hk,2j−k(Hn+1).
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For a∈N,
L2
(
Sp(n+ 1)/Sp(n)× Sp(1),1 C2a+1) ' ∑⊕
j∈N
j≥a
Hj+a,j−a(Hn+1).
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(sp(n + 1,C)/(C ⊕ sp(n,C))Sp(n)×U(1) is
generated by two algebraically independent homogeneous elements of
degree 2.
Here, for k ≥ ` ≥ 0 we denote by Hk,`(Hn+1) the irreducible finite-
dimensional representation of Sp(n+ 1) with highest weight (k, `, 0, . . . , 0).
Proof of Lemma 6.3.3. Since G˜/H˜ and K/H are symmetric spaces, the first
and third formulas of (1) follow from the Cartan–Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5),
see also [HT] for the spherical harmonics on CN . For the second formula
of (1), see [Kr2]. The branching law in (2) and the decomposition in (3)
are classical. They can be derived from [HT, Prop. 5.1] and the Frobenius
reciprocity; they are also a special case of the general results of [Ko2] on the
branching laws of unitary representations.
We now prove (4). Recall that Cm, form ∈ Z, denotes the one-dimensional
representation U(1) → GL(1,C) given by z 7→ zm. For m 6= 0, the graded
ring S(Cm⊕C−m)U(1) is generated by one homogeneous element of degree 2.
As H-modules, we have
gC/hC ' (1 C2)⊕ (1 C−2)⊕ (C2n  C1)⊕ (C2n  C−1),
hence the isomorphism of U(1)-modules
S(gC/hC)
Sp(n)×{1} ' S(C2 ⊕ C−2)⊗ S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n)×{1}.
Since S(C2n) decomposes into a multiplicity-free sum
S(C2n) '
⊕
j∈N
Sj(C2n)
of self-dual irreducible representations of Sp(n), we see that the dimension
of SN (C2n⊕C2n)Sp(n) is 0 if N is odd and 1 if N is even. In particular, Sp(1)
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acts trivially on S(C2  C2n)Sp(n)×{1} = S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n), and so does its
subgroup U(1). Therefore,
S(gC/hC)
Sp(n)×U(1) ' S(C2 ⊕ C−2)U(1) ⊗ S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n).
We conclude using the fact that both factors in the tensor product are poly-
nomial rings generated by a single homogeneous element of degree 2. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.1. (1) By Lemma 6.3.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.3.3) Hk,`(Hn+1) 7−→ (H k+`2 , k+`2 (C2n+2),1 Ck−`+1).
The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K act on these representations as the
following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
H k+`2 , k+`2 (C2n+2) 12(k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2)
CG Hk,`(Hn+1) k2 + `2 + 2(k + `)n+ 2k
CK 1 Ck−`+1 (k − `)(k − `+ 2)
This, together with the identity
(k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2) = 2
(
k2 + `2 + 2(k + `)n+ 2k
)− (k − `)(k − `+ 2),
implies 2 d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(CK).
(2) Since G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are symmetric spaces, we obtain D
G˜
(X) and
DK(F ) using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. We now focus on DG(X).
We only need to prove the first equality, since the other ones follow from
the relations between the generators. For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and
6.3.3.(4), it suffices to show that the two differential operators d`(C
G˜
) and
dr(CK) on X are algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial in two
variables such that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(CK)) = 0 in DG(X). By letting this differ-
ential operator act on the G-isotypic component ϑ = Hk,`(Hn+1) in C∞(X),
we obtain
f
(1
2
(k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2), (k − `)(k − `+ 2)
)
= 0
for all k, ` ∈ N with k − ` ∈ 2N, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.3.3)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = 1  C2a+1 ∈
Disc(K/H) with a ∈ N. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of
the form
ϑ = Hj+a,j−a(Hn+1) ' Rep(Sp(n+ 1), (j + a, j − a, 0, . . . , 0))
for some j ∈ N with j ≥ a, by (6.3.3). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on the
irreducible G˜-submodule
pi(ϑ) = Hj,j(C2n+2) ' Rep(U(2n+ 2), (j, 0, . . . , 0,−j))
by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = 2(j + n+ 1/2) ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
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via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.3.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Hj+a,j−a(Hn+1) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ = (n+ 1 + j + a, n+ j − a, n− 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Cn+1/W (Cn+1)
via (6.3.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.3.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
6.4. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SU(2n+ 2), Sp(n+ 1),U(2n+ 1)). To simplify
the computations, we use a central extension of G˜ by U(1) and work with
(G˜, H˜, G) =
(
U(2n+ 2), Sp(n+ 1),U(2n+ 1)
)
.
This increases the dimension of X = G˜/H˜ by one. By using block matrices
of sizes 2n+ 1 and 1, the group G = U(2n+ 1) embeds into SU(2n+ 2) as
g 7→ (g,det g−1) and into U(2n+2) as g 7→ (g, 1). Consequently,H = H˜∩G is
isomorphic to Sp(n)×U(1) in the original setting, and to Sp(n) in the present
setting where G˜ = U(2n+2). The only maximal connected proper subgroup
of G containing H is K = U(2n) × U(1). The space XC = GC/HC =
GL(2n+ 1,C)/Sp(n,C) is GC-spherical but is not a symmetric space.
Since X = G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are classical symmetric spaces, the
structure of the rings D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ) is well understood by the Harish-
Chandra isomorphism (2.8). Further, D
G˜
(X) = d`(Z(g˜C)) and DK(F ) =
drF (Z(kC)) by Fact 2.4. On the other hand, G/H ' X is not a symmetric
space. We now give explicit generators of the ring DG(X) by using the fibra-
tion X F−→ G/K. We refer to Section 2.4 for the notation χXλ , χFµ , and χGν
for the Harish-Chandra isomorphisms.
The rank of the symmetric spaceX = G˜/H˜ is n+1, and the restricted root
system Σ(g˜C, a˜C) is of type An. We take the standard basis {h1, . . . , hn+1}
of a˜∗C and choose a positive system such that
Σ+(g˜C, a˜C) = {hj − hk : 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n+ 1}.
Then the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (4.9) amounts to
(6.4.1) HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' Cn+1/Sn+1.
Using these coordinates, for k ∈ N+ we define Pk ∈ DG˜(X) by
χXλ (Pk) =
n+1∑
j=1
λkj
for λ = (λ1, . . . , λn+1) ∈ a˜∗C/W (An) ' Cn+1/Sn+1. Then DG˜(X) is a
polynomial algebra generated by P1, . . . , Pn+1.
We observe that the fiber F = K/H is isomorphic to the direct product
U(2n)/Sp(n) × U(1); the first component is the same as G˜/H˜ with n + 1
replaced by n. Thus the restricted root system Σ(kC, (aF )C) is of type An−1,
and we define similarly Q ∈ DK(F ) and Qk ∈ DK(F ) for k ∈ N+ by
χFµ (Q) = µ0 and χ
F
µ (Qk) =
n∑
j=1
µkj
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for µ = (µ1, . . . , µn, µ0) ∈ (aF )∗C/(W (An−1)× {1}). Then
DK(F ) ' DU(2n)(U(2n)/Sp(1))⊗ DU(1)(U(1))
' C[Q1, . . . , Qn]⊗ C[Q].
Finally, take a Cartan subalgebra jC of gC = gl(2n+1,C) and the standard
basis {f1, . . . , f2n+1} of j∗C such that the root system ∆(gC, jC) is given as
{±(fj − fk) : 1 ≤ j < k ≤ 2n+ 1}.
The Harish-Chandra isomorphism (2.10) amounts to
(6.4.2) HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C2n+1/S2n+1.
For k ∈ N+, we define Rk ∈ Z(gC) by
χGν (Rk) =
2n+1∑
j=1
νkj
for ν = (ν1, . . . , ν2n+1) ∈ j∗C/W (A2n) ' C2n+1/S2n+1. Note that Pk, ι(Qk),
and dr(Rk) are all differential operator of order 2k on X.
The group K = U(2n) × U(1) is not simple; for i ∈ {1, 2}, we denote by
C
(i)
K ∈ Z(kC) the Casimir element of the i-th factor of K. With this notation,
here is our description of DG(X).
Proposition 6.4.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = U(2n+ 2)/Sp(n+ 1) ' U(2n+ 1)/Sp(n) = G/H
and K = U(2n)×U(1), we have
(1)
{
Pk + ι(Qk) = 2
k d`(Rk) for all k ∈ N+;
d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(C(1)K );
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pn+1];
DK(F ) = C[Q,Q1, . . . , Qn];
DG(X) = C[P1, . . . , Pn+1, ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qn)]
= C[ι(Q1), . . . , ι(Qn),d`(R1), . . . ,d`(Rn+1)]
= C[P1, . . . , Pn+1,d`(R1), . . . ,d`(Rn)]
= C[P1, . . . , Pn,d`(R1), . . . ,d`(Rn+1)].
In all the equalities of Proposition 6.4.1.(2), the right-hand side denotes
the polynomial ring generated by algebraically independent elements.
The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of K = U(2n) × U(1)
of the form τ = Rep(U(2n), tn(k, k))Rep(U(1), a) for k ∈ (Zn)≥ and a ∈ Z
(see Lemma 6.4.3.(1) below). For k = (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn, we set
b(k) :=
(
ki + n− 2i+ 1
)
1≤i≤n ∈ Cn.
Proposition 6.4.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = U(2n+ 2)/Sp(n+ 1) ' U(2n+ 1)/Sp(n) = G/H
and K = U(2n) × U(1). For τ = Rep(U(2n), tn(k, k))  Rep(U(1), a) ∈
Disc(K/H) with k ∈ (Zn)≥ and a ∈ Z, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' Cn −→ C2n+1 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ tn+1,n
(λ
2
, b(k)
)
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induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
Here we use the notation tm′,m′′(j, k) from (6.2.3). To avoid confusion, we
write Rep(U(1), a) for the one-dimensional representation of U(1) given by
z 7→ za, and not Ca as in Sections 6.1 and 6.3.
Propositions 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 are consequences of the following results on
finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.4.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(U(2n+ 2)/Sp(n+ 1))
=
{
Rep
(
U(2n+ 2), tn+1,n+1(j, j)
)
: j ∈ (Zn+1)≥
}
;
Disc
(
U(2n+ 1)/Sp(n)
)
= {Rep(U(2n+ 1), ω) : ω ∈ (Z2n+1)≥};
Disc
(
U(2n)×U(1)/Sp(n))
=
{
Rep
(
U(2n), tn,n(k, k)
)
 Rep(U(1), a) : k ∈ (Zn)≥, a ∈ Z
}
.
(2) Branching laws for U(2n+ 2) ↓ U(2n+ 1): For j ∈ (Zn+1)≥,
Rep
(
U(2n+ 2), tn+1,n+1(j, j)
)|U(2n+1)
'
⊕
k∈Zn
tn+1,n(j,k)∈(Z2n+1)≥
Rep
(
U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k)
)
.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For
a ∈ Z and k ∈ (Zn)≥,
L2
(
U(2n+ 1)/(U(2n)×U(1)),Rep(U(2n), tn,n(k, k)) Rep(U(1), a)
)
'
∑⊕
j∈Zn+1
tn+1,n(j,k)∈(Z2n+1)≥∑n+1
i=1 ji−
∑n
i=1 ki=a
Rep
(
U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k)
)
.
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(gl(2n+ 1,C)/sp(n,C))Sp(n,C) is generated
by algebraically independent homogeneous elements of respective de-
grees 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , n, n, n+ 1.
Proof of Lemma 6.4.3. (1) Since G˜/H˜ and K/H are symmetric spaces, the
descriptions of Disc(G˜/H˜) and Disc(K/H) follow from the Cartan–Helgason
theorem (Fact 2.5). For the description of Disc(G/H) for the nonsymmetric
spherical homogeneous space G/H, see [Kr2]; the argument below using
branching laws and (4.2) gives an alternative proof.
One immediately deduces (2) and (3) from the classical branching laws
for U(`+ 1) ↓ U(`)×U(1), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.1].
We now prove (4). The quotient module gl(2n+ 1,C)/sp(n,C) is isomor-
phic to C ⊕ sl(2n + 1,C)/sp(n,C), and the second summand splits into a
direct sum of four irreducible representations of sp(n,C):
2 Rep
(
sp(n), (1, 0, . . . , 0)
)⊕ Rep(sp(n), (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0))⊕ C.
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We use the observation that this sp(n,C)-module is isomorphic to the re-
striction of the following irreducible gl(2n,C)-module:
C2n ⊕ (C2n)∨ ⊕ Λ2(C2n).
By the Cartan–Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5), the highest weights of irre-
ducible representations of gl(2n,C) having nonzero sp(n,C)-fixed vectors
are of the form
(6.4.3) (λ1, λ1, λ2, λ2, . . . , λn, λn) with (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ (Zn)≥.
Then, for anyN ∈ N, the dimension of SN (sl(2n+1,C)/sp(n,C))Sp(n,C) coin-
cides with the multiplicity of such irreducible gl(2n,C)-modules occurring in
SN
(
C2n⊕(C2n)∨⊕Λ2(C2n)) ' ⊕
i,j,k∈N
i+j+k=N
Si(C2n)⊗Sj((C2n)∨)⊗Sk(Λ2(C2n)),
because sp(n,C)-fixed vectors in irreducible gl(2n,C)-modules are unique up
to a multiplicative scalar (Fact 2.5). The gl(2n,C)-module Sk(Λ2(C2n)) has
a multiplicity-free decomposition⊕
b1≥···≥bn≥0
b1+···+bn=k
Rep
(
gl(2n,C), (b1, b1, b2, b2, . . . , bn, bn)
)
.
By Pieri’s law [GW, Cor. 9.2.4], the tensor product representation Si(C2n)⊗
Sk(Λ2(C2n)) is decomposed as⊕
Rep
(
gl(2n,C), (a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , an, bn)
)
,
where the sum is taken over (a1, . . . , an), (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Zn satisfying a1 ≥ b1 ≥ a2 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ an ≥ bn ≥ 0,b1 + · · ·+ bn = k,
(a1 − b1) + (a2 − b2) + · · ·+ (an − bn) = i.
By using Pieri’s law again, we see that irreducible representations of gl(2n,C)
with highest weights of the form (6.4.3) occur in
Sj((C2n)∨)⊗ Rep(gl(2n,C), (a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , an, bn))
if and only if {
λ` = b` ∀1 ≤ ` ≤ n,
(a1 − λ1) + (a2 − λ2) + · · ·+ (an − λn) = j.
Therefore, dimSN (sl(2n+ 1,C)/sp(n,C))Sp(n,C) is equal to
(6.4.4) #
{
(a1, b1, . . . , an, bn) ∈ (N2n)≥ : 2
n∑
`=1
a` −
n∑
`=1
b` = N
}
.
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we set{
c2j−1 := aj − bj ,
c2j := bj − aj+1,
with the convention that a2n+1 = 0. Then (6.4.4) amounts to
#
{
(c1, . . . , c2n) ∈ N2n :
n∑
j=1
(j + 1) c2j−1 +
n∑
j=1
j c2j = N
}
,
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which is the dimension of the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree N
in C[x1, x22, . . . , xnn, y21, y32, . . . , yn+1n ] for algebraically independent elements
x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn. We conclude using Lemma 4.12. 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.1. (1) We first prove that Pk + ι(Qk) = 2k d`(Rk).
By Lemma 6.4.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.4.5)
Rep(U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k))
7−→
(
Rep(U(2n+ 2), tn+1,n+1(j, j)),
Rep(U(2n), tn,n(k, k)) Rep
(
U(1),
∑n+1
i=1 ji −
∑n
i=1 ki
))
for j ∈ Nn+1 and k ∈ Nn with j1 ≥ k1 ≥ · · · ≥ jn ≥ kn ≥ jn+1. For
1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 we set
ai := ji + n− 2i+ 2.
Then
2
n+1∑
i=1
jihi + ρa˜ = 2
n+1∑
i=1
aihi.
Since the embedding a˜∗C ↪→ j˜∗C is given by 2j 7→ tn+1,n+1(j, j) via the standard
bases of a˜∗C and j˜
∗
C, the map T : a˜
∗
C/W˜ → j˜∗C/W (g˜C) (see (2.11)) satisfies
T
(
2
n+1∑
i=1
aihi
)
=
(
a1 +
1
2
, a1 − 1
2
, . . . , an+1 +
1
2
, an+1 − 1
2
)
∈ j˜∗C/W (g˜C),
which is the Z(g˜C)-infinitesimal character Ψpi(ϑ) of pi(ϑ), and by Lemma 2.3.(1)
the operator Pk acts on the representation space of pi(ϑ) as the scalar
(6.4.6) χX(2a1,...,2an+1)(Pk) = 2
k
n+1∑
i=1
aki .
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n we set
bi := ki + n− 2i+ 1,
ν0 :=
n+1∑
i=1
ji −
n∑
i=1
ki.
Then τ(ϑ)∨ has Z(kC)-infinitesimal character
Ψτ(ϑ)∨ = −
(
ν0, b1 +
1
2
, b1 − 1
2
, . . . , bn +
1
2
, bn − 1
2
)
∈ (jk)∗C/W (kC),
and by Lemma 2.3.(2) the operator ι(Qk) acts on the representation space
of τ(ϑ) as the scalar
χF(2b1,...,2bn,ν0)(Qk) = 2
k
n∑
i=1
bki .
On the other hand, ϑ itself has Z(gC)-infinitesimal character
Ψϑ = (a1, b1, . . . , an, bn, an+1) ∈ j∗C/W (A2n) ' C2n+1/S2n+1,
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and so d`(Rk) acts on the representation space of ϑ as the scalar
Ψϑ(Rk) =
n+1∑
i=1
aki +
n∑
i=1
bki .
Thus Pk + ι(Qk) = 2k d`(Rk) by Proposition 4.6.
We now check the relation among Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K.
These act on the following irreducible representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep
(
U(2n+ 2), tn+1,n+1(j, j)
)
2
∑n+1
i=1 (j
2
i + 2(n+ 2− 2i)ji)
CG Rep
(
U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k)
) ∑n+1
i=1 (j
2
i + 2(n+ 2− 2i)ji)
+
∑n
i=1(k
2
i + 2(n+ 1− 2i)ki)
C
(1)
K Rep(U(2n), tn,n(k, k)) 2
∑n
i=1(k
2
i + 2(n+ 1− 2i)ki)
C
(2)
K Rep
(
U(1),
∑n+1
i=1 ji −
∑n
i=1 ki
) (∑n+1
i=1 ji −
∑n
i=1 ki
)2
This implies d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(CG)− dr(C(1)K ).
(2) We have already given descriptions of D
G˜
(X) and DK(F ). The descrip-
tion of DG(X) can be deduced from Proposition 6.4.1.(1) and Lemma 6.4.3.(4),
similarly to the proof of Proposition 6.2.1.(2). 
Proof of Proposition 6.4.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.4.5)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let
τ = Rep(U(2n), tn(k, k)) Rep(U(1), a) ∈ Disc(K/H)
with k ∈ (Zn)≥ and a ∈ Z. If ϑ∈Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ)=τ , then ϑ is of the
form ϑ = Rep(U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k)) for some j ∈ Nn+1 with j1 ≥ k1 ≥ . . .
≥ jn ≥ kn ≥ jn+1 and
∑n+1
i=1 ji = a+
∑n
i=1 ki, by (6.4.5). The algebra DG˜(X)
acts on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(U(2n + 2), tn+1,n+1(j, j))
by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = (2a1, . . . , 2an+1) ∈ Cn+1/Sn+1
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.4.2), where ai = ji + n − 2i + 2
(1 ≤ i ≤ n+1), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts on the irreducible G-module
ϑ = Rep(U(2n+ 1), tn+1,n(j, k)) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ = (a1, . . . , an+1, b1, . . . , bn) ∈ C2n+1/S2n+1
via (6.4.1), where bi = ki+n−2i+1 as in the proof of Proposition 6.4.1.(1).
Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.4.2 sends λ(ϑ)+ρa˜ to ν(ϑ)+ρ for any
ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using Proposition 4.13.

Remark 6.4.4. (1) One can deduce analogous results in the original setting
where G˜ = SU(2n + 2) from the corresponding ones for G˜ = U(2n + 2)
which we have just discussed, such as Propositions 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. If G˜ =
SU(2n+ 2), then a˜∗C is isomorphic to Cn, rather than a˜∗C for G˜ = U(2n+ 2).
(2) LetK ′ := Sp(n)×U(1)×U(1), so thatH ( K ′ ( K ( G = SU(2n+2).
Then K ′/H ' S1, hence the C-algebra dr(Z(k′C)) is generated by a single
vector field (the Euler homogeneity differential operator). It follows from
Proposition 6.4.1 that neither condition (A˜) nor condition (B˜) of Section 1.4
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holds if we replace K with K ′. In particular, Theorem 1.3.(1) and (2) fail if
we replace K with the nonmaximal subgroup K ′.
6.5. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(4n+4), SO(4n+3),Sp(n+1) ·Sp(1)). Here
H = Sp(n)·Diag(Sp(1)), and the only maximal connected proper subgroup of
G containing H is K = (Sp(n)×Sp(1)) ·Sp(1). The groups G and K are not
simple. For i ∈ {1, 2} we denote by C(i)G ∈ Z(gC) the Casimir element of the
i-th factor of G, and for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} by C(j)K ∈ Z(kC) the Casimir element of
the j-th factor of K. Then dr(C(1)K ) = 0, and dr(C
(2)
K ) = dr(C
(3)
K ) ∈ DG(X);
we denote this last element by dr(CK).
Proposition 6.5.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4n+ 4)/SO(4n+ 3)
' (Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1))) = G/H
and K = (Sp(n)× Sp(1)) · Sp(1), we have
(1)
{
d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(C
(1)
G )− dr(CK);
d`(C
(2)
G ) = dr(CK);
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[d`(C
G˜
)];
DK(F ) = C[dr(CK)];
DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜), dr(CK)] = C[d`(CG˜), d`(C
(1)
G )] = C[d`(C
(1)
G ), dr(CK)].
Remark 6.5.2. Let G′ := Sp(n + 1) ⊂ G and H ′ := Sp(n) ⊂ H. Then X
is isomorphic to G′/H ′ as a G′-space, and K ′ := Sp(n) × Sp(1) ⊂ K is a
maximal connected proper subgroup of G′ containingH ′. However, XC is not
G′C-spherical, and none of the assertions in Theorem 1.3 holds if we replace
(G,H,K) with (G′, H ′,K ′). In fact, the subalgebra of DG′(X) generated by
D
G˜
(X), dr(Z(k′C)), and d`(Z(g
′
C)) is contained in the commutative algebra
DG(X), whereas DG′(X) is noncommutative by Fact 2.2.
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' (Cn+1 ⊕ C)/W (Cn+1 × C1),(6.5.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.5.2)
by the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of
K = (Sp(n)× Sp(1)) · Sp(1) of the form τ = 1 Ca  Ca for a ∈ N+.
Proposition 6.5.3 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(4n+ 4)/SO(4n+ 3)
' (Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1))) = G/H
and K = (Sp(n) × Sp(1)) · Sp(1). For τ = 1  Ca  Ca ∈ Disc(K/H) with
a ∈ N+, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ Cn+1 ⊕ C ' j∗C
λ 7−→
((λ+ a
2
,
λ− a
2
, n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1
)
, a
)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
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as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.5.1 and 6.5.3, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.5.4. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(4n+ 4)/SO(4n+ 3)) = {Hj(R4n+4) : j ∈ N};
Disc
(
(Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1))))
= {Hk,`(Hn+1) Ck−`+1 : k ≥ ` ≥ 0};
Disc
(
((Sp(n)× Sp(1)) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1))))
= {1 Ca  Ca : a ∈ N+}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(4n+ 4) ↓ Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1): For j ∈ N,
Hj(R4n+4)|Sp(n+1)·Sp(1) '
⊕
k∈N
j
2
≤k≤j
Hk,j−k(Hn+1) C2k−j+1.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For a ∈ N+,
L2
(
(Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1))/((Sp(n)× Sp(1)) · Sp(1)),1 Ca  Ca)
'
∑⊕
k∈N
k≥a−1
Hk,k+1−a(Hn+1) Ca.
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H is generated by two algebraically independent
homogeneous elements of degree 2.
Here, for m > 1 we denote by Hk,k′(Hm) the irreducible representation
of Sp(m) whose highest weight is (k, k′, 0, . . . , 0) in the standard coordinates.
For a ∈ N+, we denote by Ca the unique a-dimensional Sp(1)-module.
Proof of Lemma 6.5.4. Statements (1), (2), (3) follow from [HT, Prop. 5.1]
and the Frobenius reciprocity. To see (4), we note that there is an isomor-
phism of H-modules
gC/hC ' gC/kC ⊕ kC/hC ' (C2n  C2)⊕ (C C3).
The action of H = Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1)) on gC/hC thus comes from an action
of Sp(n)×Sp(1), and we have S(gC/hC)H = S(gC/hC)Sp(n)×Sp(1). Note that
S(gC/hC)
Sp(n)×{1} ' S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n)×{1} ⊗ S(C3)
as Sp(1)-modules. As in the proof of Lemma 6.3.3.(4), the group Sp(1) acts
trivially on S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n)×{1}. Therefore,
S(gC/hC)
Sp(n)×Sp(1) ' S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n) ⊗ S(C3)Sp(1)
is a polynomial ring generated by two homogeneous elements of degree 2
coming from S(C2n ⊕ C2n)Sp(n) and S(C3)Sp(1). 
Proof of Proposition 6.5.1. (1) By Lemma 6.5.4, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.5.3) Hk,`(Hn+1) Ck−`+1 7−→ (Hk+`(R4n+4),1 Ck−`+1  Ck−`+1).
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The Casimir operators for G˜ and for the factors of G and K act on these
representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Hk+`(R4n+4) (k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2)
C
(1)
G Hk,`(Hn+1) Ck−`+1 k2 + `2 + 2(k + `)n+ 2k
C
(2)
G Hk,`(Hn+1) Ck−`+1 (k − `)(k − `+ 2)
CK 1 Ck−`+1  Ck−`+1 (k − `)(k − `+ 2)
This, together with the identity
(k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2) = 2
(
k2 + `2 + 2(k + `)n+ 2k
)− (k − `)(k − `+ 2),
implies d`(C
G˜
) = 2 d`(C
(1)
G )− dr(CK) and d`(C(2)G ) = dr(CK).
(2) Since G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are symmetric spaces, we obtain D
G˜
(X) and
DK(F ) using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. We now focus on DG(X).
We only need to prove the first equality, since the other ones follow from
the relations between the generators. For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and
6.5.4.(4), it suffices to show that the two differential operators d`(C
G˜
) and
dr(CK) on X are algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial in two
variables such that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(CK)) = 0 in DG(X). By letting this differ-
ential operator act on the G-isotypic component ϑ = Hk,`(Hn+1)  Ck−`+1
in C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
(k + `)(k + `+ 4n+ 2), (k − `)(k − `+ 2)) = 0
for all k, ` ∈ N with k ≥ `, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.5.3. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.5.3)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = 1  Ca  Ca ∈
Disc(K/H) with a ∈ N+. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of
the form
ϑ = Hk,`(Hn+1) Ca
' Rep(Sp(n+ 1), (k, `, 0, . . . , 0)) Rep(U(1), a)
for some k, ` ∈ N with k− `+ 1 = a, by (6.5.3). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on
the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Hk+`(R4n+4) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = k + `+ 2n+ 1 ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.5.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Hk,`(Hn+1)  CaHj+a,j−a(Hn+1) by the
scalars
ν(ϑ)+ρ = (k+n+1, `+n;n−1, . . . ,−1; k−`+1) ∈ (Cn+1⊕C)/W (Cn+1×C1)
via (6.5.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.5.3 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
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This completes the proof of Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1.11, and 4.9, as well as
Corollary 1.7, in the case (v) of Table 1.1. For the case (v)′ of Table 1.1, the
homogeneous spaces G/H and K/H change as follows:
G/H :
(
Sp(n+ 1) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1)))
 
(
Sp(n+ 1) ·U(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(U(1))),
K/H :
(
(Sp(n)× Sp(1)) · Sp(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(Sp(1)))
 
(
(Sp(n)× Sp(1)) ·U(1))/(Sp(n) ·Diag(U(1))).
The proof works similarly, and so we omit it.
6.6. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(16),SO(15),Spin(9)). Here H = Spin(7),
and the only maximal connected proper subgroup of G containing H is K =
Spin(8). The fibration F → X → Y is the fibration of spheres S7 → S15 → S8.
Proposition 6.6.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(16)/SO(15) ' Spin(9)/Spin(7) = G/H
and K = Spin(8), we have
(1) d`(C
G˜
) = 4 d`(CG)− 3 dr(CK);
(2)
 DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)];DK(F ) = C[dr(CK)];DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜), dr(CK)] = C[d`(CG˜), d`(CG)] = C[d`(CG),dr(CK)].
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C4/W (B4),(6.6.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.6.2)
by the standard bases. The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of
K = Spin(8) of the form τ = Hk(R8) for k ∈ N.
Proposition 6.6.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(16)/SO(15) ' Spin(9)/Spin(7) = G/H
and K = Spin(8). For τ = Hk(R8) ∈ Disc(K/H) with k ∈ N, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C4 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ 1
2
(λ, k + 5, k + 3, k + 1)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.6.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(16)/SO(15)) = {Hj(R16) : j ∈ N};
Disc(Spin(9)/Spin(7)) =
{
Rep
(
Spin(9),
1
2
(j, k, k, k)
)
: j, k ∈ N, j − k ∈ 2N
}
;
Disc(Spin(8)/Spin(7)) =
{
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(k, k, k, k)
)
: k ∈ N
}
.
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(2) Branching laws for SO(16) ↓ Spin(9): For j ∈ N,
Hj(R16)|Spin(9) '
⊕
k∈N
j−k∈2N
Rep
(
Spin(9),
1
2
(j, k, k, k)
)
.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For k ∈ N,
L2
(
Spin(9)/Spin(8),Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(k, k, k, k)
))
'
∑⊕
j−k∈2N
Rep
(
Spin(9),
1
2
(j, k, k, k)
)
.
(4) The ring S
(
gC/hC
)H
= S(C8 ⊕ C7)Spin(7) is generated by two alge-
braically independent homogeneous elements of degree 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.6.3. (1) The description of Disc(SO(16)/SO(15)) and of
Disc(Spin(8)/Spin(7)) follows from the classical theory of spherical harmon-
ics (see e.g. [He2, Intro. Th. 3.1]) or from the Cartan–Helgason theorem
(Fact 2.5), and the description of Disc(Spin(9)/Spin(7)) from [Kr2].
(2) Let j˜C be a Cartan subalgebra of g˜C = so(16,C) and let {f1, . . . , f8}
be the standard basis of j˜∗C. Fix a positive system
∆+(g˜C, j˜C) = {fi ± fj : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 8}.
Let p˜C = ˜`C + n˜C be the standard parabolic subalgebra of g˜C with
(6.6.3) ∆(n˜C, j˜C) = {fi ± fj : 2 ≤ i < j ≤ 8},
and P˜C the corresponding parabolic subgroup. By the Borel–Weil theorem,
we can realize the irreducible representation Hj(R16) = Rep(SO(16), jf1)
of G˜ on the space O(G˜C/P˜−C ,Ljf1) of holomorphic sections of the G˜C-
equivariant holomorphic line bundle Ljf1 = G˜C ×P˜−C Cjf1 , where P˜
−
C is the
opposite parabolic subgroup to P˜C.
Let G˜L(4,C) be the double covering group of GL(4,C), given by
{(c, A) ∈ C∗ ×GL(4,C) : det(A) = c2}.
The natural embeddings GL(4,C) ↪→ SO(8,C) ↪→ SO(9,C) lift to G˜L(4,C) ↪→
Spin(8,C) ↪→ Spin(9,C) = GC.
We take the standard basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} of j∗C, and a positive system
∆+(gC, jC) = {ei ± ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4} ∪ {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ 4}. We set
ω+ :=
1
2
(e1 + e2 + e3 + e4)
and define a maximal parabolic subgroup PC = LCNC by the characteristic
element (1, 1, 1, 1) ∈ C4 ' jC. Then the Levi subgroup LC is isomorphic to
G˜L(4,C) and
(6.6.4) ∆(nC, jC) = {ei + ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4} ∪ {ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ 4}.
Given that the spin representation Rep(Spin(9), ω+) ' C16 has jC-weights{1
2
(x1, x2, x3, x4) : xj ∈ {±1}
}
⊂ C4 ' j∗C,
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we may and do assume that jC is contained in j˜C and that
(6.6.5) ι(1, 1, 1, 1) = (2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ j˜C and ι∗f1 = ω+ ∈ j∗C,
where ι denotes the inclusion map jC ↪→ j˜C.
Let Q˜C be the standard parabolic subgroup of G˜C given by the character-
istic element (2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ∈ j˜C. Then (6.6.5) shows that Q˜C is com-
patible with the reductive subgroup GC and PC = Q˜C ∩GC. We now verify
that PC = P˜C ∩GC. Clearly, Q˜C is a subgroup of P˜C, hence PC ⊂ P˜C ∩GC.
We note that P˜C ∩GC is a proper subgroup of GC, because GC = Spin(9,C)
cannot be a subgroup of the Levi subgroup SO(2,C)×SO(14,C) of P˜C. Since
PC is a maximal parabolic subgroup of GC, we conclude that PC = P˜C ∩GC
with LC ⊂ L˜C and NC ⊂ N˜C, and so P˜C is also compatible with the reductive
subgroup GC.
We claim that the Levi subgroup LC ' G˜L(4,C) acts on n˜C/nC ' C4 by
Rep(G˜L(4,C), (1, 1, 1, 0)). To see this, we observe from (6.6.3) that
∆(n˜C, jC) = ι
∗(∆(n˜C, j˜C))
= {(x1, x2, x3, x4) : xj ∈ {0, 1}
}
r {(0, 0, 0, 0), (−1,−1,−1,−1)}.
Comparing this with (6.6.4), we find
∆(n˜C/nC, jC) = {(1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1, 1)}.
Applying Proposition 3.3 to the embedding GC/P−C ↪→ G˜C/P˜−C , we obtain
the following upper estimate for possible irreducible Spin(9)-modules occur-
ring in the restriction of the SO(16)-module Hj(R16) ' O(G˜C/P˜−C ,Ljf1):
O(G˜C/P˜−C ,Ljf1)∣∣Spin(9) ⊂ +∞⊕
`=0
O(GC/P−C ,Lω+ ⊗ S`(n˜−C/n−C )),
because ι∗f1 = ω+. The right-hand side is actually a finite sum because the
Borel–Weil theorem states that
O(GC/P−C ,Lω+ ⊗ S`(n˜−C/n−C ))
'
{
Rep
(
Spin(9), jω+ + (0,−`,−`,−`)
)
if j ≥ 2`,
{0} otherwise.
Thus we have shown
(6.6.6) Hj(R16)∣∣
Spin(9)
⊂
⊕
k∈N
j−k∈2N
Rep
(
Spin(9),
1
2
(j, k, k, k)
)
.
Since the union of all irreducible Spin(9)-modules occurring in Hj(R16) for
some j coincides with Disc(Spin(9)/Spin(7)) by the comparison of (4.1) with
(4.2), the description of Disc(Spin(9)/Spin(7)) in (1) forces (6.6.6) to be an
equality. This completes the proof of (2).
(3) By the Frobenius reciprocity, this follows from the classical branching
law for o(N) ↓ o(N − 1), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.3], with N = 9.
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(4) This follows from the fact that there is no common nontrivial Spin(7)-
module in S(C8) and S(C7), as is seen from the following irreducible decom-
positions:
S(C8) '
⊕
j∈N
Rep
(
Spin(7),
j
2
(1, 1, 1)
)
⊗ C[r2],
S(C7) '
⊕
j∈N
Rep
(
SO(7), (k, 0, 0)
)⊗ C[s2],(6.6.7)
where r2 denotes a Spin(7)-invariant quadratic form on C8 and s2 an SO(7)-
invariant quadratic form on C7. 
Proof of Proposition 6.6.1. (1) By Lemma 6.6.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.6.8)
Rep
(
Spin(9),
1
2
(j, k, k, k)
)
7−→
(
Hj(R16),Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(k, k, k, k)
))
.
The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K act on these representations as the
following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Hj(R16) j2 + 14j
CG Rep(Spin(9),
1
2(j, k, k, k))
1
4 (j
2 + 14j + 3k2 + 18k)
CK Rep(Spin(8),
1
2(k, k, k, k)) k
2 + 6k
This, together with the identity
j2 + 14j = (j2 + 14j + 3k2 + 18k)− 3 (k2 + 6k),
implies d`(C
G˜
) = 4 d`(CG)− 3 dr(CK).
(2) Since G˜/H˜ and F = K/H are symmetric spaces, we obtain D
G˜
(X) and
DK(F ) using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. We now focus on DG(X).
We only need to prove the first equality, since the others follow from the rela-
tions between the generators. For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and 6.6.3.(4),
it suffices to show that the two differential operators d`(C
G˜
) and dr(CK)
on X are algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial in two variables
such that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(CK)) = 0 in DG(X). By letting this differential op-
erator act on the G-isotypic component ϑ = Rep
(
Spin(9), 12(j, k, k, k)
)
in
C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
j2 + 14j, k2 + 6k
)
= 0
for all j, k ∈ N with j − k ∈ 2N, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.6.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.6.8)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = Hk(R8) ∈
Disc(K/H) with k ∈ N. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is
of the form ϑ = Rep(Spin(9), 12(j, k, k, k)) for some j ∈ N with j − k ∈ 2N,
by (6.6.8). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) =
Hj(R16) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = j + 7 ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
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via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.6.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(Spin(9), 12(j, k, k, k)) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
1
2
(j + 7, k + 5, k + 3, k + 1) ∈ C4/W (B4)
via (6.6.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.6.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
Remark 6.6.4. The homogeneous space C∗ × Spin(9,C)/Spin(7,C) arises
as the unique open orbit of the prehomogeneous vector space
(C∗ × Spin(9,C),C16) (see e.g. [I, HU]). Howe–Umeda [HU, § 11.11] proved
that the C-algebra homomorphism d` : Z(gC) → DG(X) is not surjective
and that the “abstract Capelli problem” has a negative answer for this pre-
homogeneous space. Proposition 6.6.1.(2) gives a refinement of their asser-
tion in this case. The novelty here is to introduce the operator dr(CK) ∈
DG(X)r d`(Z(gC)) to describe the ring DG(X).
6.7. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(8),Spin(7),SO(5) × SO(3)). Here H =
H˜∩G is isomorphic to SO(4) ' (SU(2)×SU(2))/{±(I2, I2)}. The only max-
imal connected proper subgroup of G containing H is K = SO(4) × SO(3),
which is realized in G in the standard manner. The group H is the image
of the embedding ι7 : SO(4) '
(
SU(2) × SU(2))/{±(I2, I2)} → K induced
from the following diagram:
1 −→ {±Diag(I2)} × {±I2} −→ SU(2)× SU(2)× SU(2) −→ K −→ 1
∪ ∪ ∪
1 −→ {±(I2, I2, I2)} −→ SU(2)×Diag(SU(2)) −→ H −→ 1.
Thus F = K/H is diffeomorphic to the 3-dimensional projective space P3(R),
and the fibration F → X → Y identifies with a variant of the quaternionic
Hopf fibration P3(R) → P7(R) → S4. The groups G and K are not simple.
We denote by C(i)G ∈ Z(gC) the Casimir element of the i-th factor of G, for
i ∈ {1, 2}, and by C ′K ∈ Z(kC) the Casimir element of the SO(4) factor of K.
Proposition 6.7.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(8)/Spin(7) ' (SO(5)× SO(3))/ι7(SO(4)) = G/H
and K = SO(4)× SO(3), we have
(1)
{
d`(C
G˜
) = 4 d`(C
(1)
G )− 4 d`(C(2)G );
2 d`(C
(2)
G ) = dr(C
′
K);
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[d`(C
G˜
)];
DK(F ) = C[dr(C ′K)];
DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜),dr(C
′
K)] = C[d`(C
(1)
G ),d`(C
(2)
G )].
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' (C2 ⊕ C)/W (B2 ×B1),(6.7.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.7.2)
by the standard bases. We note that G˜/H˜ is not a symmetric space, but
the Lie algebras (g˜, h˜) = (so(8), spin(7)) form a symmetric pair and the
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e3 + e4
e3 − e4
e2 − e3e1 − e2
1
description of the algebra D
G˜
(X) is the same as that for symmetric spaces. In
order to be more precise, let us recall the triality of the Dynkin diagram D4.
Triality. For g˜C = so(8,C), the outer automorphism group Out(g˜C) =
Aut(g˜C)/Int(g˜C) is isomorphic to the symmetric group S3, corresponding
to the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram D4. More precisely, let
j˜C be a Cartan subalgebra of g˜C and {e1, e2, e3, e4} the standard basis of j˜∗C.
Fix a positive system ∆+(g˜C, j˜C) = {ei ± ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4} and set
ω± :=
1
2
(e1 + e2 + e3 ± e4).
Then the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram D4 is the permutation
group of the set {e1, ω+, ω−}. It gives rise to triality in so(8). We denote by
ς the outer automorphism of so(8) of order three corresponding to the outer
automorphism of D4 as described in the figure below. With this choice,
(6.7.3) ς∗(e1) = ω+, ς∗(ω+) = ω−, ς∗(ω−) = e1.
The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of K = SO(4)× SO(3)
of the form τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Rep(SO(3), k) for k ∈ N.
Proposition 6.7.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(8)/Spin(7) ' (SO(5)× SO(3))/ι7(SO(4)) = G/H
and K = SO(4) × SO(3). For τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k))  Rep(SO(3), k) ∈
Disc(K/H) with k ∈ N, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C2 ⊕ C ' j∗C
λ 7−→ 1
2
(λ, 2k + 3, 2k + 1)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.7.1 and 6.7.2, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
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Lemma 6.7.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(8)/Spin(7)) = {Rep(SO(8), (j, j, j, j)) : j ∈ N};
Disc
(
(SO(5)× SO(3))/ι7(SO(4))
)
= {Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Rep(SO(3), k) : k, j ∈ N, k ≤ j};
Disc
(
(SO(4)× SO(3))/ι7(SO(4))
)
= {Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Rep(SO(3), k) : k ∈ N}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(8) ↓ SO(5)× SO(3): For j ∈ N,
Rep
(
SO(8), (j, j, j, j)
)|SO(5)×SO(3) ' j⊕
k=0
Rep
(
SO(5), (j, k)
)
Rep(SO(3), k).
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For k ∈ N,
L2
(
(SO(5)× SO(3))/(SO(4)× SO(3)),Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Rep(SO(3), k))
'
∑⊕
j∈N
j≥k
Rep
(
SO(5), (j, k)
)
 Rep(SO(3), k).
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(C7)ι7(SO(4)) is generated by two algebraically
independent homogeneous elements of degree 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.7.3. (1) We use the triality of so(8). The automorphism ς
of so(8) sends spin(7) to so(7), and induces a double covering S7 → P7(R) by
SO(8)∼/SO(7)∼ '
ς
SO(8)∼/Spin(7) −→ SO(8)/Spin(7) = G˜/H˜,
where SO(N)∼ denotes the double covering of SO(N) for N = 7 or 8. Thus
Disc(G˜/H˜) is obtained by taking the even part of Disc(SO(8)/SO(7)) (see
Lemma 6.1.3.(1) with n = 3) via ς, and the computation boils down to the
isomorphism
(6.7.4) Rep
(
SO(8), ς · (2j, 0, 0, 0)) = Rep(SO(8), (j, j, j, j)).
(2) We use another expression of the double covering S7 → P7(R), namely
(Sp(2)× Sp(1))/(Sp(1)×Diag(Sp(1))) −→ (SO(5)× SO(3))/ι7(SO(4)).
With the notation of Lemma 6.3.3, we have
Disc
(
(Sp(2)× Sp(1))/Diag(Sp(1)))
= {Ha,b(H2) Ca−b+1 : a ≥ b ≥ 0, a, b ∈ Z}.
We conclude using the fact that the Sp(2)-module Ha,b(H2) descends to
SO(5) if a ≡ b mod 2 and is isomorphic to Rep(SO(5), (a+b2 , a−b2 )) as an
SO(5)-module.
(3) The branching law is a special case of Lemma 6.5.4 with n = 1 via the
triality automorphism ς and the covering Sp(2)× Sp(1)→ SO(5)× SO(3).
(4) We have an irreducible decomposition as SO(4)-modules via ι7:
gC/hC ' gC/kC ⊕ kC/hC ' (C2  C2)⊕ (1 C3).
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Then the ring S(C2  C2)SU(2)×{1} is a polynomial ring generated by a sin-
gle homogeneous element of degree 2, on which {1} × SU(2) acts trivially.
Therefore, S(gC/hC)H is isomorphic to
S(C2  C2)SU(2)×{1} ⊗ S(1 C3){1}×SO(3),
and the statement follows. 
Proof of Proposition 6.7.1. (1) By Lemma 6.7.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.7.5) Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Rep(SO(3), k)7−→ (Rep(SO(8), (j, j, j, j)),Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Rep(SO(3), k)).
The Casimir operators for G˜ and for the factors of G and K act on these
representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(8), (j, j, j, j)) 4(j2 + 3j)
C
(1)
G Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) j
2 + 3j + k2 + k
C
(2)
G Rep(SO(3), k) k
2 + k
C ′K Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) 2(k
2 + k)
This implies d`(C
G˜
) = 4 d`(C
(1)
G )− 4 d`(C(2)G ) and 2 d`(C(2)G ) = dr(C ′K).
(2) The description of D
G˜
(X) from the classical result for the symmetric
space SO(8)/SO(7) ' Spin(8)/Spin(7) (see Proposition 6.1.1.(2) with n = 3)
by the triality of D4. The description of DK(F ) is reduced to the group
manifold case (8G × 8G)/Diag(8G) with 8G = SU(2) using the diagram just
before Proposition 6.7.1. We now focus on DG(X). We only need to prove
the first equality, since the other one follows from the relations between
the generators. For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and 6.7.3.(4), it suffices
to show that the two differential operators d`(C
G˜
) and dr(C ′K) on X are
algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial in two variables such
that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(C ′K)) = 0 in DG(X). By letting this differential operator
act on the G-isotypic component ϑ = Rep
(
SO(5), (j, k)
)
Rep(SO(3), k) in
C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
4(j2 + 3j), 2(k2 + k)
)
= 0
for all j, k ∈ N with j ≥ k, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.7.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.7.5)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k))
Rep(SO(3), k) ∈ Disc(K/H) with k ∈ N. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies
τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of the form ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k))  Rep(SO(3), k)
for some j ∈ N with j ≥ k, by (6.7.5). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on the
irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(8), (j, j, j, j)) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = 2j + 3 ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.7.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Rep(SO(3), k) by the
scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
1
2
(2j + 3, 2k + 1; 2k + 1) ∈ (C2 ⊕ C)/W (B2 ×B1)
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via (6.7.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.7.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
6.8. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(7), G2(−14),SO(5) × SO(2)). Here H =
H˜ ∩G is isomorphic to U(2) ' (SU(2)×SO(2))/{±(I2, I2)}. The only maxi-
mal connected proper subgroup of G containing H is K = SO(4) × SO(2),
which is realized in G in the standard manner. The group H is the image of
the embedding ι8 : U(2) '
(
SU(2)× SO(2))/{±(I2, I2)} → K induced from
the following diagram:
1 −→ {±Diag(I2)} × {±I2} −→ SU(2)× SU(2)× SO(2) −→ K −→ 1
∪ ∪ ∪
1 −→ {±(I2, I2, I2)} −→ SU(2)×Diag(SO(2)) −→ H −→ 1.
This case and case (ix) of Table 1.1 (see Section 6.9) are different from the
other cases in the sense that neither G˜/H˜ nor K/H is a symmetric space.
The groups G and K are not simple. We denote by C(1)G (resp. C
(1)
K )
the Casimir element of the first factor of G = SO(5) × SO(2) (resp. K =
SO(4)×SO(2)), and by EG (resp. EK) a generator of the abelian ideal so(2)
of g (resp. k) such that the eigenvalues of ad(EG) (resp. ad(EK)) in g˜C are
0,±1.
Proposition 6.8.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/G2(−14) ' (SO(5)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2)) = G/H
and K = SO(4)× SO(2), we have
(1)
{
d`(EG) = dr(EK);
2 d`(C
G˜
) = 6 d`(C
(1)
G )− 3 dr(C(1)K );
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[d`(C
G˜
)];
DK(F ) = C[dr(C
(1)
K ), dr(EK)];
DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜),dr(C
(1)
K ),dr(EK)]
= C[d`(C(1)G ), dr(C
(1)
K ), dr(EK)]
= C[d`(C
G˜
), d`(C
(1)
G ),d`(EG)].
Identifying j∗C with C2 ⊕ C via the standard basis, the Harish-Chandra
homomorphism amounts to
(6.8.1) HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' (C2 ⊕ C)/(W (B2)×{1}).
On the other hand, XC = G˜C/H˜C = SO(7,C)/G2(C) is a nonsymmetric
spherical homogeneous space of rank one. We take a∗C := C(1, 1, 1) viewed as
a subspace of j∗C, and normalize the generalized Harish-Chandra isomorphism
of (2.4) as
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.8.2)
χXλ 7 −→ λ
so that χXλ (d`(CG˜)) = 3(λ
2 − 9/4). Then ϑ = Rep(SO(7), λ) belongs to
Disc(G˜/H˜) if and only if λ is of the form λ = j(1, 1, 1) for some j ∈ N (see
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Lemma 6.8.3.(1) below), and P ∈ D
G˜
(X) acts on ϑ by the scalar χXλ+ρa˜(P )
where we set
(6.8.3) ρa˜ :=
3
2
(1, 1, 1).
With this normalization, the set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations
of K = SO(4)× SO(2) of the form τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Ca for a, k ∈ Z
and |a| ≤ k, and the following holds.
Proposition 6.8.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/G2(−14) ' (SO(5)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2)) = G/H
and K = SO(4) × SO(2). For τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k))  Ca ∈ Disc(K/H)
with a, k ∈ Z and |a| ≤ k, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C2 ⊕ C ' j∗C
λ 7−→
((
λ, k +
1
2
)
, a
)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.8.1 and 6.8.2, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.8.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)) = {Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)) : j ∈ N};
Disc
(
(SO(5)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2))
)
= {Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca : |a| ≤ k ≤ j, a, j, k ∈ Z};
Disc
(
(SO(4)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2))
)
= {Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Ca : |a| ≤ k, a, k ∈ Z}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(7) ↓ SO(5)× SO(2): For j ∈ N,
Rep
(
SO(7), (j, j, j)
)|SO(5)×SO(2) ' ⊕
a,k∈Z
|a|≤k≤j
Rep
(
SO(5), (j, k)
)
 Ca.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G:
For a ∈ Z and k ∈ N,
L2
(
(SO(5)× SO(2))/(SO(4)× SO(2)),Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Ca)
'
∑⊕
j∈N
j≥k
Rep
(
SO(5), (j, k)
)
 Ca.
(4) The ring S(g˜C/h˜C)H˜ = S(C7)G2 is generated by a single homogeneous
element of degree 2.
(5) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(C4 ⊕ C3)SU(2)×SO(2) is generated by three
algebraically independent homogeneous elements of respective degrees
1, 2, 2.
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(6) The ring S(kC/hC)H = S(C3)SO(2) is generated by two algebraically
independent homogeneous elements of respective degrees 1, 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.8.3. (1) The description of Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)) is given
by Krämer [Kr2]. The description of Disc
(
(SO(4)×SO(2))/ι8(U(2))
)
readily
follows from a computation for SU(2) using the diagram just before Proposi-
tion 6.8.1. The description of Disc
(
(SO(5)× SO(2))/ι8(U(2))
)
follows from
(2) via (4.1) or from (3) via (4.2).
(2) See [T].
(3) By the classical branching law for SO(N) ↓ SO(N − 1), see e.g. [GW,
Th. 8.1.3], with N = 5, the assertion follows by the Frobenius reciprocity.
(4) See [S] or the proof of Lemma 7.7.(4) below.
(5) We have an isomorphism of (SU(2)× SO(2))-modules
gC/hC ' C4 ⊕ C3 '
(
C2  (C1 ⊕ C−1)
)⊕ (1 (C2 ⊕ C0 ⊕ C−2)).
The ring S(C2 ⊗ C2)SU(2)×{1} is a polynomial ring generated by one homo-
geneous element of degree 2, on which {1}× SO(2) acts trivially. Therefore,
S(C4 ⊕ C3)SU(2)×SO(2) is isomorphic to
S
(
C2  (C1 ⊕ C−1)
)SU(2)×{1} ⊗ S(C2 ⊕ C−2)SO(2) ⊗ S(C),
and statement (5) follows.
(6) Via the double covering SU(2) × SO(2) ∼−→ H ' U(2), the group
SU(2) × SO(2) acts on gC/hC ' C3 as 1  (C2 ⊕ C0 ⊕ C−2), and then the
ring S(kC/hC)H is isomorphic to
S(C0)⊗ S(C2 ⊕ C−2)SO(2),
and statement (6) follows. 
Proof of Proposition 6.8.1. (1) By Lemma 6.8.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.8.4) Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca7−→ (Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)),Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Ca
for a ∈ Z and j, k ∈ N with |a| ≤ k ≤ j. The Casimir operators for G˜ and
for the factors of G and K act on these irreducible representations as the
following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)) 3(j2 + 3j)
C
(1)
G Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca
j2 + 3j + k2 + k
EG
√−1 a
C
(1)
K Rep(SO(4), (k, k)) Ca
2(k2 + k)
EK
√−1 a
This implies d`(EG) = dr(EK) and 2 d`(CG˜) = 6 d`(C
(1)
G )− 3 dr(C(1)K ).
(2) The description of D
G˜
(X) follows from the fact that it is generated
by a single differential operator of degree 2, by Lemma 6.8.3.(4). Using the
diagram just before Proposition 6.8.1, we see that
F = K/H ' (SU(2)× SO(2)/{±I2})/Diag(SO(2)),
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hence DK(F ) is isomorphic to DSU(2)×SO(2)(SU(2)), which contains d`(C
(1)
K )=
dr(C
(1)
K ) and dr(EK); we conclude using Lemma 6.8.3.(6). We now focus
on DG(X). We only need to prove the first equality, since the other ones
follow from the relations between the generators. For this, using Lemmas
4.12.(3) and 6.8.3.(5), it suffices to show that the three differential operators
d`(C
G˜
), dr(C(1)K ), and dr(EK) on X are algebraically independent. Let f be
a polynomial in three variables such that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(C
(1)
K ), dr(EK)) = 0 in
DG(X). By letting this differential operator act on the G-isotypic component
ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca in C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
3(j2 + 3j), 2(k2 + k),−√−1 a) = 0
for all a, j, k ∈ Z with |a| ≤ k ≤ j, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.8.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.8.4)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = Rep(SO(4), (k, k))
Ca ∈ Disc(K/H) with k ≥ |a|. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is
of the form ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k))Ca for some j ≥ k, by (6.8.4). The alge-
bra D
G˜
(X) acts on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j))
of C∞(X) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ =
1
2
(2j + 3) ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.8.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(SO(5), (j, k)) Ca by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
(
j +
3
2
, k +
1
2
; a
)
∈ (C2 ⊕ C)/W (B2)× {1}
via (6.8.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.8.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
Remark 6.8.4. The group SO(5) already acts transitively on X = G˜/H˜. If,
instead of (SO(5)×SO(2), ι8(U(2))), we take (G,H) = (SO(5),SU(2)), then
X = G/H is the same as in Proposition 6.8.1 and Lemma 6.8.3. However,
XC is not GC-spherical anymore and Theorem 1.3.(1)–(2) fail, as one can see
from Proposition 6.8.1.
6.9. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(7), G2(−14), SO(6)). Here H = SU(3), and
the only maximal connected proper subgroup ofG containingH isK = U(3).
Neither G˜/H˜ nor G/H is a symmetric space. Let EK be a generator of the
center of k = u(3) such that the eigenvalues of ad(EK) in gC are 0,±1,±2.
Proposition 6.9.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/G2(−14) ' SO(6)/SU(3) = G/H
and K = U(3), we have
(1) 2 d`(C
G˜
) = 3 d`(CG)− 3 dr(CK);
(2)
 DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)];DK(F ) = C[dr(EK)];DG(X) = C[d`(CG˜),dr(EK)] = C[d`(CG), dr(EK)].
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Thus the algebra DG(X) is generated by DG˜(X) and dr(Z(kC)), and also
by d`(Z(gC)) and dr(Z(kC)), but not by DG˜(X) and d`(Z(gC)). The subal-
gebra generated by D
G˜
(X) and d`(Z(gC)), which is isomorphic to the poly-
nomial ring C[d`(C
G˜
),d`(CG)], has index two in DG(X).
We now identify
(6.9.1) HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C3/W (D3)
via the standard basis and use again the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.8.2)
for X = SO(7)/G2(−14). The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations
of K = U(3) of the form τ = χk for k ∈ Z.
Proposition 6.9.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/G2(−14) ' SO(6)/SU(3) = G/H
and K = U(3). For τ = χk ∈ Disc(K/H) with k ∈ Z, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C2 ⊕ C ' j∗C
λ 7−→
(
λ+
1
2
, λ− 1
2
, k
)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.9.1 and 6.9.2, we use the following results
on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.9.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)) = {Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)) : j ∈ N};
Disc(SO(6)/SU(3)) = {Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) : |k| ≤ j, j, k ∈ Z};
Disc(U(3)/SU(3)) = {χk : k ∈ Z},
where χk(g) = (det g)k.
(2) Branching laws for SO(7) ↓ SO(6): For j ∈ N,
Rep
(
SO(7), (j, j, j)
)|SO(6) ' ⊕
k∈Z
|k|≤j
Rep
(
SO(6), (j, j, k)
)
.
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For k ∈ Z,
L2
(
SO(6)/U(3), χk
) ' ∑⊕
j∈N
j≥|k|
Rep
(
SO(6), (j, j, k)
)
.
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(C6 ⊕ C)SU(3) is generated by two alge-
braically independent homogeneous elements of respective degrees 1
and 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.9.3. (1) For Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)), see Lemma 6.8.3.(1).
The equality for Disc(U(3)/SU(3)) is clear. The equality for Disc(SO(6)/SU(3))
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is given in [Kr2], but we now provide an alternative approach for later pur-
poses. The isomorphism of Lie groups U(4)/Diag(U(1)) ' SO(6) induces a
bijection between the two sets
ŜO(6) ' {(x, y, z) ∈ Z3 : x ≥ y ≥ |z|},
(U(4)/Diag(U(1)))̂ ' {(a, b, c, d) ∈ Z4 : a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ d}/Z(1, 1, 1, 1),
via the map
(6.9.2) (x, y, z) 7−→ (x+ y, x+ z, y + z, 0).
Now the description of Disc(SO(6)/SU(3)) follows from the classical branch-
ing law for SU(N) ↓ SU(N−1), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.1], for N = 4 and from
the Frobenius reciprocity.
(2) This is a special case of the classical branching law for SO(N) ↓
SO(N − 1), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.3], for N = 7.
(3) By using (6.9.2), the proof is reduced to the classical branching law
for U(N) ↓ U(N − 1) for N = 4.
(4) This is immediate from the symmetric case SO(6)/U(3) because gC/hC'
(so(6,C)/gl(3,C))⊕ C, and H acts trivially on the second component. 
Proof of Proposition 6.9.1. (1) By Lemma 6.9.3, the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ))
of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(6.9.3) Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) 7−→ (Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)), χk)
for k ∈ Z and j ∈ N with |k| ≤ j. The Casimir operators for G˜, G, and K
act on these irreducible representations as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)) 3(j2 + 3j)
CG Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) 2(j
2 + 3j) + k2
CK χk
k2
EK
√−1 k
This implies 2 d`(C
G˜
) = 3 d`(CG)− 3 dr(CK).
(2) For D
G˜
(X), see Proposition 6.8.1.(2). For DK(F ), the statement is ob-
vious since H is a normal subgroup of K and K/H is isomorphic to the toral
group S1. We now focus on DG(X). We only need to prove the first equality,
since the other one follows from the relations between the generators. For
this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and 6.9.3.(4), it suffices to show that the two dif-
ferential operators d`(C
G˜
) and dr(EK) on X are algebraically independent.
Let f be a polynomial in two variables such that f(d`(C
G˜
),dr(EK)) = 0 in
DG(X). By letting this differential operator act on the G-isotypic component
ϑ = Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) in C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
3(j2 + 3j),−√−1 k) = 0
for all j, k ∈ Z with |k| ≤ j, hence f is the zero polynomial. 
Proof of Proposition 6.9.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.9.3)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = χk ∈ Disc(K/H)
with k ∈ Z. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of the form
ϑ = Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) for some j ∈ N with j ≥ |k|, by (6.9.3). The algebra
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D
G˜
(X) acts on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(7), (j, j, j)) by
the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ =
1
2
(2j + 3) ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.8.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(SO(6), (j, j, k)) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ = (j + 2, j + 1, k) ∈ C3/W (D3)
via (6.9.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.9.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
Remark 6.9.4. The only noncompact real form of G˜C/H˜C is XR =
SO(4, 3)0/G2(2). There are exactly two real forms of GC/HC isomorphic
to XR [Ko2, Ex. 5.2]:
XR ' SO(3, 3)0/SL(3,R) ' SO(4, 2)0/SU(2, 1).
Discrete series representations for XR in both cases were classified in [Ko2]
via branching laws for G˜ ↓ G, in the same spirit as in the present paper. In
these cases the isotropy group is noncompact, which means that SO(3, 3)0
and SO(4, 2)0 do not act properly on XR. This explains why the case (ix)
of Table 1.1 does not appear in our application [KK2] to spectral analysis.
6.10. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(7), SO(6), G2(−14)). Here H = SU(3) is a
maximal connected proper subgroup of G, so that K = H and F is a point.
Proposition 6.10.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/SO(6) ' G2(−14)/SU(3) = G/H
and K = H = SU(3), we have
(1) d`(C
G˜
) = d`(CG);
(2) DG(X) = DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)] = C[d`(CG)].
Let ω1, ω2 be the fundamental weights with respect to the simple roots
α1, α2 of G2, respectively, labeled as follows: e e>
α1 α2
. Then ω1 = 3α1 + 2α2
and ω2 = α1 + 2α2. We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' (Cω1 ⊕ Cω2)/W (G2),(6.10.1)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C/(Z/2Z)(6.10.2)
by the standard bases. In this case, Disc(K/H) is the singleton {1}.
Proposition 6.10.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(7)/SO(6) ' G2(−14)/SU(3) = G/H
and K = H = SU(3). For τ = 1 ∈ Disc(K/H), the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C2 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ ω1 +
(
λ− 3
2
)
ω2
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
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In order to prove Propositions 6.10.1 and 6.10.2, we use the following
results on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.10.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜ and G/H:
Disc(SO(7)/SO(6)) = {Hk(R7) : k ∈ N};
Disc(G2(−14)/SU(3)) = {Rep(G2(−14), kω2) : k ∈ N}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(7) ↓ G2(−14): For k ∈ N,
Hk(R7)|G2(−14) ' Rep(G2(−14), kω2).
(3) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(C3 ⊕ (C3)∨)SU(3) is generated by a single
homogeneous element of degree 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.10.3. In (1), the first equality follows from the Cartan–
Helgason theorem (Fact 2.5) and the second from [Kr2]. For (2), see for
instance [KQ]; the formula can also be obtained directly from the Borel–
Weil theorem, applied to the isomorphism
G2(−14)/U(2) ' O(7)/(SO(2)×O(5))
of generalized flag varieties. Statement (3) follows from the isomorphism
S(C3 ⊕ (C3)∨) '
⊕
i,j∈N
Si(C3)⊗ Sj(C3)∨
and from the fact that the Si(C3), for i ∈ N, are irreducible and mutually
nonisomorphic. 
Proof of Proposition 6.10.1. (1) Since the restriction Hk(R7)|G2(−14) remains
irreducible by Lemma 6.10.3.(2), the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1
reduces to
(6.10.3) Rep(G2(−14), kω2) 7−→ (Hk(R7),1).
We normalize CG so that the short root of g2 has length 1. Then the Casimir
operators for G˜ and G act on these irreducible representations as the follow-
ing scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Hk(R7) k2 + 5k
CG Rep(G2(−14), kω2) k2 + 5k
This implies d`(C
G˜
) = d`(CG).
(2) This follows from the fact that DG(X) is generated by a single differ-
ential operator of degree 2, by Lemma 6.10.3.(3). 
Proof of Proposition 6.10.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.10.3)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = 1 ∈ Disc(K/H). If
ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of the form ϑ = Rep(G2(−14), kω2)
for some k ∈ N, by (6.10.3). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on the irreducible G˜-
submodule pi(ϑ) = Hk(R7) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ =
1
2
(2k + 5) ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
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via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (6.10.2), whereas the algebra Z(gC)
acts on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(G2(−14), kω2) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ = kω2 + ρ = ω1 + (k + 1)ω2 ∈ (Cω1 + Cω2)/W (G2)
via (6.10.1). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.10.2 sends λ(ϑ)+ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
6.11. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(8), Spin(7), SO(7)). Here H = G2(−14) is
a maximal connected proper subgroup of G, so that K = H and F is a point.
Proposition 6.11.1 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(8)/Spin(7) ' SO(7)/G2(−14) = G/H
and K = H = G2(−14), we have
(1) 3 d`(C
G˜
) = 4 d`(CG);
(2) DG(X) = DG˜(X) = C[d`(CG˜)] = C[d`(CG)].
We identify D
G˜
(X) with C/(Z/2Z) as in (6.7.2), and Z(gC) with C3/W (B3)
as in (6.2.1) with m = 2. In this case, Disc(K/H) is the singleton {1}.
Proposition 6.11.2 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = SO(8)/Spin(7) ' SO(7)/G2(−14) = G/H
and K = H = G2(−14). For τ = 1 ∈ Disc(K/H), the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C −→ C3 ' j∗C
λ 7−→ 1
2
(λ+ 2, λ, λ− 2)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
In order to prove Propositions 6.11.1 and 6.11.2, we use the following
results on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 6.11.3. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜ and G/H:
Disc(SO(8)/Spin(7)) = {Rep(SO(8), (k, k, k, k)) : k ∈ N};
Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)) = {Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)) : k ∈ N}.
(2) Branching laws for SO(8) ↓ SO(7): For k ∈ N,
Rep
(
SO(8), (k, k, k, k)
)|SO(7) ' Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)).
(3) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(C7)G2 is generated by a single homogeneous
element of degree 2.
Proof of Lemma 6.11.3. (1) We consider the double covering Spin(8)/Spin(7)→
SO(8)/Spin(7) and apply the triality of D4 to the covering space, which
shows that
Disc(Spin(8)/Spin(7)) = {ς · H`(R8) : ` ∈ N}
'
{
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(`, `, `, `)
)
: ` ∈ N
}
.
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The representations which contribute to Disc(SO(8)/Spin(7)) are those with
even parity, which yields the description of Disc(SO(8)/Spin(7)). For
Disc(SO(7)/G2(−14)), see Lemma 6.8.3.(1).
(2) This is a special case of the classical branching law for SO(N) ↓
SO(N − 1), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.2], for N = 8.
(3) By (6.6.7) and Lemma 6.10.3.(2), we have
S(C7) '
⊕
j∈N
Rep(G2, jω2)⊗ C[s2]
as graded G2-modules, where s2 is an SO(7)-invariant quadratic form on C7
and Rep(G2, jω2)⊗C · 1 is realized in Sj(C7) for j ∈ N. Therefore, S(C7)G2
is isomorphic to C[s2] as a graded algebra, proving Lemma 6.11.3.(3). 
Proof of Proposition 6.11.1. (1) Since the restriction Hk(Rn)|G2(−14) remains
irreducible by Lemma 6.11.3.(2), the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1
reduces to
(6.11.1) Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)) 7−→ (Rep(SO(8), (k, k, k, k)),1).
The Casimir operators for G˜ and G act on these irreducible representations
as the following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Rep(SO(8), (k, k, k, k)) 4(k2 + 3k)
CG Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)) 3(k
2 + 3k)
This implies 3d`(C
G˜
) = 4d`(CG).
(2) The description of D
G˜
(X) from the classical result for the symmetric
space SO(8)/SO(7) ' Spin(8)/Spin(7) (see Proposition 6.1.1.(2) with n = 3)
by the triality ofD4. The description of DG(X) follows from the fact that it is
generated by a single differential operator of degree 2, by Lemma 6.11.3.(3).

Proof of Proposition 6.11.2. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (6.11.1)
for the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = 1 ∈ Disc(K/H).
If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is of the form ϑ =
Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)) for some k ∈ N, by (6.11.1). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts on
the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Rep(SO(8), (k, k, k, k)) by the scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = 2k + 3 ∈ C/(Z/2Z)
(see (6.7.4) for the triality of D4), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts on the
irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep(SO(7), (k, k, k)) by the scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
(
k +
5
2
, k +
3
2
, k +
1
2
)
∈ C3/W (B3).
Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 6.11.2 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to ν(ϑ) + ρ
for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using Proposi-
tion 4.13. 
6.12. Application of the triality of D4. The cases (xii), (xiii), (xiii)′,
(xiv) of Table 1.1 can all be reduced to cases discussed earlier by using the
triality of the Dynkin diagram D4, described in Section 6.7.
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6.12.1. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(8),SO(7), Spin(7)) (see (xii) in Table 1.1).
We realize H˜ andG in such a way thatH := H˜∩G ' G2(−14). Up to applying
an inner automorphism of g˜C = so(8,C), we may assume that jC ∩ h˜C = e⊥1
and jC ∩ gC = ω⊥+ or ω⊥−, where for λ ∈ h˜∗C we set
λ⊥ := {x ∈ h˜C : λ(x) = 0}.
Then the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram D4, switching e4 and
ω+ or ω−, induces an automorphism of g˜C = so(8,C) switching so(7,C) and
spin(7,C). Thus this case reduces to the case (xi) of Table 1.1.
6.12.2. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(8), Spin(7), SO(6) × SO(2)) (see (xiii) in
Table 1.1). Here H = H˜ ∩G is isomorphic to the double covering
U˜(3) ' {(Z, s) ∈ U(3)× C∗ : detZ = s2}
of U(3). The only maximal connected proper subgroup of G containing H
is K = U(3)× SO(2). The group H is the image of the embedding
ι13 : U˜(3) −→ U(3)× SO(2)
(Z, s) 7−→
(
s−1Z,
(
Re(s) −Im(s)
Im(s) Re(s)
))
.
Up to applying an inner automorphism of g˜C = so(8,C), we may assume
that jC ∩ h˜C = ω⊥+ or ω⊥− and gC = Zg˜C(e1), where we identify j˜∗C with j˜C
via the Killing form and write Zg˜C(λ) for the centralizer in g˜C of λ ∈ j˜∗C '
j˜C. Then the automorphism group of the Dynkin diagram D4, switching
e1 and ω+ or ω−, induces an automorphism τ of g˜C = so(8,C) such that
τ(h˜C) ∩ j˜C = e⊥1 and τ(gC) = Zg˜C(ω+) or Zg˜C(ω+). Then τ(h˜C) ' so(7,C)
and τ(gC) ' gl(4,C), and τ takes the triple (SO(8), Spin(7), SO(6)×SO(2))
to (SO(8), SO(7),U(4)). Thus this case reduces to the case (i) of Table 1.1
with n = 3.
Likewise, the case (xiii)′ reduces to the case (i)′ of Table 1.1 with n = 3.
6.12.3. The case (G˜, H˜, G) = (SO(8), SO(6) × SO(2),Spin(7)) (see (xiv) in
Table 1.1). Here H = H˜∩G is again isomorphic to the double covering U˜(3)
of U(3). The only maximal connected proper subgroup of G containing H is
K = Spin(6). The embedding of H ' U˜(3) into H˜ = SO(6)× SO(2) factors
through the embedding ι13 : U˜(3)→ U(3)×SO(2) of Section 6.12.2. The au-
tomorphism τ of g˜C = so(8,C) that we just introduced in Section 6.12.2 takes
the triple (SO(8),SO(6)×SO(2), Spin(7)) to (SO(8),U(4),SO(7)). Thus this
case reduces to the case (ii) of Table 1.1 with n = 3.
7. Explicit generators and relations when G˜ is a product
Let us recall that the basic setting 1.1 of this paper is a triple (G˜, H˜, G)
such that G˜ is a connected compact Lie group, H˜ and G are connected closed
subgroups, and G˜C/H˜C is GC-spherical. Our main results have been proved
in this setting under an additional assumption, namely
• G˜ is simple,
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based on the classification of such triples (Table 1.1). In this section, we
consider the basic setting 1.1 with another assumption, namely
• G˜ is isomorphic to G×G where G is simple, and H˜ = H1×H2 where
H1, H2 are subgroups of G.
In Section 7.1, we begin with a classification of such triples (G˜, H˜, G): Propo-
sition 7.2 states that, up to coverings and automorphisms, the triple (1.5),
which is described more precisely as Example 7.1 below, is essentially the
only one. Then, for the rest of the section, we examine to what extent
analogous results to our main theorems hold for this triple.
Example 7.1. Let ς be the lift to Spin(8) of the outer automorphism ς of
order three of the Lie algebra so(8) described in Section 6.7. We consider the
triple
(G˜, H˜, G) =
(
Spin(8)× Spin(8), Spin(7)× Spin(7), Spin(8)),
where H is embedded into G˜ using the covering of the standard embedding
SO(7) ↪→ SO(8) in both components, and G is embedded into G˜ by g 7→
(g, ς(g)).
7.1. Classification of triples. In contrast with the classification of the
triples (G˜, H˜, G) for simple G˜ in Table 1.1, the following proposition states
that there are very few triples (G˜, H˜, G) with G˜ a product in the setting 1.1.
Proposition 7.2. In the setting 1.1, suppose that G˜ is isomorphic to G×G
where G is simple, and that H˜ = H1×H2 where H1, H2 are subgroups of G.
Then the triple (G˜, H˜, G) is isomorphic to
(7.1)
(
Spin(8)× Spin(8),Spin(7)× Spin(7), (ς i, ςj)(Spin(8)))
for some 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2, up to coverings and (possibly outer) automorphisms
of G˜.
For (i, j) = (0, 1), the triple (7.1) is the triple (1.5) described in Exam-
ple 7.1. Up to applying the outer automorphism (ς−i, ς−j) of G˜ = G × G,
the triple (7.1) is isomorphic to(
Spin(8)× Spin(8), ς−i(Spin(7))× ς−j(Spin(7)),Spin(8)),
where Spin(8) is embedded into Spin(8)× Spin(8) diagonally, by g 7→ (g, g).
Thus the proof of Proposition 7.2 reduces to the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3. Let G be a connected compact simple Lie group, and H1 and H2
connected closed subgroups such that G = H1H2 and that GC/((H1)C∩(H2)C)
is GC-spherical. Then the triple (G,H1, H2) is isomorphic to(
Spin(8), ς i(Spin(7)), ςj(Spin(7))
)
for some 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 2, up to coverings and conjugations.
Proof of Lemma 7.3. The triples (G,H1, H2) where G is a connected com-
pact simple Lie group, H1 and H2 are connected closed subgroups, and
G = H1H2, were classified by Oniščik [O]. Among them, we find the triples
(G,H1, H2) such that GC/((H1)C∩(H2)C) is GC-spherical by using Krämer’s
classification [Kr2] of spherical homogeneous spaces GC/HC with GC sim-
ple. 
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7.2. Differential operators and transfer map for the triple (1.5). For
the rest of the section, we examine the algebra DG(X) and its subalgebras
for the triple (1.5). In this case, since G˜/H˜ ' S7 × S7 is simply connected,
the transitive G-action on G˜/H˜ via G ↪→ G˜, g 7→ (g, ς(g)), has connected
stabilizer H := H˜ ∩ G; it is isomorphic to G2(−14). The only maximal
connected proper subgroup of G containingH isK = Spin(7). For i ∈ {1, 2},
we see the Casimir element of the i-th factor of G˜ = Spin(8)×Spin(8) as an
element of Z(gC), and denote it by C
(i)
G˜
. Clearly C
G˜
= C
(1)
G˜
+ C
(2)
G˜
.
Proposition 7.4 (Generators and relations). For
X = G˜/H˜ = (Spin(8)×Spin(8))/(Spin(7)×Spin(7)) ' Spin(8)/G2(−14) = G/H
and K = Spin(7), we have
(1) 3 d`(C
G˜
) = 3
(
d`(C
(1)
G˜
) + d`(C
(2)
G˜
)
)
= 6 d`(CG)− 4 dr(CK);
(2)

D
G˜
(X) = C[d`(C(1)
G˜
), d`(C
(2)
G˜
)];
DK(F ) = C[dr(CK)];
DG(X) = C
[
d`(C
(1)
G˜
), d`(C
(2)
G˜
),dr(CK)
]
= C
[
d`(C
(1)
G˜
), d`(C
(2)
G˜
),d`(CG)
]
.
Proposition 7.4.(2) states that
DG(X) = 〈DG˜(X),d`(Z(gC))〉 = 〈DG˜(X), dr(Z(kC))〉.
In particular, condition (B˜) of Section 1.4 holds. However, unlike in the
previous cases where G˜C is simple, here the subalgebra
(7.2) R := 〈d`(Z(gC)), dr(Z(kC))〉
is strictly contained in DG(X), namely condition (A˜) fails. More precisely,
the following holds.
Proposition 7.5. For
X = G˜/H˜ = (Spin(8)×Spin(8))/(Spin(7)×Spin(7)) ' Spin(8)/G2(−14) = G/H
and K = Spin(7), and for any i ∈ {1, 2}, we have
(1) d`(C(i)
G˜
) /∈ R;
(2) DG(X) = R+R d`(C
(i)
G˜
) as R-modules.
We identify
HomC-alg(Z(gC),C) ' j∗C/W (gC) ' C4/W (D4),(7.3)
HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) ' a˜∗C/W˜ ' C2/(Z/2Z)2(7.4)
by the standard bases. More precisely, let jC be a Cartan subalgebra of
gC = so(8,C) and {e1, e2, e3, e4} the standard basis of j∗C. For later purposes,
we fix a positive system ∆+(gC, jC) = {ei ± ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4}. Let ς be
the outer automorphism of order three of so(8) leaving jC invariant and
ς∗(ei) = ω+ :=
1
2
(1, 1, 1, 1),
as in (6.7.3). We view G = Spin(8) as a subgroup of G˜ = Spin(8)× Spin(8)
via id× ς.
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The set Disc(K/H) consists of the representations of K = Spin(7) of the
form τ = Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
)
for a ∈ N. In this case, G˜ is not a simple
Lie group, but Theorem 4.9.(4) still holds as follows.
Proposition 7.6 (Transfer map). Let
X = G˜/H˜ = (Spin(8)×Spin(8))/(Spin(7)×Spin(7)) ' Spin(8)/G2(−14) = G/H
and K = Spin(7). For τ = Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
) ∈ Disc(K/H) with
a ∈ N, the affine map
Sτ : a˜
∗
C ' C2 −→ C4 ' j∗C(7.5)
(λ, λ′) 7−→ 1
2
(
λ+ a+ 3, λ′ + 1, λ′ − 1, λ− a− 3)
induces a transfer map
ν(·, τ) : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C) −→ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
as in Theorem 4.9.
Proposition 7.6 will be proved in Section 7.6.
7.3. Representation theory for Spin(8)/G2(−14) with overgroup Spin(8)×
Spin(8). In order to prove Propositions 7.4 and 7.6, we use the following re-
sults on finite-dimensional representations.
Lemma 7.7. (1) Discrete series for G˜/H˜, G/H, and F = K/H:
Disc
(
Spin(8)×Spin(8)/Spin(7)×Spin(7)) = {Hj(R8)Hj′(R8) : j, j′ ∈ N};
Disc(Spin(8)/G2(−14)) =
{
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(
j + a, j′, j′, a− j)) :
|j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′, j + j′ − a ∈ 2N
}
;
Disc(Spin(7)/G2(−14)) =
{
Rep
(
Spin(7),
1
2
(a, a, a)
)
: a ∈ N
}
.
(2) Branching laws for Spin(8)×Spin(8) ↓ (id×ς)(Spin(8)): For j, j′ ∈ N,(Hj(R8)Hj′(R8))|Spin(8) ' ⊕
|j−j′|≤a≤j+j′
a≡j+j′ mod 2
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(
j+a, j′, j′, a−j)).
(3) Irreducible decomposition of the regular representation of G: For a ∈ N,
L2
(
Spin(8)/Spin(7),Rep
(
Spin(7),
1
2
(a, a, a)
))
'
∑⊕
j,j′∈N
j+j′−a∈2N
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(
j + a, j′, j′, a− j)).
(4) The ring S(gC/hC)H = S(spin(8,C)/g2,C)G2 is generated by three
algebraically independent homogeneous elements of degree 2.
Proof of Lemma 7.7. (1) The description of Disc(G˜/H˜) follows from the clas-
sical theory of spherical harmonics as in Spin(8)/Spin(7) ' SO(8)/SO(7).
The description of Disc(G/H) and Disc(K/H) is given by Krämer [Kr2].
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(2) Let ς∗Hj(R8) be the irreducible representation of Spin(8) obtained
by precomposing Hj(R8) by ς : Spin(8) → Spin(8). We first observe the
following isomorphisms of Spin(8)-modules:
Hj(R8) ' Rep(Spin(8), je1),
ς∗Hj(R8) ' Rep(Spin(8), jω+),
because ς∗(e1) = ω+. Let PC and QC be the parabolic subgroups of GC =
Spin(8,C) given by the characteristic elements (1, 0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1, 1) ∈
C4 ' jC, respectively. The nilradicals nC and uC of the parabolic subalgebras
pC and qC have the following weights:
∆(nC, jC) = {e1 ± ej : 2 ≤ j ≤ 4},
∆(uC, jC) = {ei + ej : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4},
and so
∆(nC ∩ uC, jC) = {e1 + ej : 2 ≤ j ≤ 4}.
The Levi subgroup of the standard parabolic subgroup PC ∩ QC is a (con-
nected) double covering of GL(1,C) × GL(3,C), and its Lie algebra acts
on nC ∩ uC ' C3 by Rep(gl(1,C) + gl(3,C), (1, 1, 0, 0)), hence on the `-th
symmetric tensor S`(nC ∩ uC) by
Rep(gl(1,C) + gl(3,C), (`, `, 0, 0)).
Applying Proposition 3.4, we obtain an upper estimate for the possible irre-
ducible summands of the tensor product representation Hj(R8)⊗ ς∗Hj′(R8)
by
+∞⊕
`=0
O(GC/(P−C ∩Q−C ),S`(n−C ∩ u−C )⊗ Lje1+j′ω+).
By the Borel–Weil theorem, we have an isomorphism of Spin(8)-modules:
O(GC/(P−C ∩Q−C ),S`(n−C ∩ u−C )⊗ Lje1+j′ω+)
'
{
Rep
(
Spin(8), 12(2j + j
′ − 2`, j′, j′, j′ − 2`)) if 0 ≤ ` ≤ min(j, j′),
{0} otherwise.
Via the change of variables a = j + j′ − 2`, the condition 0 ≤ ` ≤ min(j, j′)
on ` ∈ N amounts to the following conditions on a ∈ Z:
|j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′ and a ≡ j + j′ mod 2.
Thus we have
(7.6) Hj(R8)⊗ ς∗Hj′(R8) ⊂
⊕
|j−j′|≤a≤j+j′
a≡j+j′ mod 2
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(j+a, j′, j′, a−j)
)
.
By comparing (4.1) with (4.2), we see that the set of all irreducible Spin(8)-
modules occurring in Hj(R8) ⊗ ς∗Hj′(R8) for some j, j′ coincides with
Disc(Spin(8)/G2(−14)), counting multiplicities. Therefore the description of
Disc(Spin(8)/G2(−14)) in (1) forces (7.6) to be an equality. This completes
the proof of (2).
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(3) By the classical branching law for the standard embedding so(7) ⊂
so(8), see e.g. [GW, Th. 8.1.2], we have
Homso(7)
(
Rep
(
so(7),
1
2
(a, a, a)
)
,Rep
(
so(8), (x1, x2, x3, x4)
)|so(7)) = {0}
if and only if (x1, x2, x3, x4) = 12(j + j
′, a, a, j − j′) for some j, j′ ∈ Z with
|j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′ and j + j′ − a ∈ 2Z. Using (6.7.3), we have
ς−1
(1
2
(j + j′, a, a, j − j′)
)
=
1
2
(j + a, j′, j′, a− j).
We conclude using the Frobenius reciprocity.
(4) There is a unique 7-dimensional irreducible representation of G2, and
we have an isomorphism of G2-modules
spin(8,C)/g2,C ' C7 ⊕ C7.
Let Q ∈ S2(C7) be the quadratic form defining SO(7,C). Then we have a
decomposition as SO(7,C)-graded modules:
S(C7) '
⊕
j∈N
Hj(C7)⊗ C[Q],
where SO(7,C) acts trivially on the second factor. The self-dual representa-
tions Hj(C7) of SO(7,C) remain irreducible when restricted to G2, and they
are pairwise inequivalent. Therefore (Hi(C7)⊗Hj(C7))G2 6= {0} if and only
if i = j, and in this case its dimension is one. Hence the graded C-algebra
of G2-invariants
S
(
spin(8,C)/g2,C
)G2 ' (S(C7)⊗ S(C7))G2
'
⊕
i,j∈N
(Hi(C7)⊗Hj(C7))G2 ⊗ C[Q]⊗ C[Q′]
is isomorphic to a polynomial ring generated by three homogeneous elements
of degree 2. 
7.4. Generators and relations: proof. In this section we give a proof of
Proposition 7.4. For this we observe from Lemma 7.7 that the map ϑ 7→
(pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1 is given by
(7.7)
Rep
(
Spin(8), 12
(
j + a, j′, j′, a− j))
7−→
(
Hj(R8)Hj′(R8),Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
))
for j, j′, a ∈ N with |j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′ and j + j′ − a ∈ 2N.
Proof of Proposition 7.4. (1) The first equality follows from the identity C
G˜
=
d`(C
(1)
G˜
)+d`(C
(2)
G˜
). For the second equality, we use the fact that the Casimir
operators for G˜, G, and K act on these irreducible representations as the
following scalars.
Operator Representation Scalar
C
G˜
Hj(R8)Hj′(R8) j2 + j′2 + 6(j + j′)
CG Rep
(
Spin(8), 12(j + a, j
′, j′, a− j)) 12(j2 + j′2 + 6(j + j′) + a(a+ 6))
CK Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
)
3
4 a(a+ 6)
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This, together with the identity
3
(
j2 + j′2 + 6(j + j′)
)
= 3
(
j2 + j′2 + 6(j + j′) + a(a+ 6)
)− 3a(a+ 6),
implies 3 d`(C
G˜
) = 6 d`(CG)− 4 dr(CK).
(2) The description of D
G˜
(X) follows from the fact that Spin(8)/Spin(7)
is a symmetric space of rank one, see also Proposition 6.1.1.(2) with n = 3.
For the fiber F = K/H = Spin(7)/G2(−14), the description of DK(F ) was
given in Proposition 6.8.1.(2). We now focus on DG(X). We only need to
prove the first equality, since the second one follows from the linear relations
between the generators in (1). For this, using Lemmas 4.12.(3) and 7.7.(4),
it suffices to show that the three differential operators d`(C(1)
G˜
), d`(C(2)
G˜
),
and dr(CK) on X are algebraically independent. Let f be a polynomial
in three variables such that f(d`(C(1)
G˜
), d`(C
(2)
G˜
),dr(CK)) = 0 in DG(X).
By letting this differential operator act on the G-isotypic component ϑ =
Rep
(
Spin(8), 12(j + a, j
′, j′, a− j)) in C∞(X), we obtain
f
(
j2 + 6j, j′2 + 6j′,
3
4
a(a+ 6)
)
= 0
for all j, j′, a ∈ N with |j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′ and j + j′ − a ∈ 2N, hence f is
the zero polynomial. 
7.5. The subalgebra R = 〈dr(Z(kC)), d`(Z(gC))〉. Unlike Theorem 1.3.(2)
for simple G˜, here DG(X) is strictly larger than the subalgebra R generated
by dr(Z(kC)) and d`(Z(gC)). In this section, we give a proof of Proposi-
tion 7.5 on the subalgebra R. For this, we describe DG(X) as a function on
Disc(G/H), as in Proposition 4.4. Recall from Lemma 7.7.(1) that
Disc(G/H)
'
{
Rep
(
Spin(8),
1
2
(
j + a, j′, j′, a− j)) : a ≥ |j − j′|, j + j′ − a ∈ 2N}.
Setting x := (j + 3)2 and y := (j′ + 3)2 and z := (a + 3)2, we may regard
the polynomial ring C[x, y, z] as a subalgebra of Map(Disc(G/H),C).
Lemma 7.8. The map ψ˜ of Proposition 4.4 gives an algebra isomorphism
DG(X)
∼−→ C[x, y, z].
Proof. We take generators R1, . . . , R4 of Z(gC) as follows. Recall from Sec-
tion 2.4 the notation χGν : Z(gC)→ C for the infinitesimal character. There
exist unique elements R1, . . . , R4 ∈ Z(gC) such that{
χGν (Rk) = 2
2k−1(ν2k1 + ν2k2 + ν2k3 + ν2k4 ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3,
χGν (R4) = 2
4 ν1ν2ν3ν4
for ν = (ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4) ∈ j∗C/W (D4) ' C4/S4 n (Z/2Z)3 via the standard
basis of the Cartan subalgebra jC of gC = so(8,C). Then Z(gC) is the
polynomial algebra C[R1, R2, R3, R4].
Let us set 
rk := ψ˜(d`(Rk)) for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4,
q := ψ˜(dr(CK)),
pi := ψ˜(d`(C
(i)
G˜
)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
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By Proposition 4.4.(2), these are maps from Disc(G/H) to C sending any
ϑ = Rep
(
Spin(8), 12 (j + a, j
′, j′, a − j)) ∈ Disc(G/H) to ψ(ϑ,d`(Rk)) (for
1 ≤ k ≤ 4), ψ(ϑ,dr(CK)), and ψ(ϑ, d`(C(i)
G˜
)), which are the scalars by which
Rk ∈ Z(gC) acts on ϑ and CK ∈ Z(kC) acts on τ(ϑ) = Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
)
and C(i)
G˜
∈ Z(g˜C) acts on pi(ϑ) = Hj(R8) ⊗ Hj′(R8), respectively, by (7.7).
These scalars are given as follows:
r1 = x+ y + z + 1,
r2 = x
2 + 6zx+ z2 + y2 + 6y + 1,
r3 = x
3 + 15zx2 + 15z2x+ z3 + y3 + 15y2 + 15y + 1,
r4 = (x− 1)(y − z),
q = 34 (z − 9),
p1 = x− 9,
p2 = y − 9.
Therefore, the algebra homomorphism ψ˜ : DG(X) → Map(Disc(G/H),C)
takes values in C[x, y, z]. The image is exactly C[x, y, z] since p1, p2, q gen-
erate it. 
From now on, we identify DG(X) with the polynomial ring C[x, y, z]. Since
the algebra dr(Z(kC)) is generated by dr(CK) and d`(Z(gC)) is generated
by the d`(Rk) for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, we may view R in (7.2) as the subalgebra of
C[x, y, z] generated by q, r1, r2, r3, r4.
Lemma 7.9. In this setting,
(1) z, x+ y, xz + y, xy ∈ R;
(2) xn, yn ∈ R+Rx for all n ∈ N.
Proof. (1) We have z ∈ Cq+C, hence z ∈ R. Similarly, x+y ∈ Cq+Cr1 +C,
hence x+ y ∈ R. The inclusions xz + y, xy ∈ R follow from the equalities
4(xz + y) = r2 + 2r4 − (x+ y)2 − (z + 1)2,
xy = r4 + (xz + y) + z.
(2) Let us prove xn ∈ R + Rx by induction on n. The cases n = 0, 1 are
clear, and we have x2 = −xy+ (x+y)x ∈ R+Rx by (1). Assuming xn ∈ R,
we have xn+1 = xxn ∈ x(R + Rx) = Rx + Rx2, hence xn+1 ∈ R + Rx by
the case n = 2. The assertion for yn is clear from y = (x+ y)− x. 
Proof of Proposition 7.5. We again identify DG(X) with the polynomial ring
C[x, y, z] as in Lemma 7.8. Since x+ y ∈ R, it is sufficient to show:
(1) x /∈ R;
(2) C[x, y, z] = R+Rx as R-modules,
where R is again the subalgebra of C[x, y, z] generated by q, r1, r2, r3, r4.
(1) Suppose by contradiction that there is a polynomial f in five variables
such that
(7.8) f(r1, r2, r3, r4, q) = x.
Taking z = 1 in the identity (7.8) of polynomials in x, y, z, we see that the
left-hand side is symmetric in x and y, whereas the right-hand side is not,
yielding a contradiction.
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(2) Since xy, z ∈ R by Lemma 7.9.(1), any monomial of the form x`ymzn
with `,m, n ∈ N belongs to x`−mR if ` ≥ m, and to ym−`R if ` ≤ m. In
both cases we see, using Lemma 7.9.(2), that x`ymzn ∈ R + Rx. Therefore
R+Rx = C[x, y, z]. 
7.6. Transfer map: proof of Proposition 7.6. As we have seen in the
previous section, in our setting the algebra R = 〈d`(Z(gC)), dr(Z(kC))〉 does
not contain D
G˜
(X), and an analogous statement to Proposition 1.10 does
not hold for all maximal ideals I of Z(kC). Nevertheless, the following holds
for certain specific maximal ideals I, which include all ideals we need to
define transfer maps. We denote by Iτ be the annihilator of the irreducible
K-module τ∨ (' τ) in Z(kC), and qIτ : DG(X)→ DG(X)Iτ := DG(X)/〈Iτ 〉
the quotient map as in Section 1.3.
Proposition 7.10. For any τ ∈ Disc(K/H), the map qIτ induces algebra
isomorphisms
D
G˜
(X)
∼−→ DG(X)Iτ
and
Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`) ∼−→ DG(X)Iτ .
These isomorphisms combine into an algebra isomorphism
ϕIτ : Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`) ∼−→ DG˜(X),
which induces a natural map
ϕ∗Iτ : HomC-alg(DG˜(X),C)
∼−→ HomC-alg
(
Z(gC)/Ker(qIτ ◦ d`),C
)
⊂ HomC-alg(Z(gC),C)
Proposition 7.10 implies Theorem 4.9.(1)–(3) in our setting, see Section 4.6.
Proof of Proposition 7.10. We identify DG(X) with the polynomial ring
C[x, y, z] via ψ˜ using Lemma 7.8. Write τ = Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
)
. Un-
der the isomorphism DG(X) ' C[x, y, z], the ideal 〈Iτ 〉 is generated by
z−(a+3)2, and the map qIτ identifies with the evaluation qa at z = (a+3)2,
sending f(x, y, z) ∈ C[x, y, z] to f(x, y, (a + 3)2) ∈ C[x, y]. This induces an
algebra isomorphism DG(X)Iτ ' C[x, y], and we obtain the following com-
mutative diagram for each τ = Rep
(
Spin(7), 12(a, a, a)
)
.
DG(X)
qIτ

∼
ψ˜
// C[x, y, z]
qa

DG(X)Iτ
∼ // C[x, y]
We now examine the restriction of qa to the subalgebras DG˜(X) and
d`(Z(gC)) of DG(X). The restriction of qa to DG˜(X) = C[p1, p2] = C[x, y] is
clearly an isomorphism. On the other hand, a simple computation shows
qa(r1) = x+ y + (a+ 3)
2 + 1,
qq(−r21 + r2 + 2r4) = 2
(
(a+ 3)2 − 1)(x− y).
Since (a + 3)2 6= 1, we conclude that qa(d`(Z(gC))) = C[x, y], hence the
second isomorphism. 
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Proof of Proposition 7.6. We use Proposition 4.13 and the formula (7.7) for
the map ϑ 7→ (pi(ϑ), τ(ϑ)) of Proposition 4.1. Let τ = Rep(Spin(7), 12(a, a, a))∈ Disc(K/H) with a ∈ N. If ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) satisfies τ(ϑ) = τ , then ϑ is
of the form ϑ = Rep(Spin(8), 12 (j + a, j
′, j′, a − j)) for some j, j′ ∈ N with
|j − j′| ≤ a ≤ j + j′ and j + j′ − 2a ∈ N, by (7.6). The algebra D
G˜
(X) acts
on the irreducible G˜-submodule pi(ϑ) = Hj(R8)Hj′(R8) of C∞(X) by the
scalars
λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ = (j + 3, j
′ + 3) ∈ C2/(Z/2Z)2
via the Harish-Chandra isomorphism (7.4), whereas the algebra Z(gC) acts
on the irreducible G-module ϑ = Rep
(
Spin(8), 12
(
j + a, j′, j′, a− j)) by the
scalars
ν(ϑ) + ρ =
1
2
(
λ+ a+ 3, λ′ + 1, λ′ − 1, λ− a− 3) ∈ C4/W (D4)
via (7.3). Thus the affine map Sτ in Proposition 7.6 sends λ(ϑ) + ρa˜ to
ν(ϑ) + ρ for any ϑ ∈ Disc(G/H) such that τ(ϑ) = τ , and we conclude using
Proposition 4.13. 
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